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There are numerous ongoing research efforts in flexible
antenna technology since these antennas can enable commu-
nications in curved surfaces not suitable for traditional rigid
antennas, as well as exhibiting wide adaptability, low mass
density, small volume, lightweight, and low cost. A consid-
erable effort is being carried out on the novel antenna
configurations exhibiting agile operating frequencies, tunable
bandwidth, switchable polarization, and reconfigurable radi-
ation pattern. Due to the significant research efforts and fast
development in the field, International Journal of Antennas
and Propagation set out to publish a special issue devoted
to the topic of Flexible and Conformal Antennas and Appli-
cations. The result is a collection of ten outstanding articles
submitted by investigators representing seven countries
across Asia, Europe, and North America.

For additive manufacturing and direct write printing,
material selection and manufacturing process are critical to
the antenna and radio frequency (RF) components’ overall
electrical and mechanical performance. M. A. Monne et al.
from Texas State University, in “Material Selection and
Fabrication Processes for Flexible Conformal Antennas,”
discuss extensively the major fabrication techniques and
associated materials used for the fabrication of flexible con-
formal antennas, including 3D printing technology, wearable
textile technology, substrate-integrated waveguide technol-
ogy, and membrane technology. The application of each type
of fabrication technique is analyzed through experimental
results, which further underlines the importance of material
selection and the various fabrication processes. E. S. Rosker
et al. from Northrop Grumman Corporation and UCLA, in

“Printable Materials for the Realization of High Performance
RF Components: Challenges and Opportunities,” thoroughly
discuss the attributes and challenges of additive manufactur-
ing and direct writing techniques for the development of a
variety of RF components including antennas, filters, and
transmission lines. In this very comprehensive paper, the
authors discuss printing methods, ink formulation, and post-
processing approaches necessary to attain RF components
and devices with performance comparable to those devel-
oped using conventional techniques and address future areas
of research where further work is needed to optimize
the performance and exploit the full potential of printed
RF components.

Various types of flexible antennas were designed and
reported. J. Zhou et al. from Xidian University, in “Design,
Fabrication, and Testing of Active Skin Antenna with 3D
Printing Array Framework,” report the design, fabrication,
and testing of a novel active skin antenna which consists of
an encapsulation shell, antenna skin, and RF and beam
control circuits. An active skin antenna prototype with 32
microstrip antenna elements was fabricated using a hybrid
manufacturing method. 3D printing technology was applied
to fabricate the array framework, and the different layers
were bonded to form the final antenna skin by using tradi-
tional composite processes. The proposed design and fabrica-
tion technique is suitable for the development of a conformal
load-bearing antenna or smart skin antenna installed in the
structural surface of aircraft, warships, and armored vehicles.
L. Zhao et al. from Nanjing University of Posts and Telecom-
munications, in “A Ring-Focus Antenna with Splash Plate in
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Ka-Band,” report a ring-focus antenna fed by a splash plate
for Ka-band communications. In this paper, the authors
introduce a new theory for the splash-plate feed design. Their
simulation also shows a very good agreement with the
measurement data. The measured efficiency satisfies the
requirement for Ka-band communications. K. N. Paracha
et al. from Universiti Teknologi Malaysia, in “Low-Cost
Printed Flexible Antenna by Using an Office Printer for Con-
formal Applications,” report a coplanar waveguide- (CPW-)
fed Z-shaped planar antenna printed using an ink-jet printer
on a flexible polyethylene terephthalate (PET) substrate. The
radiation efficiency of 62% was achieved at 2.45GHz. The
performance of the printed antenna under various bending
conditions is also tested for conformal applications for the
future 5G network. C. Y. Cheung et al. fromHong Kong have
demonstrated a printed inverted-F antenna (PIFA) in the
paper titled “Miniaturized Printed Inverted-F Antenna for
Internet of Things: A Design on PCB with a Meandering
Line and Shorting Strip.” This antenna employs a smart
meandering line and shorting strip design technique to fur-
ther reduce the overall size, profile, and cost and increase the
antenna’s various electrical performances. This technique
can be adapted and widely applied to various Internet of
Things (IoT) and numerous other wireless applications due
to its merits.

Flexible high-speed digital switching, amplifiers, and
digital beamforming networks are critical to realize flexible
phased-array antenna. M. A. Monne et al. from Texas State
University, in “Inkjet-Printed Flexible MEMS Switches for
Phased-Array Antennas,” report a fully ink-jet-printed flexi-
ble MEMS switch for phased-array antennas. The physical
structure of the printed MEMS switch consists of an anchor
with a clamp-clamp beam, a sacrificial layer, and bottom
transmission lines. 5mil Kapton® polyimide film is used as
a flexible substrate material. Layer-by-layer fabrication pro-
cess and material evaluation are illustrated. The MEMS
switch has a low actuation voltage of 1.2V, current capacity
of 0.2195mA, a current on-off ratio of 2195 : 1, and an RF
insertion loss of 5 dB up to 13.5GHz. Printed MEMS switch
technology is a promising candidate for flexible and reconfi-
gurable phased-array antennas and other RF and microwave
frequency applications.

Numerical simulation of an antenna system can be used
as guidance towards flexible antenna development. S. Asaly
et al. from Ariel University, in “Accurate 3D Mapping
Algorithm for Flexible Antennas,” report a new accurate 3D
flexible antenna surface mapping technology using a small-
sized monocamera and known patterns on the antenna
surface. This method demonstrated up to 0.1-millimeter
antenna mapping accuracy from 1m distance. The method
provides an effective tool for accurate 3D mapping of a flex-
ible antenna surface. D. Subitha and J. M. Mathana from
Anna University, in “Design of Low-Complexity Hybrid Pre-
coder and Inkjet-Printed Antenna Array for Massive MIMO
Downlink Systems,” propose two design methodologies to
reduce the complexity of massive multiple input multiple
output (MIMO) systems. The first one is the design of a
low-complexity hybrid precoder based on zero-forcing (ZF)
precoding algorithm and Neumann series approximation.

The second one is the design of a flexible, environment
friendly, simple 128-element Z-shaped coplanar waveguide
(CPW) monopole array at the frequency of 2.4GHz. The
performance of the proposed designs are evaluated in terms
of probability of error in the hybrid precoding algorithm
and radiation characteristics like gain, directivity, and return
loss for the printed antenna design.

Uniformly, these authors highlight both the promise and
the challenges faced by this emerging field of antenna devel-
opment. In summary, this special issue provides a snapshot
of the current development of flexible and conformal anten-
nas across the globe. Hopefully, this publication will provide
a benchmark for future development of innovative, high-
performance, low-cost, rapid deployable, and flexible anten-
nas for various applications.

Maggie Y. Chen
Félix A. Miranda

Xing Lan
Xuejun Lu
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Flexible antennas offer many advantages for communication, radar, RF identification, and energy harvesting applications. A review
on the material selection and fabrication process of flexible antennas is presented since these aspects are critical to the antenna’s
overall electrical and mechanical performance. A number of different material and fabrication techniques are reviewed in detail
for different types of antennas. In addition, experimental results are also discussed for these antennas, which further underlines
the importance of material selection and the various fabrication processes.

1. Introduction

In recent years, a great deal of interest has arisen in both
industry and academia for flexible electronics. In fact, this
research area now occupies the top of the research pyramid
of many national research agencies. The revenue of flexible
electronics is estimated to be 3 billion USD in 2017 and
projected to be over 300 billion USD in 2028 according
to the latest market analysis report [1].

Moreover, flexible electronics is becoming an appealing
candidate for the next generation of consumer electronics
due to light weight, low cost of manufacturing, ease of fabri-
cation, and the availability of inexpensive flexible substrates
(i.e., papers, textiles, and plastics) [2]. Flexible electronic sys-
tems also incorporate flexible antennas to provide additional
room for system trade-off space and design flexibility.

For example, a flexible antenna can be integrated onto a
light weight, conformal, and flexible platform [3]. This kind
of flexible antenna meets the requirement of different com-
munication tasks using different antenna technologies (i.e.,
robotic devices or on human clothes, mandate a small size,
light weight, and low power antenna system) [3]. On the
other hand, because of the low profile of the flexible antenna

design, coverage of the local network will be short (~10m) to
medium range (~5 km–10 km) [4, 5].

A flexible substrate should be highly deformable and
mechanically robust and must exhibit high tolerance levels
of bending repeatability to comply with flexible technologies
and integrated components [6]. Also, solvent resistivity, low
cost (allowing large area, mass production), and moisture
resistance can be additional requirements for substrate
selection. There were various kinds of substrates utilized by
researches, for example, steel [7], fabric [8], fluidic [9], paper
[10], as well as synthesized materials. Among these, two most
widely researched flexible substrate candidates are plastic and
stainless steel [7]. Steel is not particularly deformable and
heavier than plastic; therefore, it is unsuitable for many appli-
cations, particularly in wearable and display applications.
Antennas were printed on 4mm felt fabric textile [8],
which is developed for wearable and conformal applications.
However, it is hard to maintain the shape of fabric substrates
during applications, as well as prone to environmental degra-
dations. Paper substrate leads to potential electronic devices
at low cost, which are also disposable and fully recyclable.
A single-band antenna was printed and demonstrated on a
46mm× 30mm paper substrate [10]. However, the high loss
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factor leads to reduced antenna efficiency due to either con-
duction losses, dielectric losses, or impedance mismatch
[11]. On the other hand, plastic substrates are lighter and
deformable alternatives with many suitable variants. With
the DuPont brand Kapton polyimide film, the maximum
fabrication temperature can be as high as 400°C. Kapton
also has low loss factor over a wide frequency range, high
tensile strength, and dielectric strength [12].

There are four major types of flexible antennas, namely
3D-printed flexible antennas, passive and active wearable
textile antennas, substrate-integrated waveguide antennas,
and membrane-based antennas. Their fabrication process,
performance, and application are discussed in detail in the
following sections.

2. 3D-Printed Flexible Antennas

This section reviews the currently available 3D printing tech-
nologies for the fabrication of flexible antennas. It also
includes a method overview, advantages, and drawbacks of
each technique, including inkjet printing, aerosol jet printing,
and screen printing.

2.1. 3D Inkjet Printing Technique

2.1.1. Conductive and Insulating Materials. Conductive
materials for printed and flexible antennas include various
conductive inks and pastes which provide critical perfor-
mance characteristics of a printed pattern. The choices of
conductive material ink include the metallic solution of
silver, gold, copper, and nickel nanoparticles, conductive
polymers, carbon nanotubes, and graphene [13]. Also, each
of these conductive materials offers different advantages to
the final conductive system.

Conductive nanoparticle ink is based on conductive
nanoparticles or nanoflakes dispensed in a liquid solvent
usually in colloidal form [14–25]. A commercial silver ink
(NovaCentrix, JSB-40G) in aqueous dispersion has 40% solid
silver nanoflakes by weight with average particle size of
60–80 nm. It also has a viscosity (8–12 cP) which is suitable
for inkjet print head. Viscosity of the ink can be increased
by loading more nanoflakes, but it significantly increases
the clogging rate. Curing the substrate after printing is an
important step to evaporate the solvent so that only conduc-
tive material remains. Sintering could be in any form such as
thermal curing, UV, or photonic curing. Sintering process
like extended time of thermal curing or high-power UV or
photonic curing can appreciably improve the conductivity
of the printed patterns.

Another type of solution-based ink is silver metalorganic
nanoparticle ink [26]. Jahn et al., Pabst et al., Calvert, and

Zhang et al. investigated silver printing from an aqueous
transition metal complex- [AgO2C(CH2OCH2)3H] based
metalorganic dispersion ink [27–30]. They achieved metallic
silver-printed pattern conductivity as high as 2.7× 107 Sm−1.
To achieve a layer-by-layer silver film growth using metalor-
ganic dispersion ink, a sequential reactive inkjet (RI) process
must be employed [27]. Reactive silver ink (AgC2H3O2)
(Sigma-Aldrich) is introduced to deploy the RI process.
The RI process involves an initial printed metalorganic
ink, followed by a secondary printed reactive ink. Interlayer
adhesion can be improved by different surface treatments
like oxygen plasma treatment.

Insulating materials are used for the dielectric layer dur-
ing the fabrication of multilayer interconnects. There are
few choices of dielectric material for printing technology that
have excellent mechanical and thermal stability, chemical
resistance, and electrical properties (e.g., high electrical
breakdown field). Various forms of polymers can be suitable
candidates for interlayer dielectrics and flexible devices. As
an example, a form of polyimide, made from its precursor
poly(amic acid) 18% of volume weight diluted with a little
more than 80% of volume weight of 1-methyl-2-pyrrolidi-
none (NMP) upon heating and other chemical treatments,
can be used as ink [31]. It is reported that polyketone resin
dissolved in a solvent mixture of 50% ethyl lactate and
50% α-terpineol can be used as a suitable insulator, exhi-
biting a high electrical breakdown voltage of 17.5MV/m
[32]. Silicone elastomer is a two-part prepolymer liquid,
which can be printed out as well [33]. In [33], it shows that
the spin-on-glass can also be diluted to have the viscosity
and solid content suitable for printing.

2.1.2. Operation of Inkjet Printer. Inkjet printers can be
divided into two basic groups based on their operation proce-
dure: continuous and drop-on-demand [34]. In continuous
inkjet printers, the ink is first pumped through a nozzle
forming a liquid jet. Secondly, the formed liquid jet is
deflected by electrostatic plates to the paper or to a reser-
voir for recirculation.

Today, most inkjet printers are based on the drop for-
mation process, which is called drop-on-demand (DOD)
[34, 35]. The drop-on-demand method provides smaller
drops and higher placement accuracy compared to the con-
tinuous inkjet printers. In this method, the pulse that creates
the ink drop can be generated either thermally or piezoelec-
trically. As seen in Figure 1, in a thermal inkjet printer, a
heated plate causes a vapor bubble, which pushes the ink
out through the nozzle. The total ejection time is a fewmicro-
seconds, and the temperature of the plate can rise by about
300°C during the ejection.

Figure 2(a) shows the schematic of a shear-mode piezo-
electric print head. In this type of print head, an electric field
applied to a piezoceramic actuator element causes shear
action deformation which is used to eject the ink through
the nozzle [37]. The print head design shown in Figure 2(b)
is called the bend-mode design. In this design, ink rejection
is caused by the piezoceramic plates bonded to a diaphragm
to form an array of bilaminar electromechanical transducers.

t > 5�휇s t ~ 10�휇s t ~ 20�휇s

Figure 1: Drop formation by a thermal inkjet printer [36].
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The print heads in a Tektronix’s Phaser 300 and 350 and
Epson’s Color Stylus 400, 600, and 800 inkjet printers are of
the bend-mode piezoceramic type [36]. The Fujifilm Dimatix
Materials Printer is the most widely used inkjet printer
for fabrication [38]. Since the printing is usually performed
at room temperature (25°C), this inkjet printer is capable
of printing on a variety of substrates, including low temper-
ature plastics. Additionally, during deposition, surface topol-
ogy is also not an issue due to its contactless printing
technique. This printing technique can also fill the contacts
of multilayer interconnection without any obstacle. It is also

possible to print multiple layers of different materials on top
of each other.

2.1.3. Inkjet-Printed Antennas. Figure 3 shows the inkjet-
printed 4× 4 phased-array antenna (PAA) fabricated by Sub-
baraman et al. [39]. The entire PAA was inkjet printed using
Fujifilm Dimatix Material Printer (DMP-2831), including
the silver-based patch antenna elements and carbon nano-
tube (CNT) field-effect transistors (FETs) in the phase-
shifting network. The DC control circuits for the CNT FETs
were printed on a separate Kapton substrate, and multilayer

Electrodes

Piezoceramic

(a)

Piezoceramic

Diaphragm

(b)

Figure 2: Design of a (a) shear-mode and (b) bend-mode piezoelectric inkjet print head [36].

(a)

Bottom substrate
containng printed

PAA

Via

Top substrate with
metal interconnection

lines

Copper
tape

(b)

Figure 3: (a) Schematic layout of a 4 by 4 PAA subsystem with a multilayer interconnection scheme. (b) Photograph of the fully printed PAA
system [39].
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interconnects were realized through lamination and vias.
The antenna was designed to work at 5GHz for Mars com-
munication sponsored by NASA Glenn Research Center.
Figure 4 compares the measured and simulated far-field
radiation patterns at four different steering angles at 5GHz
[39]. Without counting the loss of the transmission line,
the gain of the fully printed PAA was as high as 14.6 dBi with
an efficiency of 58%.

Compared to traditional antenna design, this lightweight,
flexible, and conformal PAA is a promising candidate for on
Mars communication, flexible portable wireless systems, as
well as other airborne communication systems. Inkjet print-
ing provides resolution down to 15 microns, which is impor-
tant for high frequency applications. Furthermore, as shown
in the above example, CNT FETs are printed together with
the antenna patch to provide steering capability. The CNT
FET is a four-layer (source/drain, channel, dielectric, and
gate) 3D device with a channel size of 80 microns, which

could not be realize with other flexible antenna technologies.
Even though the viscosity of inkjet printable materials is lim-
ited to 8 to 12 cP, there are plenty of materials in the market
that are within the range.

The following section describes another fabrication tech-
nique named aerosol jet printing technique. This printing
technique not only provides resolution down to 5 microns
but also be able to process materials with the viscosity from
1 to 1000 cP, which provides a wide choice of materials.

2.2. 3D Aerosol Jet Printing Technique. Aerosol jet printing,
also known as maskless mesoscale material deposition or
M3D [40], is another material deposition technique for
printed electronics. Figure 5 shows the aerosol jet printing
process. It begins with the atomization of ink by heating it
up to 80°C [40]. Aerosol jet produces droplets of one to two
micrometers in diameter. Finally, the atomized droplets are
entrained in a gas stream and delivered to the print head.
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Figure 4: Measured and simulated far-field radiation patterns of the printed PAA system at 5GHz steering at (a) θ= 0, φ= 0; (b) θ= 14.5,
φ= 0; (c) θ= 20.7, φ=−45; and (d) θ= 34, φ=−26.5 [39].
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An annular clean gas flow is also introduced around the aero-
sol stream, to pivot the droplets into a collimated beam of
material. A converging nozzle is the exit path of the com-
bined gas flow; it compresses the gas stream to a diameter
as small as 10μm [41].

Predesigned electrical components are printed by moving
the print head conjugated with a mechanically movable stop/
start shutter. The minimum printing resolution of an Opto-
mec Aerosol Jet printer (AJ 300) is 5μm–10μm [40–42],
with single-layer thicknesses from tens of nanometers to
>10μm [41]. For the application of millimeter size features
and surface coating, a wide nozzle print head allows efficient
printing. It should be noted that all the fabrication by this
technique occurs without the use of any vacuum or pressure
chambers at room temperature. Generally, very little splatter
or overspray from the droplets occurs despite the high veloc-
ity of the printing process [42].

Literature review shows that a wide range of materials
have been successfully deposited with the aerosol jet process
which includes diluted thick film pastes, thermosetting poly-
mers such as UV-curable epoxies, solvent-based polymers
like polyurethane and polyimide, and biologic materials [43].

2.2.1. Material Compatibility. The aerosol jet can process a
wide range of materials required for the manufacturing of
printed electronic materials, such as conductors, semicon-
ductors, resistors, and dielectrics/insulators [44]. Table 1
shows the combinations of materials printed layerwise to
create differing functionality [43].

2.2.2. Aerosol Jet-Printed Antenna. Figure 6 shows the first
printed near-field antenna by Optomec fabricated by an

aerosol jet printer for near-field communication (NFC)
[43]. According to the report from Optomec, it is found
that the field strength of the printed antenna is 40% lower
than other traditional antennas, but it meets ISO 14443 stan-
dard for operating at 13.56MHz in close proximity with a
reader antenna [43]. Additionally, the performance was also
improved later through additional power input or a lower
resistance coil [43].

The intended application for this antenna was mainly for
NFC, which was used in portable device such as a smart-
phone, to establish communication by bringing them within
4 cm (1.6 in) of each other. It also can be used in contactless
payment systems, similar to those used in credit cards and
electronic ticket smartcards, and allows mobile payment
systems. Furthermore, this antenna can be used for social
networking and sharing contacts, photos, videos, or files.

Aerosol jet printing provides resolution down to 5
microns, which is by far the most accurate fabrication
technology. It is also widely adopted to print micron-size
active components. It is also capable to process materials
with the viscosity from 1 to 1000 cP, which provides a wide
choice of materials.

The following section describes screen printing tech-
niques for the fabrication of conformal antenna, which is
one of the most cost-effective and simplest fabrication tech-
niques used by manufacturers.

2.3. Antenna Fabrication by Screen Printing. Screen print-
ing is based on a twisted screen with different thicknesses
and thread densities. A rubber-edge blade is driven down
forcing the screen into contact, producing a printed pat-
tern with the glued substrate [45]. This process forces
the ink to be ejected into the exposed areas of the screen
as well on the substrate, and thus, the desired pattern is
formed. The most common materials used in this technol-
ogy are polyester and stainless steel. Figure 7 shows the
screen printing process and fabricated flexible antenna,
reported in [45].

Several RFIDs and flexible transparent antennas have
been prototyped successfully using screen printing [46–48].
Figure 7(b) shows a successful fabrication of a flexible

Aerosol delivery tubing

Sheath gas

Deposition head

Water

Aerodynamically focused
Aerosol jet stream

Ink

Ultrasonic atomizer

Transducer

Nitrogen gas/
atomizer gas flow

Figure 5: Aerosol jet printing operation process [41].

Table 1: Compatible materials for aerosol jet printing [43].

Conductive metals Nanoparticle Ag, Au, Pt, Pd, …

Conductive polymers PEDOT, carbon nanotubes (CNTs)

Semiconductors P3HT, PQT, CNTs, …

Resistors Carbon, metal oxide, …

Dielectric
Epoxy, acrylic, PMMA, polyamide,

PTFE, …
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antenna for an interrogator application. The antenna dem-
onstrated in this system was screen-printed by Quad Indus-
tries, utilizing printing inks developed by Agfa [45].

There are disadvantages associated with this technique,
which includes the limited control over the thickness,
number of passes, and resolution of the printed patterns.
Layer consistency is also a challenge because of the
change of ink viscosity and surface energy of the substrate
due to the artifacts left by thermal curing of solvent-based
inks [48].

In summary, 3D aerosol and inkjet printing are
promising technologies that could be used to fabricate
accurate antenna geometries with resolution down to 5–
10 microns and active components such as switches and
amplifiers. It could even be used to directly print on fabrics
for wearable antennas.

3. Wearable Textile Antennas

Due to the recent miniaturization of wireless devices, the uti-
lization of wearable textiles in antenna segment has been seen
on the rise. A wearable antenna is a part of the clothing used
for communication purposes, which also includes tracking
and navigation, mobile computing, and public safety. It can
also be used in telemedicine application.

3.1. Passive Wearable Antennas. One of the first proposals
on wearable antennas appeared in 2001 [49]. The Salonen
et al. proposed a GPS antenna with circular polarization
where they have experimented five different synthetic

fabric materials as dielectric substrates in 2004 [50]. Cop-
per tape was used to make the conductive parts. The
dielectric synthetic materials were from: Vellux® (5mm
thick fabric), synthetic felt (4mm thick, nonwoven), Deli-
nova 200® (made of polyamide Cordura® fibres laminated
with Gore-Tex membrane and having a thickness of
0.5mm), fleece (a very soft polyester fabric with 4mm thick-
ness), and upholstery fabric [50, 51]. The relative permittivity
of the five fabrics was also measured, and the values ranged
between 1.1 and 1.7 [50, 51]. Among all five studied fabrics,
polyamide fibre (Cordura) was the most promising and
interesting fabric for the development of a flexible antenna
[51]. This material also has a property of constant thickness
and high resistance, which allows this material to have more
stable geometric dimensions for the antenna application.

Salonen et al. [52] presented a planar inverted-F antenna
(PIFA), built on a flexible substrate for dual-band operation.
Basically, it was intended to be placed on a shirt sleeve and
operated at 900MHz and 2.4GHz [52]. The antenna showed
good performance at upper band frequency (2.4GHz) even
with a human body present, but lower band frequency
(900MHz) radiation was not achieved [52].

Figure 8 shows the placement of wearable antenna on a
human body [53] and fabricated textile patch antenna [54].
The material was a woven conductive fabric with a thickness
of 0.125mm and 0.05Ω/square surface resistance [53]. The
material selection for a wearable antenna is a critical step to
be robust and suitable for certain applications.

In [55], an aramid woven fabric which is flame resis-
tant and suitable for integration into fire fighter garments

(a) (b)

Figure 6: Aerosol jet-printed near-field antenna by Optomec for near-field communication. (a) Printed with silver nanoparticle ink. (b)
Printed with Cu nanoparticle ink [43].

Movement

Printed pattern

Frame

Squeegee

Ink

Substrate

Screen

Open area
filled with ink

(a) (b)

Figure 7: (a) Screen printing process [6]. (b) Screen-printed flexible antenna [45].
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is reported. A highly conductive nylon fabric was used as
the conductor. It has three metalized layers (Ni/Cu/Ag)
which provide high conductivity with the sheet resistance
of 0.03Ω/square. Moreover, it also can provide flexibility
and protection against corrosion.

Spiral antennas are one the most popular antennas
because of their large bandwidth and low-profile proper-
ties. Various research papers have been published on the
fabrication process of wearable spiral antennas [56–59].
The idea of embroidered spiral antennas is comparatively
new. Investigations are still ongoing [57–59]. The density
of the embroidered threads has been significantly elevated
with the largest one reported in [58]. Figure 9 shows the
embroidered spiral antenna. The antenna was fed by a 50Ω
flexible coaxial cable.

Due to the large size and weight of the specific anthro-
pomorphic mannequin (SAM) phantom, there is inherent
difficulty in measuring the wearable spiral antenna with
the conventional far-field measurement technique [60]. A
novel cylindrical near-field measurement methodology was
adopted to get the simulation results in Figures 10(a)
and 10(b). The distance reported was 2mm between the
antenna and a human body during testing. All the separa-
tions have |S11| generally lower than −5 dB for almost the

entire frequency range above 0.5GHz. The antenna is
curved on the y-axis with 30°, 40°, and 50° curvature
angles, respectively.

For the past few years, research has been going on to find
out the effect of sewing types on the performance of different
types of embroidered antennas. Three different sewing types
have been studied in [61]. For a meandered sleeve monopole
antenna, the sewing direction of spiral stitch was always
along the direction of meandered line, so the antenna with
spiral stitch has shown better performance. For a disc
antenna, the sewing pattern of concentric circle stitch is sim-
ilar to the current distribution of disc antenna. Therefore, it
has demonstrated better performance. Based on this discus-
sion, it can be concluded that the best RF performances can
be obtained when the sewing direction is same as the current
direction. Thus, different sewing types should be chosen for
different antenna designs.

Additionally, [62] has presented the use of embroidered
nonuniform mesh patch antennas which reported to main-
tain good antenna gain and efficiency for significantly
reduced special conducting threads usage. It is found that
the NMPAs have similar current and electric field distribu-
tion as a solid patch antenna at the TM01 mode. Furthermore,
it is worth noting that the actual length of the embroidered

(a) (b)

Figure 8: (a) Wearability of the antenna [53]. (b) Fabricated textile patch antennas. From left to right: applying copper tape, woven copper
thread, and conductive spray [54].

(a) (b)

Figure 9: Embroidered spiral antenna. (a) Top view. (b) Zoomed-in view [60].
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stitches is longer than the exterior dimensions of the embroi-
dered patch; thus, the resonant frequency of an embroidered
antenna is lower than the copper equivalent due to the
extended electrical length.

This paper also shown that fully textile embroidered
5GHz NMPA had 60% antenna efficiency with only 20%
of the conductor coverage which is a highly satisfying out-
come in terms of cost, flexibility, and antenna performance.
Therefore, it will benefit potential wearable antenna appli-
cations since the cost of manufacturing and materials can
be reduced.

3.2. Active Wearable Antennas. The first active wearable tex-
tile antenna was designed in 2010. This was an active

receiving textile antenna in 2.45GHz ISM band and was
addressed for the use in personal area networks [63]. The
antenna was designed by integrating a low-noise amplifier
on hybrid textile substrate and connecting it directly under-
neath a wearable patch antenna, as shown in Figure 11 [63].
Furthermore, the antenna gain was reported to be 5 dBi and a
noise figure of about 1.3 dB.

After the fabrication of the first active textile antenna, the
research moved towards application sector. A high degree of
robustness, reliability, and autonomy is required for a wire-
less and wearable monitoring system without adding too
much weight. In 2013 [64], active textile antenna was
designed and fabricated for three different applications such
as sensing, localization, and communication applications.
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Figure 10: Simulated |S11| of the spiral antenna on the SAM phantom. (a) Planar spiral antenna at various distances from SAM phantom. (b)
Different curvatures of the spiral antenna on the SAM phantom [60].
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Figure 11: (a) Geometry of the active receiving wearable antenna. (b) Top view of the active receiving antenna [63].
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After the fabrication of the full textile antenna, the fabricated
area was further reused by placing active electronic elements
underneath the antenna patch. Finally, the fabrication pro-
cess was ended by adding an energy harvester directly on
top of the antenna patch.

An active wearable antenna was also reported in [65]
for the global positioning system (GPS) and satellite phone
application. This article discussed about the design proce-
dure of a combined GPS and iridium active antenna. Dur-
ing the construction of the square patch antenna, a flexible
foam and fabric substrates were used. Then, the conductors
were etched on thin copper-on-polyimide films. Later, a
compact low-noise amplifier chip was integrated underneath
the feed substrate. Finally, after simulation, they reported
that the active antenna exhibited a gain higher than 25 dBi
and a 3 dB axial ratio bandwidth exceeding 183MHz in
free-space conditions.

A novel autonomous wearable coordinated wireless sen-
sor node network was developed in [66], where each flexible
textile node was used for synchronous measurements and
transmitting the data to a base station. On-body node-to-
node communication was exploited for synchronize mea-
surements. Finally, multiple autonomous nodes were used
to share sensor data between these nodes. The extensive
application area of this flexible node system includes the var-
ious rescue missions of workers and law enforcement officers,
as well as the military and civilians.

3.3. Fabrication Challenges. The fabrication of the embroi-
dered wearable antenna is a challenging process. The tension
of the threads causes warping of the substrate and the
antenna. Also, when a wearable textile antenna is worn on
the human body, long term electromagnetic radiation poses
potential health risks. Minimization of specific absorption
rate is therefore a challenge for wearable patch antennas.

Additionally, patch antenna is usually low profile and
easy to fabricate; thus, patch antenna is a good candidate
as wearable antenna. The use of textile materials as sub-
strates reduces surface wave losses and enhances the over-
all bandwidth.

3.4. Effect of Relative Humidity on Wearable Antennas. The
influence of environmental relative humidity on textile
antennas is investigated in [67]. All antenna prototypes were
conditioned in a climatic test cabinet under the range of
relative humidity from 10% to 90%. For each relative humid-
ity, the return loss characteristic was measured. Figure 12
displays the shifting and broadening of the return loss
characteristic for a cotton-based antenna which is designed
to operate at 2.45GHz.

From the figure above, it can be concluded that the influ-
ence of relative humidity depends on both electromagnetic
properties of the substrate material and relative permittivity.
Also, the loss tangent increases with increasing relative
humidity of the environment in which the antennas operate.
This is a result of a change in electrical permittivity and loss
tangent of the substrate material, influenced by the presence
of moist.

3.5. Impact of Recurrent Washing on Wearable Antennas.
In [68], Björninen et al. reported the impact of recurrent
washing on wearable antennas. They studied the impact
of recurrent washing on the performance of UHF RFID tags
based on an electrotextile antenna. It is reported that prior
washing the fully functional electrotextile tags showed a
high attainable read range of 5.5m, then after washing
the tags 7 times in a household washing machine in a 40°C
program cycle with detergent reduced the read range to
2.8m. Thereafter, up to 10 wash repetitions, the performance
remained constant.

So, it can be concluded that the recurrent washing of
wearable antenna has a negative impact on the performance
of the antenna.

In summary, the textile antenna is a promising approach
for wearable applications. However, it is limited by choices of
suitable fabric and resolution of the antenna geometry. Back
radiation, humidity, and washing could be big challenges for
practical applications. It is also limited to passive antennas,
since active components with micrometer feature size could
not be woven into fabrics.

4. Substrate-Integrated Waveguide Antennas

Since substrate-integrated waveguide antenna on paper, plas-
tic, and textile is an emerging and promising research area,
this session is dedicated to this topic. This topic covers
paper-based substrate-integrated waveguide (SIW) compo-
nents, plastic SIW components and antennas, and wearable
textile SIW antennas.

4.1. Paper-Based SIW Components. The implementation of
SIW structures on paper substrate using inkjet printing
was first presented in [69]. Figure 13 shows the SIW inter-
connects and components that have been fabricated and
tested on a multilayer low-cost and eco-friendly paper
substrate [69].
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The operating frequency for the paper-based SIW filter
was reported from 3 to 10GHz. It is clearly seen that the
achievable performance of paper-based SIW components
is still menial to components based on commonly used
dielectric material. But, this implementation of SIW struc-
tures on paper substrate represents the groundwork for
future wireless systems and wearable devices.

4.2. Plastic SIW Components and Antennas. Electronic tech-
nologies are being converting from rigid to flexible due to
low technology cost, available materials, and mechanically
flexible substrates. Polyethylene terephthalate (PET) sub-
strate has become an important candidate substrate material
for the development of future flexible devices as well as con-
formal and wearable wireless antenna systems. Figure 14
shows the fabricated SIW antenna on plastic PET substrate.
The operating frequency was reported at 5GHz frequency
band [70].

Further performance of the plastic-based flexible anten-
nas was verified after bending. Although the PET substrates
have quite a high loss and the performance of the compo-
nents cannot attain the results as of commonly used dielectric
materials, the achieved results represent a fundamental step
towards the implementation of cost-effective wireless termi-
nals, which can be eventually integrated with other systems
such as energy-harvesting systems, to obtain autonomous
nodes for future wireless sensor networks.

4.3. Wearable Textile SIW Antennas. Figure 15 illustrates a
novel wearable SIW antenna which was fabricated entirely
from textile-based materials. The structure consists of a
cavity-backed slot antenna which operates in the 2.45GHz
industrial, scientific, and medical band, for short-range com-
munication between rescue workers [71].

During the fabrication process, two conductive fabrics
were glued on top of the textile substrate to assemble the

SIW textile antenna. The structure was then cut through to
implement the via holes. Finally, the eyelets were fixed in
the holes. The performance of the antenna was measured in
terms of the input matching and radiation pattern. The pro-
totype SIW antenna performance was reported to be com-
paratively good. Additionally, the measurements were also
performed on the antenna after bending and integration into
clothing which indicated the high-performance system to be
suitable for on-body communication.

Finally, a compact and highly integrated wearable textile
SIW antenna system was presented in [72]. This compact
system was integrated on two flexible solar cells, a flexible
power management system, and a microenergy cell. It is
reported that the energy harvesting and power management
hardware have negligible influence on the performance of
the wearable textile antenna, which proves that the selected
topology is suitable for a complex-integrated platform and
the system could combine the energy scavenged from artifi-
cial light in an indoor environment.

In summary, SIW technology offers a simple and cost-
effective fabrication process for paper, plastic, and textile
substrates. The structure allows easy integration of passive
and active components onto the antenna, realizing complete
systems on a textile carrier well suited for on-body use.

5. Membrane-Based Phased-Array Antenna

In addition to being costly, the conventional phased-array
antenna technologies are not a suitable match for future
space-based synthetic aperture radar (SAR) applications
due to their large mass and stow volume (mass density of
8–15 kg/m3 for antenna, electronics, and structure). As a
result, supporting this huge payload antenna for existing
launch vehicles is not practical. However, using flexible elec-
tronics and antennas could dramatically reduce the weight
(mass density of 2 kg/m3), stow volume, and associated cost
of space-based SAR [73].

In [73], the architecture of the active membrane
phased array is reported as in Figure 16. The active mem-
brane phased array is composed of 2 layers, with radiating
patches on one layer and their ground plane on the sec-
ond layer. The membrane is reported as a 50μm thick
Pyralux® AP™ (DuPont’s copper-clad all-polyimide flexible
circuit material) with 9μm copper layers. The T/R electronics
are coupled to the patches via slot feeds. The antenna feed
details are discussed in [74]. The T/R module, which is
independently assembled and attached to the membrane

Figure 13: Implementation of a paper-based SIW filter [69].

Figure 14: Implementation of SIW antenna on plastic substrate
[70].

Figure 15: Cavity-backed SIW antenna on textile [71].
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array, is a hybrid multilayer module on a flexible Pyralux
AP substrate.

The measured and theoretical patterns for 0° and 15°

steering angles in receive and transmit modes, respectively,
are shown in Figure 17 [73]. The cross-polarization patterns

are better than −30dB for all cases [73]. The main beam is
steered to its expected scan angle for all cases.

The membrane antenna is based on copper-clad sub-
strate, which is a subtraction process. In order words,
antenna patterns and interconnect lines are produced
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Figure 16: Membrane antenna architecture. (a) 2× 4 element array. Unit cell top and side views. (b) A close-up of the membrane array
showing four of the T/R modules of the array [73].
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Figure 17: (a) Measured and theoretical receive antenna patterns for 0° and 15° steering angles. (b) Measured and theoretical transmit
antenna patterns for 0° and 15° steering angles [73].
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using a traditional etching method. The achievable resolu-
tion of antenna geometry and interconnect lines limits the
application of the technology to simple patterns and low RF
frequencies. Furthermore, the subtraction process is not
compatible with flexible T/R modules to achieve true flexible
active antennas.

6. Conclusion

In this review, we have identified and discussed the major
fabrication techniques and associated materials used for
the fabrication of flexible conformal antennas, including
3D printing technology, wearable textile technology,
substrate-integrated waveguide technology, and membrane
technology. The membrane antenna is based on copper-
clad substrate, which needs to be processed using a tradi-
tional etching method. The achievable resolution of
antenna geometry and interconnect lines limits the appli-
cation of the technology to simple patterns and low RF
frequencies. The subtraction process is not compatible
with true flexible active antennas. The textile antenna is
a promising approach for wearable applications due to a
comfort level. Active wearable textile antennas were devel-
oped incorporating a low-noise amplifier, solar cells, and
so on. However, it is limited by choices of suitable fabric
and resolution of the antenna geometry. Back radiation,
humidity, and washing could be big challenges for practi-
cal applications. SIW technology offers a simple and cost-
effective fabrication process for paper, plastic, and textile
substrates. The structure allows easy integration of passive
and active components onto the antenna, realizing com-
plete systems on a textile carrier well suited for on-body
use. 3D aerosol and inkjet printing are promising technol-
ogies that could be used to fabricate accurate antenna
geometries with resolution down to 5–10 microns and
active components such as switches and amplifiers. 3D
printing makes true flexible active antennas possible. It
could even be used to directly print on fabrics for wear-
able antennas. Attaching 3D-printed flexible and elastic
antennas onto fabrics could be another feasible approach
for wearable antennas. However, printable nanomaterials
are limited for the 3D printing process. The textile,
SIW, and membrane antennas cost less to start with, since
there is no need for the 3D printers. However, for large
volume roll-to-roll fabrication, the cost of the above
approaches is similar.

A lot of work has yet to be done to increase the per-
formance of these antennas. To make progress in the
development of various conformally flexible antennas, sig-
nificant amounts of multidisciplinary collaborative efforts
are expected, including material, manufacture, engineering,
and integration. These efforts will eventually lead to numer-
ous innovative, high-performance, low-cost, rapid deploy-
able, and flexible antennas for various applications in the
near future.
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The dramatically growing mobile communication industry necessitates the demand for the speedy and error-free connectivity at
considerably low cost for the billions of users. This is made possible only through the technological advancements that replace
the current 4G wireless systems by 5G. Massive MIMO is the key technology used in 5G that offers spectral efficiency of up to 3
times and throughput of up to 10 times the current 4G. The additional antennas used in massive MIMO systems help in many
ways but lack in complexity. Hence, in this paper, we propose two design methodologies to reduce the complexity of massive
MIMO systems. The first one is the design of low-complexity hybrid precoder based on Zero-Forcing (ZF) precoding algorithm
and Neumann series approximation. The second one is the design of flexible, environment friendly, simple 128-element antenna
array at the frequency of 2.4GHz using inkjet printing technology. The substrate used for printing is the “glossy paper” with
dielectric constant of 2.31, and the ink used is silver nanoparticle ink with conductivity of 35,700,000 s/m. The element used for
the formation of array is the z-shaped coplanar waveguide (CPW) monopole antenna. The performance of the proposed designs
is evaluated in terms of probability of error for the hybrid precoding algorithm and radiation characteristics like gain, directivity,
and return loss for the printed antenna design.

1. Introduction

The future of wireless networks is in the hands of technol-
ogies that provide good quality, intense security, and
improved reliability. The most promising 5G wireless stan-
dards are expected to satisfy all the above requirements by
providing higher data rate, low latency between radio links,
and minimal power consumption than the existing network.
Though the above-mentioned performance targets do not
need to be met simultaneously, they provide the basis for
the Gbits/s user experience for 5G networks [1–3].

The large-scale (massive) MIMO is one of the promising
technologies that can meet the above performance targets in
which a central node (base station) with antennas in the
order of 100’s serves multiple users (mobile terminals) with
single or small number of antennas [4–7]. When the number
of base station (BS) antennas M grows very large or tends
to infinity, the effects of noise and fast fading present in
the channel vanish [8]. IncreasingM also makes the diagonal
elements of the Gram matrix (G =HHH) more dominant for

the given channel matrix H. This implies that the channels of
the independent users become orthogonal which completely
eliminates the interuser interference. But for practical sys-
tems with M≪∞, the Inter-user interference can be miti-
gated by applying precoding techniques at the transmitter
side. But the major problem associated with this system is
its complexity due to the large dimensional matrices that
changes frequently at the rate proportional to the channel’s
Doppler spread. Hence, in this paper, we propose two design
approaches to simplify the complexity issue: the first one is
the low-complexity hybrid precoding algorithm and the sec-
ond one is the design of antenna array using simple and
cheap inkjet printing technology.

The first part of this paper is the design of low-complexity
hybrid precoding algorithm for massive MIMO systems.
Among various precoding algorithms available, the hybrid
precoding has gained more attention in the recent times
due to its complexity and cost trade-offs [9]. The drawback
of pure digital precoding is the requirement of dedicated RF
modules for each of the BS antennas. Since the array size of
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the massive MIMO system is typically large, digital precoding
becomes more complex in terms of area, cost, and power
limitations. But the hybrid precoder architecture shown
in Figure 1 groups the transmitting antenna elements into
anumberof subarraymodules [10].Hence, separate RF chains
are assigned for each subarray module rather than individual
antenna element which reduces the cost of the system
considerably. Hybrid precoder combines a low-dimensional
baseband precoder (digital) with a high-dimensional RF
precoder (analog). The digital precoder controls the signal
supplied to the RF precoder by the complex weight matrix
WD, and the complex analog weight matrix WA of the RF
precoder controls the phase shift network of the antenna
array. More extensive research works have been carried out
on developing hybrid precoding algorithms in [9–12]. All
these works devise various hybrid algorithms for massive
antenna systems based on computationally intensive block
diagonalization and eigenvalue decomposition methods.
Though plenty of works evolved to reduce the complexity
of these methods, their implementation in hardware is not
feasible as they deal with lot of division operations. Since the
hardware like FPGAs are more friendly with MAC (multiply
and accumulate) operations, we propose here a hardware
friendly zero forcing (ZF) algorithm-based [13] hybrid pre-
coder. Though ZF algorithm is simple, the matrix inversion
associated with this algorithm is highly expensive as the
number of user antennas increases. Thus, the complexity of
the ZF algorithm is greatly reduced by replacing large-scale
matrix inversion by low-complexity Neumann series-based
approximation [14].

The second part of the work introduces a simple,
low-cost, environment friendly antenna design for mas-
sive MIMO systems using inkjet printing technology
[15]. The performance of the design is verified using
CST MWS tool. The ink used for printing is silver nanopar-
ticle ink, and substrate used for printing is the flexible 2D
“glossy paper.”

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section
2 describes the low-complexity hybrid precoding algo-
rithm and its performance characteristics simulated using
MATLAB. Then, the antenna design using inkjet printing
technology and its performance using CST MWS is dis-
cussed in Section 3.

2. Low-Complexity Hybrid Precoder Design

2.1. System Description. Consider the downlink massive
MIMO system where a base station (BS) with M transmit
antennas communicates with K mobile users equipped with
single receiving antenna. The modulated data vector m
intended for K users is represented as

m = m1 m2 … mK
T ∈ ℂK×1 1

This modulated data vector is first processed by N×K
digital precoder WD followed by N number of RF chains.
Here, we critically assume that the proposed precoder
architecture requires at least K number of RF chains

(N=K) to enable multistream data transmission of K users.
The output of the digital precoder is carried over by the
respective RF chains and converted into analog domain.
Next, they are processed byM×N RF precoderWA that con-
trols the phase angle of the phase shifters connected to each
of the antenna elements. Thus, the M× 1 precoded data
vector is expressed as [16]

s =Wm =WAWDm, 2

where s = s1 s2 … sM
T ∈ℂM×1 In (2), the data vec-

tor m is transformed into the symbol vector s by means of
the linear precoder matrix W. Here, the weight matrix W of
size M×K is split into two as WD and WA This precoded
data vector s is then transmitted over the MIMO channel H
that yields

y =Hs + n, 3

where y ∈ℂK×1 is the data vector received by K single
antenna users, n is the white Gaussian noise of unit var-
iance, zero mean, and H = HT

1 HT
2 … HT

K
T ∈ℂK×M

whereHk ∈ℂ1×M is the channel gain of the kth user with sin-
gle antenna. If each user is equipped with NU number of
antennas rather than single, the channel gain of each user is
given by Hk ∈ℂNU×M Thus, the received signal at the kth
user terminal is given by [17]

yk =HkWkmk + 〠
K

i=1,i≠k
HiWimi + n 4

The first term in above expression is the desired signal of
the intended user, the second term is the interference from
other users, and the last term n is the noise added by the
channel. As massive MIMO significantly reduces the effects
of channel noise and fast fading effects, the interference due
to other users (interuser interference) need to be taken care.
Zero forcing (ZF) is one technique of linear precoding in
which the precoding matrix is the optimal solution obtained
by forcing the interuser interference in each of the user termi-
nals to zero. In (4), by forcing the second term that denotes
the interuser interference to zero, we obtain the solution for
W as given below [17].

W =HH HHH −1 5

The above equation can now be represented using Gram
matrix G as

W =HHG−1, 6

where Gram matrix G =HHH ∈ℂK×K and substituting the
above equation of W in (2) we get the precoded data vector

s =HHG−1m 7
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To obtain the precoded data vector s given in (7),
the steps involved in the ZF precoder are Gram matrix
computation G, inversion of Gram matrix G−1, multiplica-
tion of G−1 with m and HH While implementing the above
structure in hardware, the Grammatrix computation module
and multiplication module requires less complex tasks
since they need only multiplier modules that can easily
be implemented in hardware MAC units. But the inverse
computation module requires division operation that is
highly infeasible in hardware. Hence, finding G−1 is compu-
tationally challenging, especially, when the dimension of
the matrix is quite high [8]. Thus, we aim to reduce the com-
plexity of the ZF precoding algorithm by replacing direct
inversion by simple mathematical approximations such as
Neumann series.

2.2. Low-Complexity Hybrid Precoding Algorithm. According
to [14], G−1 in (7) is approximated using Neumann series as

G−1 ≈ 〠
L

n=0
I − Z−1G nZ−1, 8

where I is the identity matrix of size K and matrix Z is an
initial approximation of G, mostly it is chosen as the diag-
onal matrix containing the diagonal elements of G and
hence much easier to invert. Computing (8) requires L−1
matrix multiplications where L is the order of the polyno-
mial. Here, (8) reaches equality as L tends to infinity and
the convergence rate is initiated by the correct selection of
Z. Using the above stated approximation, the RF precoder
matrix WA is obtained first with the knowledge of channel
matrix H as given below

WA =HHG−1 ≈HH 〠
L

n=0
I − Z−1G nZ−1 9

Once the RF precoder WA is found, we can readily
find the digital precoding matrix WD from the ZF algorithm
given in (5) as

WD =Hd
H HdHd

H −1, 10

where Hd is the effective channel gain of the digital precoder
by assuming fixed analog precoder. Hence, the effective

channel including the analog precoder WA is given as Hd =
HWA Then, substituting in (10) yields

WD = HWA
H HWA HWA

H −1 11

As we know that HWA
H =WA

HHH (conjugate trans-
pose property) the above equation becomes

WD =WA
HHH HWAWA

HHH −1 12

The inversion operation in (12) is also approximated
using Neumann approximation. Finally, the RF and digital
precoders can be designed using the relations (10) and (12),
respectively, for the hybrid precoder architecture.

The proposed algorithm which is based on ZF algo-
rithm can also be extended for the downlink system with
users equipped with NU number of antennas instead of sin-
gle antenna [17]. This yields the complex channel matrix of
size KNU×M which in turn expands the corresponding
precoder matrix size by an amount of NU. Hence, the
demand for the low-complexity algorithms is higher as
the size of the matrix grows.

M/N 

M/N 

Subarray N

Subarray 1

RF precoder
(analog)
WA

RF chain-1

RF chain-N

m2

mK

m1

Baseband
precoder
(digital)
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Figure 1: Block diagram of the hybrid precoder structure.
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scenario for 128× 8 massive MIMO system.
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2.3. Simulation Results. This subsection illustrates the
BER performance of the proposed Neumann series-
based hybrid precoding algorithm, and comparisons are
made with direct inversion-based digital precoding. The
performance is evaluated for a massive MIMO downlink
system with BS equipped with M=128 uniform linear
antenna array with antenna spacing of d=λ/2 serving
K=8 mobile users. The above system requires the knowl-
edge of downlink channel matrix H of size K ×M for the
computation of precoding matrices WA and WD This com-
plex channel matrix is simulated using WINNER phase-II
[18] model.
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Figure 3: Radiation pattern of the antenna array with 16 subarrays in rectangular geometry.
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Figure 4: Radiation pattern of the ULA with 16 subarrays.

Table 1: Properties of ink and substrate used for printing.

Ink properties

Viscosity 2.3mPa·sec
Surface tension 35mN/m

Conductivity 35,700,000 S/m

“Glossy paper” substrate properties

Relative permittivity 4.01

Loss tangent 0.07

Dielectric constant 2.31

Thickness 0.1mm
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The simulations are carried out for a propagation sce-
nario of urban micro cell where both BS and MSs are
surrounded by uniform distribution of scatterers located
in an elliptical region covering the entire street accommodat-
ing both BS and mobile stations (MS). The coverage area of
BS is chosen as 500 meters with the antenna heights well
below the surrounding buildings. Data sequences are gener-
ated randomly and mapped using 16-QAM to obtain m.
The modulated symbols are multiplied with WA and WD
to get s. Then, s is transmitted through the channel where
it is added with zero mean, unit variance Gaussian noise
to obtain y. The error performance is calculated for the sys-
tem described above, and Figure 2 shows the performance
of Neumann-based hybrid precoding for order L=1 and 2.
The simulation results clearly exhibit that the error perfor-
mance reaches the optimal value of ZF precoding (direct
inversion based) as L increases.

3. Massive MIMO Antenna Design

3.1. Background Knowledge of Antenna Array. Considering
the points discussed above to facilitate the hybrid precoder
architecture for massive MIMO system, it is required to
divide the antenna elements into subarray modules. Each of
these subarray modules is fed by dedicated RF chains, thus
reducing the number of RF chains required by individual
antenna element. The geometry of array and the number of
subarray elements have a major impact on the radiation
characteristics of the system. For massive MIMO systems to
support multiuser transmission, multiple beams are needed
to focus on each user. The results simulated in MATLAB
shown below depicts the radiation pattern of 64 and 128
antenna arrays with 16 subarray modules where each subar-
ray comprises 4 and 8 elements, respectively. From the
results, it is evident that the rectangular array provides multi-
beam radiation characteristics with the number of beams
almost equal to the number of elements in the subarray.
The higher the number of elements in the subarray, the larger
is the number of beams. Thus, the array geometry and
number of subarray elements clearly decide on the radia-
tion pattern of the massive antenna array. From Figures 3
and 4, it is clear that the uniform linear array (ULA)

geometry of subarrays produces many ripples with no con-
siderable main beams, as in the case of rectangular geome-
try, which produces multiple beams with reasonable gain.
Hence, to support multibeam transmission of 5G wireless
applications, rectangular geometry of subarrays is preferred
over linear pattern.

3.2. Printed Antenna Array Design-Simulation Results.
Next, we focus on the design of 128-element massive
antenna array in a more effective, flexible way using inkjet
printing technology. The operating frequency of the pro-
posed design is 2.4GHz as this lies in the frequency range
used for the typical mobile radio communication world-
wide. The substrate used for printing is the cheap, readily
available, environmental friendly material “glossy paper.”
The major advantage of this material is its flexibility to
various applications. The ink used for printing is the con-
ductive silver nanoparticle ink having conductivity of
35,700,000 S/m. The properties of the ink and paper sub-
strate are given in Table 1.

Figure 5(a) shows the design Z-shaped monopole ele-
ment with the dimensions given in [15], and Figure 5(b)
depicts the 128-element massive array. This arrangement is
having 16 subarrays with each subarray integrated with 8
Z-shaped elements. The subarray spacing of the proposed
design is 10mm. Figures 6(a) and 6(b) plot the return loss
characteristics over the frequency range of 2–6GHz for
the antenna array and single element, respectively. It is
seen that the S1,1 value is considerably less than 14 dB over
the frequency range of interest in both plots. The notch at
2.4GHz is clearly visible in both plots. The graphs shown
in Figures 7(a) and 7(b) are the 2D model of the gain
radiation pattern at phi = 0 and 90 degrees, respectively.
Figures 8(a) and 8(b) depict 3D model of gain and directivity
pattern. From all these, it is clear that the proposed design
exhibits a reasonably high gain of around 27.3 dB at the fre-
quency of 2.4GHz with the beamwidth of 7.5 degrees at
phi = 0 degrees. This proposed design outperforms the recent
microstrip massive antenna array design printed on LTCC
substrate whose gain is just 7 dB [19]. Thus, the proposed
inkjet-printed antenna array produces nearly 20 dB gain
improvement over the previous work.

xz

u w y

v

(a)

x

yz

(b)

Figure 5: (a) Single Z-shaped CPW monopole antenna. (b) Array of 128 Z-shaped CPW monopole elements.
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4. Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed a low-complexity hybrid
precoder and a 2D printed antenna array for 5G wireless
applications. The complexity of hybrid precoder based on
ZF algorithm incurred by direct inversion of large size matrix
is greatly reduced by Neumann series approximation. The

error performance of this proposed hybrid algorithm is com-
parable with the fully digital precoding algorithm with
reduced complexity. Also, the 128-element antenna array
designed using inkjet printing technology shows an excellent
gain of 27.34 dB at the frequency of 2.4GHz with the return
loss of −15dB. The proposed antenna array, integrated by
16 subarray modules each comprising 8 Z-shaped CPW
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Figure 7: (a) 2D model of gain radiation pattern of the 128-antenna array at phi = 0 deg. (b) 2D model of gain radiation pattern of the
128-antenna array at phi = 90 deg.
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Figure 6: (a) S-parameter graph of 128-element array. (b) S-parameter graph of single Z-shaped element.
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monopole elements, generates multibeam radiation pattern
to facilitate the multiuser transmission of 5G networks. This
confirms that the proposed 2D flexible printed antenna array
is feasible for future 5G applications.
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This paper presents a fully inkjet-printed flexible MEMS switch for phased-array antennas. The physical structure of the printed
MEMS switch consists of an anchor with a clamp-clamp beam, a sacrificial layer, and bottom transmission lines. 5-mil Kapton®
polyimide film is used as a flexible substrate material. Two different types of conductive ink PEDOT : PSS from Sigma Aldrich
and silver nanoparticle ink from NovaCentrix are used for the fabrication of different printed layers. Layer-by-layer fabrication
process and material evaluation are illustrated. Layer characterization is done with respect to critical thickness and resistance
using 2D/3D material analysis. Fujifilm Dimatix Material Printer (DMP-2800) is used for fabrication, and KLA-Tencor (P-7)
profiler is used for 2D and 3D analysis of each layer. The MEMS switch has a low actuation voltage of 1.2 V, current capacity of
0.2195mA, a current on-off ratio of 2195 : 1, and an RF insertion loss of 5 dB up to 13.5GHz. Printed MEMS switch technology
is a promising candidate for flexible and reconfigurable phased-array antennas and other radio frequency (RF) and microwave
frequency applications.

1. Introduction

Digitals beamforming phased-array antennas (PAAs) with
distributed control and processing electronics offer numer-
ous advantages for radio frequency (RF) communications,
such as electronically controllable beamforming and steering,
high average transmitted power and efficiency, flexible subar-
raying to provide multiple communication links simulta-
neously, reconfigurable high-gain patterns, and increased
reliability through reconfiguring redundant array elements.
Low-cost, high-gain, lightweight, and conformal active PAA
on flexible substrates is of particular interest in space com-
munication networks. However, the major deterrent to
developing such systems is the difficulty in integrating
antenna and electronic circuits on the flexible surface, espe-
cially the switch-controlled phase shifters and amplifiers.
Previously, a prototype of active PAA is designed using car-
bon nanotubes (CNT) as the active material in the digital
switching device [1]. However, the printed flexible CNT

transistor switch is limited to 5GHz [2]. Graphene transistor
potentially has higher working frequency. However, the
current on-off ratio is limited to 38 due to the intrinsic
zero-bandgap property [3, 4]. A MEMS switch theoretically
has unlimited bandwidth and on-off ratio due to the mechan-
ical property. However, there is no report about high-
performance fully printed flexible MEMS switch.

The attractiveness of printing technology is due to its
greatly simplified fabrication process. In this process, it is
possible to achieve multilayered microstructures and thin-
film devices in a simple and cost-effective way [5–7]. The
most widely used printing techniques are inkjet, aerosol
jet, screen printing [8], flexographic printing, and gravure
printing [8]. The sheet-based inkjet printing technique has
been gaining attention because of its unique features, such
as simplicity of fabrication, compatibility with different
substrates, feasibility of noncontact, low-temperature pro-
cessing, and low cost. Aerosol jet printing offers one of
the best printing resolutions with good flexibility, but the
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tool and its setup are more expensive than the compara-
tively low-cost inkjet printing.

Furthermore, inkjet printers can be divided into two
basic process groups: continuous and drop-on-demand
[9, 10]. In continuous inkjet printers, the ink is first pumped
through a nozzle forming a liquid jet. Next, the formed liquid
jet is deflected by electrostatic plates to the paper or to a res-
ervoir for recirculation. Today, most inkjet printers are
based on a drop formation process, which is called drop-
on-demand (DOD) [9, 11]. The drop-on-demand method
provides smaller drops and higher placement accuracy
compared to the continuous inkjet printers. In this study,
drop-on-demand inkjet printing is used [12]. The pulse
that creates the ink drop can be generated either thermally
or piezoelectrically. In our work, a Fujifilm Dimatix piezo-
electric type inkjet printer is used.

Currently, a large variety of MEMS devices such as sen-
sors, actuators, and switches are available [13–15]. These
devices, however, are mostly developed and fabricated by
cleanroom micromachining technology, which is compli-
cated in its processing steps and expensive to develop.
The subtractive nature of the micromachining also incurs
material waste and is not environmentally friendly [16,
17]. So far, there are very few research articles found from
literature on printed MEMS devices. MEM relay is one of
them, which was published in February 2016 [18]. How-
ever, the fabrication process of the mentioned article was
not fully based on printing technology. Instead, the fabri-
cation process was a combination of inkjet printing tech-
nique and another thin film deposition (spin coating)
and etching technique. Only the electrodes of the MEM
relay were fabricated using inkjet printing technique, while
other layers like gate insulator and sacrificial layers were
fabricated by spin coating and chemical etching (prepara-
tion of via holes). In the same article, they reported several
measurements with respect to pull-in voltage (7.2V), turn
on delay (8μs), on-off ratio (108), and on state resistance
(3.7Ω). It is to be noted that from the literature review,
other than this article, there are no fully printed MEMS
switch reported.

In this work, we explore the design, fabrication, and
characterization of the fully 3D inkjet-printed flexible
MEMS switches where all the layers like electrodes, sacrifi-
cial layer, cantilever, and anchor were fabricated using inkjet
printing technology. The MEMS switch is a key component
of phase shifter and can be printed together with antenna
elements to develop a fully printed active phased-array
antenna system.

2. Material Evaluation for Inkjet Printing of
MEMS Switches

Polymeric material is used in most flexible electronics and/or
organic electronic applications. A polymeric solid is made of
many repeating molecules called monomers. Polymers can
exhibit various mechanical, electrical, and optical properties
depending on the synthesis conditions and chemical proper-
ties. The electrical conductivity of insulating polymers is
about 10−18 S/m whereas that of doped trans-polyacetylene
is 107 S/m [19]. Some polymers such as poly(cis-1,4-iso-
prene) and poly(chloromethylstyrene) are sensitive to high-
energy radiation. If the polymer is exposed to ultraviolet
light, the chemical properties, such as solubility, of the
polymer in the exposed area change. Photolithography is
a very well-known process in electronics that uses this prin-
ciple. To understand the electronic properties of polymers,
it can be considered that each monomer has its electron
orbitals in a certain electronic state [19]. Table 1 shows
some commercially available substrate polymers. A Kapton
film (HN type) of thickness 125μm from DuPont was used
as a substrate in this research. As per manufacturer specifi-
cations, Kapton film can be used at temperatures as low as
−269°C and as high as 400°C [20]. Kapton film is chosen as
the substrate for this work due to its flexibility, high tem-
perature operability (400°C), and low elastic coefficient. As
acid etching is one of the important steps during device
fabrication, it is also important to choose a substrate whose
performance is not degraded by acid.

To print either in a large scale, such as a functional
circuit, or in a very small scale, such as a nanometer-sized
device, will require careful thought and engineering for
the printing parameter settings. Unfortunately, these two
opposing dimension extremes do appear in a single MEMS
device that we designed, as both large-scale transmission
lines and small-scale device details are present. To prevent

Table 1: Commercially available polymers for printed electronics.

Name Specifications Properties/current limits

Riston® (DuPont) Dry film A “general purpose” dry film for acid and alkaline etch up to 15 μm

Kapton (DuPont) Dry film
A “general purpose” dry film for printing with all types of nanoparticle ink

(Ag, Au, and CNT)

NovaCentrix Novela®
(NOVELA Advance Microsystem)

One-sided dry film
Substrate thickness: 10–25 μm

Minimum track width and spacing: 10 μm
Minimum dielectric layer thickness: 1.8 μm

Table 2: Typical properties of PEDOT [22].

Properties Parameters

Visual appearance Dark blue liquid

Solid content 0.8 wt%

Viscosity 7–12 cP

Surface tension 31–34mN/m

pH 1.5–3.0

Surface resistance 110Ω/sq.
Shelf life 6 months
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the deviation in operation of the nozzles of Fujifilm Dimatix,
testing of each of the 16 nozzles is necessary before any
printing operation. It was found from a review of the litera-
ture and our experimental work, for small pattern or feature
printing, that the usage of a single nozzle provides more con-
sistent results than using multiple nozzles.

Two types of conductive inks were used throughout
the research: PEDOT (poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene)-
poly (styrene sulfonate)) high-conductivity grade from
Sigma-Aldrich was used for transmission line and clamp-
clamp beam fabrication. Metalon silver ink (JSB-40G)
from NovaCentrix was used for the sacrificial layer. The
viscosity of the silver ink is about 8–10 cP with surface
tension 28–32dyne/cm [21]. On the other hand, PEDOT
is a water-based ink. Deposition of PEDOT on top of Kapton
is difficult as it is a water-based ink and the surface of the
substrate is hydrophobic. Therefore, the surface of the
Kapton substrate needs special treatment and a modified
printing environment to promote adhesion for printing with
PEDOT ink.

It is also observed that, by setting a minimum distance
between the cartridge nozzles and substrate and a lower
waveform triggering voltage of around 20–26V, it was possi-
ble to achieve very small printed structure sizes during ink
deposition. Furthermore, it was seen that using only one noz-
zle at a time during printing resulted in quality outputs.

2.1. PEDOT Ink Evaluation. PEDOT is used to fabricate
two of the most important portions of the printed MEMS
switch, namely, transmission lines and clamp-clamp beam.
The reason behind choosing PEDOT for these two parts is
its acid-resistant property. It is a polymer-type ink not reac-
tive to acid which is required for the MEMS fabrication. Also,

(a) (b)

Figure 1: Surface treatment effect on PEDOT printing: (a) without surface treatment and (b) with surface treatment (5mm× 5mm pattern).

Table 3: Set parameters during the printing of each type of material.

Material ink
Nozzle

voltage (V)
Drop

spacing (μm)
Angle between print head
and cartridge (degree)

Meniscus
point

Platen
temperature (°C)

Cartridge
temperature (°C)

PEDOT 30 25 5.6 4.0 38 26

Ag 26 35 8.2 4.5 48 28

PEDOT
contact pad

PEDOT
contact pad

PEDOT
contact pad

Bottom
PEDOT layer

Bottom
PEDOT layer

Top PEDOT layer

Silver layer

Port 2

Port 1

Port 3

400 × 400 �휇m

400 × 400 �휇m

(a)

Top PEDOT layer

Bottom PEDOT layer
210 �휇m

Bottom PEDOT layer

Silver layer

(b)

Figure 2: Schematic (a) top view and (b) cross-sectional view of the
designed MEMS switch along the dashed line plane.
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Figure 3: (a) First printed PEDOT layer on Kapton substrate. (b) APEX 3D thickness analysis. (c) Thickness measurement by KLA-Tencor.
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Figure 4: (a) Printed sacrificial layer on top of PEDOT. (b) APEX 3D analysis. (c) 2D analysis of the layer for thickness measurement.
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PEDOT has relatively low viscosity which makes it suitable
for inkjet printers. Table 2 shows the typical properties of
PEDOT [22].

PEDOT is stored between 4°C and 25°C in a vacuum
freezer. As mentioned earlier, to achieve good printing
results with PEDOT, surface treatment of the substrate is
needed. Figure 1 shows the printing of PEDOT without

and with surface treatment. A significantly better pattern
printing is achieved after surface treatment by oxygen
plasma cleaning at 100 watts for 5 minutes. It should be
noted that oxygen plasma treatment increased the adhesion
to the substrate surface. For PEDOT printing, the firing
voltage setting for the print head is between 20 and 25V,
with firing frequency at 5 kHz and cartridge temperature of
24°C. The platen temperature was held at 38°C during print-
ing. Table 3 shows the set parameters of the Fujifilm Dimatix
Material Printer during deposition.

2.2. Silver Ink Evaluation. In the prototype MEMS device
fabrication, silver layer is used as a sacrificial layer which
will be removed after the device fabrication. Metalon silver
ink is highly conductive at standard curing temperatures
(120°C for 10min. and 220°C for 30min.). After a standard
curing process, a 1 cm by 1 cm silver patch gives 1.22Ω
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Figure 5: (a) Complete three-layer device. (b) Three terminals
labeled for further data measurement. (c) 3D view of the printed
layers to check uniformity (scanning was taken along the direction
of −Y to +Y).

Table 4: Measured resistance before etching.

Terminal points Resistances (Ω)
1-2 387~430
1–3 300~330
2-3 700~1000

(a)

(b)

Figure 6: (a) Complete device before etching. (b) Complete device
after etching.

Table 5: Measured resistance after membrane release.

Terminal points Resistances (MΩ)
1-2 0.2~0.3
1–3 0.15~0.2
2-3 0.45~0.5
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resistance with a thickness of 0.75μm for a printing parame-
ter of 30 to 35μm drop spacing.

3. Design and Fabrication of MEMS Switch

Figure 2 shows the schematic top view and cross-sectional
view of the designed MEMS switch. According to the
design, the two transmission lines have a separation of
210μm, and the length and width of clamp-clamp beam
are 1400μm and 260μm, respectively. Three contact points
are also printed at the three terminals of the switch. Two
ends of the transmission line contacts have dimensions of
400μm by 400μm and the beam end contact has a dimen-
sion of 290μm by 290μm. The dimensions of clamp-clamp
contact point are less than that of the other two to achieve
a minimum weight.

3.1. Analysis of the Bottom Transmission Line Layer.
Figure 3(a) shows the image of the first printed layer of the
device, which is the transmission line consisting of deposited
PEDOT polymer ink. The image was taken by KLA-Tencor
process camera. This transmission line has an average thick-
ness of 2.59μm. Figure 3(b) is the uniformity analysis in 3D,
and Figure 3(c) shows the 2D thickness measurement. This

step needs a total of 20 layers of printed PEDOT to achieve
the designed critical thickness.

From Figure 3(a), it appears that the two transmission
lines are shorted by a slight amount of contact. The reason
for this is the spreading of ink during printing. But the
amount of PEDOT is quite small, and the amount of spread-
ing is not significant enough to short the path. The measured
resistances between the two transmission lines were found
to be infinite which proved that the two transmission lines
were not shorted. Additionally, the end-to-end resistance
of a single PEDOT transmission line is measured to be
between 1.1 and 2.0 kΩ.

3.2. Analysis of the Silver Sacrificial Layer. Figure 4(a) shows
the second printed layer which is the Ag sacrificial layer of
the device. The average thickness of this layer is about
2.35μm. Figure 4(b) shows the uniformity of deposited Ag
metallic ink by APEX 3D analysis, and Figure 4(c) shows
the 2D thickness measurement. The Ag sacrificial layer is
needed with a total of three printed layers to achieve the
required critical thickness.

3.3. Membrane Releasing of Printed MEMS Switch.
Figure 5(a) shows a complete three-layer printed device.
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Figure 7: Thickness comparison: (a) before etching and (b) after etching.
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Figure 5(b) shows the pointed terminals as 1, 2, and 3. In this
image, the clamp-clamp beam, transmission line 1, and
transmission line 2 terminals are labeled as 1, 2, and 3,
respectively. Figure 5(c) shows the uniformity of printed
layers by APEX 3D analysis. The purpose of thickness
analysis is to maintain the critical thickness of each layer
of the device. Next, the thickness of the sacrificial layer
is used to calculate the approximate pull-down/actuation
voltage. KLA-Tencor scanning has been taken in either
the −Y to +Y direction (Figure 4) or the −X to +X direc-
tion (Figure 5).

Table 4 is the measured resistance between any two of
the three terminals of the fabricated switch. It should be
noted that Ag is a highly conductive material ink. Before
the removal of sacrificial Ag layer, it is shorting the three
terminals of the switch. From Table 4, the smaller resistances
indicate the shorted path among these three terminals due to
the Ag sacrificial layer.

An acid solution is used for etching the Ag sacrificial
layer and releasing the membrane. Figures 6(a) and 6(b)
show the complete MEMS switch before and after etch-
ing. It took about 15 minutes to completely release the

membrane. It is also evident from Figure 6(b) that the Ag sac-
rificial layer is completely etched off. End-to-end terminal
resistance is measured, which will indicate whether the mem-
brane is completely released or not.

Table 5 shows the resistances between any two of the
three terminals of the MEMS switch after etching the Ag
sacrificial layer. According to the original design, after the
removal of the sacrificial layer, there should not be any
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Figure 8: Thickness comparison in anchor region (a) before etching and (b) after etching.
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Figure 9: Circuit configuration for DC testing.
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physical contact among three terminals. So, theoretically, the
resistances between the terminals should be very high after
removing the sacrificial layer. High resistance values between
any two terminals in Table 5 prove that the membrane has
been released successfully. Another way to prove a successful
membrane release is to compare the thickness measurement
before and after etching.

3.4. Thickness Comparison before and after Membrane
Release. Figure 7 shows the thickness comparison before
and after etching. Scanning was taken along the −X to +X
direction (Figure 7(b)). It is seen in Figure 7(a) that the thick-
ness of the sacrificial layer region was 2.77μm before etching,
and Figure 7(b) shows that the thickness measurement of the
same region after etching is 2.76μm. The measured profile of
the post release air gap in Figure 5 is further proof that the
release has been done successfully. Although the clamp-
clamp beam dropped down a little bit about 0.01μm, there
is still quite a large air gap between the beam and transmis-
sion lines as the measured resistance is very high in between
any two terminals.

Additionally, Figure 8 shows the comparison of 2D thick-
nesses in the anchor region. These two thicknesses are also
almost the same for before and after etching, which proves
that the clamp-clamp was still hanging with some air gap in
between the clamp-clamp beam and transmission lines.

4. DC and RF Characterization of the Printed
MEMS Switch

Two different connection schemes are used to analyze the
DC performance analysis of the switch. Figure 9 shows the
schematic diagram of connection. The input voltage is
applied between the clamp-clamp beam and transmission
line 1, and output signal is taken using an ammeter in
between the clamp-clamp beam and transmission line 2.
The application for this MEMS switch requires that the
input signal is applied on one side of the transmission line
and the output is collected from the other side when the

switch is turned on. The input signal was applied by an
external power supply (model: GPS-3303), and the output
was measured by the ammeter option of a multimeter
(model: HP 34401 A).

By using the power supply, applied voltage is increased
gradually from 0V to 5V which is incremented by 0.2V. It
is seen that there were very small current (0.0001mA) or
no current output till 1.0V. Just after crossing the 1.0V, the
device starts conducting with 0.0068mA output current.
During the start of current conduction, the recorded voltage
was 1.2V. Therefore, the actuation voltage for the printed
MEMS switch is 1.2V.

Figure 10 presents the plotted data for input voltage
versus output current for connection type 1. It is evident
from the plot that it has three different regions, which
are 0–1.2V, 1.2–4.8V, and beyond 4.8V. The first region is
0–1.1V where the switch is not turned on; the second is
1.2–4.8V which is the active region for the switch; and
finally, after 4.8V, the switch saturates.

After completely pulling down the clamp-clamp beam,
we removed the ammeter between the cantilever and trans-
mission line 2. RF signal from vector network analyzer is
applied to transmission line 1 through the RF probe. The out-
put from transmission line 2 is evaluated through the S21
parameter measurement using a vector network analyzer up
to 13.5GHz. The maximum insertion loss is about 5 dB.
The insertion loss could be further reduced by optimizing
the conductivity of the transmission line.

To put the inkjet-printed MEMS switch in perspective
with other microswitches, Table 6 summarized the experi-
mental results of an electrostatically actuated MEMS switch.

5. Conclusion

This research work demonstrates a major milestone toward
the fabrication of a 3D inkjet-printed flexible MEMS
switch. The MEMS switch consists of three different layers
with different sizes. A detailed analysis of each layer and
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characterization are also illustrated in this paper. The
MEMS switch has a low actuation voltage of 1.2V, current
capacity of 0.2195mA, a current on-off ratio of 2195 : 1,
and an RF insertion loss of 5 dB up to 13.5GHz. The per-
formance of the MEMS switch could be further improved
through the optimization of material selection and fabrica-
tion process. We believe that these results have paved the
way for the development of next-generation high-perfor-
mance, lightweight, mechanically flexible, and low-activation
voltage RF MEMS switches for numerous phased-array
antenna systems and other commercial and military com-
munication applications.
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This paper focuses on a printed inverted-F antenna (PIFA) with meandering line and meandering shorting strip under 2.4GHz
industrial, scientific, and medical (ISM) band for Internet of things (IoT) applications. Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) technology
is one of potential platforms and technologies for IoT applications under ISM band. Printed circuit board (PCB) antenna
commonly used in commercial and medical applications because of its small size, low profile, and low cost compared to
low temperature cofired ceramic (LTCC) technology. The proposed structure of PIFA is implemented on PCB to gain all
these advantages. Replacing conventional PCB line in PIFA by the meandering line and meandering shorting strip
improves the efficiency of the PIFA as well as the bandwidth. As a case study, design and measurement results of the
proposed PIFA are presented.

1. Introduction

Internet of things (IoT) is a concept that applies current net-
work technology to improve different industries and envi-
ronment for a higher quality of life in society. IoT is a
worldwide network that provides a platform allowing big
data transfer and connection between people and things. In
a smart city, the wireless connections between sensors and
users provide real-time monitoring [1, 2]. Big data is received
by sensors, which can be used for solving parking problem
[3] and traffic congestion [3] and controlling the quality of
air and water [4]. For example, in medical application, data
is shared with patients and medical professionals through
IoT; therefore, consulting efficiency is enhanced as well as
lowering the medical cost [5]. These several applications pro-
vide a successful improvement in our society. There are three
main layers in the IoT architecture, sensing, network, and
application [6]. In the network layer, wireless parts including
an antenna and RF front-end circuits are the main challenges
for IoT development [7, 8]. There are different wireless solu-
tions, in which Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) [9] and Zigbee
[10] are highly potential suitable platforms for IoT

applications. These wireless technologies are operated under
2.4GHz industrial, scientific, and medical (ISM) band. Now-
adays, minimizing the size of the wireless part especially the
antenna is still the main challenging research area.

There are many existing size-reduced solutions, and one
of the common types is low temperature cofired ceramic
(LTCC) antenna [11, 12]. They have different sizes and
lengths among these LTCC antennas such as length with
7mm, 5mm, and 3mm. In Figure 1(a), it shows an incident
E-field propagates to a vertical dipole of length L = 0 5λ1,
where λ1 is the wavelength used. If the current distribution
of the dipole is uniform, the actual current distribution is
nearly sinusoidal. If the same dipole is used at a longer wave-
length, λ2, so the length is only L = 0 1λ2 long. The current
tapers almost linearly from the central feed point to zero at
the ends in a triangular distribution in Figure 1(b). Assuming
dipole with uniform current distribution, the radiation resis-
tance Rrad in a free space is given by [13]

Rrad = 80π2 L
λ
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Figure 1: (a) Antenna (length = 0.5λ1) with sinusoidal current distribution. (b) Antenna (length = 0.1λ2) with triangular current distribution.
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Table 1: Parameter used in the simulation.

Parameters Dimension

The width of the strip, w 0.6mm

The space of each turn, s 0.4mm

The length of each turn, l 3.5mm

Distance between shorting feed point and feed point 2.3mm

Distance to the ground plan 0.8mm

Area of the antenna (W× L1) 15× 6mm2

Ground plane (W× L2) 15× 30mm2

Figure 5: Photo of proposed PIFA.
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For triangular current distribution in Figure 1(b), the
radiation resistance is smaller than those in Figure 1(a). Small
values of radiation resistance indicate that the performance
of the antenna is not very efficient. An antenna with a shorter
length but not resonant in the correct frequency leads to poor
overall performance since its resonant frequency is higher
than the operating frequency, and so a matching network
is added to tune to the correct resonant frequency. This
matching network is used for maximum power transfer
from the radio transceiver to the antenna; however, the
antenna still gives poor efficiency as well as resulting extra
cost and circuit area.

Several designs [14–16] were proposed to reduce the
antenna size by loading with capacitance since this lowers
the resonant frequency, making it appear electrically longer.
However, the performance of the antenna depends on the
quality factor Q of the capacitors used. In general, the com-
ponents with higher Q have a higher cost. In this paper, a
new implementation of the antenna which has the advan-
tages of low profile, small size, and foldable configuration is
presented. No matching network is required, and it can be
implemented on standard printed circuit board (PCB).

2. Operation of Proposed Printed Inverted-F
Antenna (PIFA)

The printed inverted-F antenna (PIFA) is commonly used in
the commercial and medical devices compared to other
inverted-F antennas (IFAs) [17–20] since it is small, low pro-
file, and low cost. These IFAs [17–20] are in a 3D shape and
nonfoldable which occupy a large volume in portable devices.
PIFA, therefore, is widely used in small portable devices
[21–23]. PIFA is like a monopole printed on the PCB, but it
has a shorting feed point along the main resonant structure
shown in Figure 2. It has the advantage that the folded part
introduces capacitance to the input impedance of the PIFA

which is cancelled by the shorting feed point. This shorting
feed point configuration, therefore, reduces the antenna’s size.
The matching network may be required for maximum power
transfer and, hence, efficient radiation.

Figure 3 shows the proposed antenna which contains two
parts, meandering line and meandering shorting strip. Since
the ground is classified as part of the antenna during the
design, the size W× (L1 +L2) = 15mm× (6+ 30) mm is
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Figure 7: Measured radiation patterns in total fields (horizontal plane (H-Plane) and vertical plane (V-Plane)): (a) Y-Z plane, (b) X-Z plane,
and (c) X-Y plane.

Table 2: The gain of the proposed PIFA.

Plane
Peak (dBi) Average (dBi)

Horizontal Vertical Horizontal Vertical

Y-Z 2.31 2.75 −4.12 −3.35
X-Z 1.92 −2.00 −3.25 −7.94
X-Y 4.00 −1.12 −2.51 −7.28

Figure 8: Compared result to Walsin (left) and Murata (right)
antennas.
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chosen (this is the common size of a wireless part). The
antenna is simulated and designed on an FR4 PCB with
dielectric constant = 4.6, and the PCB thickness used is
0.3mm. These parameters are used to model the first 2 layers
in the multiple-layered PCB structure, and the simulation is
obtained by Advanced Design System (ADS).

The resonant frequency of PIFA decreases when the
length of the conventional PCB line increases, because of
the longer wavelength [13]. This PCB line in the conven-
tional PIFA is replaced by the meandering line in Figure 4.
The combination of horizontal and vertical lines forms turns
in Figure 4, and the number of turns increases efficiency. The
resonant frequency in Figure 4 is much lower than that of the
PCB line in the PIFA with equal length [24, 25].

However, one of the disadvantages of the meandering
line used is the narrow bandwidth [26, 27] compared to the
traditional PIFA in Figure 2. Another disadvantage is a
matching network required to be placed at the antenna’s
input to achieve a good impedance matching for maximum
efficiency [28]. The shorting strip of the PIFA becoming a
meandering shape increases the bandwidth [29, 30]. There-
fore, the meandering shorting strip is then added to increase
its bandwidth shown in Figure 3(b). Designing the meander-
ing segment to be a log periodic pattern can improve the
antenna’s impedance matching [26] shown in Figure 3.
Table 1 shows the final dimension used in simulation so
that the resonance frequency is close to the operating
frequency, 2.45GHz.

3. Experimental Results

A prototype was designed and fabricated on the FR4 PCB
based on the dimension in Table 1, and the photo of the pro-
totype is shown in Figure 5. The return loss is measured by a
network analyzer, and the radiation patterns are carried out
by an antenna measurement system. In Figure 6, the mea-
sured return loss is shown as the red line together with the
simulated result as the blue line. The return loss is better than
10 dB within the ISM band. Figure 7 shows the measured
radiation patterns in total fields of the proposed PIFA at
2.45GHz as well as the gain of the antenna in Table 2.

Figure 8 shows the photo of the proposed PIFA
compared to the Walsin (monopole) antenna [12] and the
Murata antenna [14], which are LTCC antennas. Both need
the extra components for good impedance matching. An
extra capacitive is added in the Murata antenna [14] to
achieve the size reduction, and the large ground plane is
required to achieve better efficiency as well. Table 3 shows
the comparison table of these 3 antennas. It shows that the
Walsin and Murata antennas have a little size smaller than
the proposed PIFA. However, the proposed PIFA has only

the PCB metal trace’s thickness (around 35μm), which is
approximately zero in thickness since it was printed on the
PCB; therefore, this can be easily fabricated on the flexible
printed circuit (FPC) as well, which is highly foldable for
the mechanical housing in portable devices compared to
those nonfoldable IFA designs [17–20]. And there is no extra
cost required (printed on the PCB) on this proposed PIFA
compared to the other two antennas as well as no extra
matching network and capacitive load. In Table 4, it shows
that the overall gain performance is better than that of the
other two antennas.

4. Conclusion

This paper proposes a minimized PIFA design suitable for
IoT and other ISM band applications. To elaborate on this,
the architecture of the PIFA on PCB with meandering line
and meandering shorting strip was proposed. The measure-
ment result of return loss and gain performances has shown
that it has better performances compared to the LTCC anten-
nas and there are no extra components required for good
impedance matching. This proposed PIFA is a paradigm of
choice compared to others keeping the portability of devices
with low cost and good performance.
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Table 3: Comparison between proposed PIFA, Walsin [12], and Murata antennas [14].

Antenna Type Volume (include the matching network) Extra components

Proposed PIFA PCB 15× 6.0× 0.035mm3 No extra cost required

Walsin LTCC 12× 5.0× 1.2mm3 1 antenna and 2 passive components

Murata LTCC 12× 5.0× 1.2mm3 1 antenna and 2 passive components

Table 4: Gain between proposed PIFA, Murata [13], and Walsin
monopole antennas [12].

Antenna Plane Total average (dBi)

Proposed

Y-Z −0.708
X-Z −1.980
X-Y −1.260

Murata

Y-Z No data in datasheet

X-Z −1.761
X-Y −3.318

Walsin

Y-Z 0.891

X-Z −1.846
X-Y −2.556
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This work addresses the problem of performing an accurate 3D mapping of a flexible antenna surface. Consider a high-gain
satellite flexible antenna; even a submillimeter change in the antenna surface may lead to a considerable loss in the antenna
gain. Using a robotic subreflector, such changes can be compensated for. Yet, in order to perform such tuning, an accurate
3D mapping of the main antenna is required. This paper presents a general method for performing an accurate 3D mapping
of marked surfaces such as satellite dish antennas. Motivated by the novel technology for nanosatellites with flexible high-gain
antennas, we propose a new accurate mapping framework which requires a small-sized monocamera and known patterns on
the antenna surface. The experimental result shows that the presented mapping method can detect changes up to 0.1-
millimeter accuracy, while the camera is located 1 meter away from the dish, allowing an RF antenna optimization for Ka
and Ku frequencies. Such optimization process can improve the gain of the flexible antennas and allow an adaptive beam
shaping. The presented method is currently being implemented on a nanosatellite which is scheduled to be launched at
the end of 2018.

1. Introduction

The vision of having a reliable and affordable global network
which can be accessed from any point on the globe at any
time is a huge scientific challenge which has attracted many
researches during the last few decades. Most proposed solu-
tions are based on a network of hundreds or thousands of
LEO nanosatellites which will constitute a global network
with the earth via RF communication. These new-space
projects are of interest to major companies such as Google,
Qualcomm, Facebook, and SpaceX. OneWeb is an example
of such a project involving a large constellation of LEO
satellites. Other projects such as Google’s Project Loon [1]
or Facebook’s Aquila Drone are not directly focused on
satellite constellations but generally assume that such global
network already exists. The new-space industry includes
many small- or medium-size companies which develop

products for the new-space market (e.g., Planet Labs and
Spire are focusing on global imaging [2] and global IoT).
One of the most famous LEO satellite constellations is
the Iridium network, developed in the ’90s; this global net-
work is still operational, and the second-generation network
named Iridium Next is currently being deployed. Optimizing
a global network in terms of coverage, deployment, and ser-
vices involves extremely complicated problems from the
computational point of view. In order to reduce the cost of
deploying such network, many new-space companies are
working on miniaturizing their satellites—as launching 100
LEO nanosatellites often costs less than launching a single
large satellite into a geosynchronous orbit. In order to allow
a long-range, wide-band RF communication between a satel-
lite and a ground station, high-gain directional antennas are
being used. Having such a dish antenna on-board of the
satellite significantly increases its size and weight, and
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therefore, almost all current nanosatellites have a limited
bandwidth as they use small low-gain antennas allowing a
bandwidth of sub-Mbps. NSLComm has developed a con-
cept of nanosatellite with a relatively large expendable
antenna, allowing a significantly better link budget from
a nanosatellite [3]. Nevertheless, flexible antennas are
sensitive to surface distortion especially in space, where
significant temperature changes are common. In this
paper, we present a generic method to accurately map
the surface of a flexible antenna located on a satellite.
The presented framework requires very limited space and
computing power, allowing it to be implemented even
for small nanosatellites.

2. Related Works

Mapping a 3D surface is an important problem which is of
interest to many researches. Available literature suggests
solutions for wide-range mapping techniques including time
of flight [4], triangulation [5], structured light [6], RGBD [7],
stereo vision [8], and image-based modeling [9].

In this work, we focus on the challenging task of mapping
a satellite flexible antenna—which is not suitable for com-
mon 3D scanning techniques due to space limitations and
the need to perform a 3D scan from a fixed and single angle
(i.e., a single image). The ability to infer a 3D model of an
object from a single image is necessary for human-level scene
understanding. Tatarchenko et al. [10] have presented a con-
volution network capable of inferring a 3D representation of
a previously unseen object given a single image of this object,
while in the work of Williams et al. [11], a graph theory and
dynamic programming techniques over the shape constraints
were presented to compute the anterior and posterior
surfaces in individual 2D images. Tanskanen et al. [12] have
proposed a complete on-device 3D reconstruction pipeline
for mobile monocular hand-held devices, which generates
dense 3D models with an absolute scale on-site while
simultaneously supplying the user with real-time interactive
feedback. Medina et al. [13] suggest a resistor-based 2D
shape sensor, and Shvalb et al. [3] show that, using a robotic
flexible subreflector, even relatively significant changes in a
dish surface can be fixed; naturally, having a 3D model of
the current surface of the main dish antenna can improve
the accuracy and the run time of such systems.

2.1. Our Contribution. In this work, we present a novel
method which can robustly recover a surface shape from a
single image with known markers (with known shape).
The suggested method uses a set of visual markers in
order to compute a pointcloud. To the best of our knowl-
edge, this is the first work which presents a framework for
performing 3D reconstruction of smooth surfaces with
submillimeter accuracy that is applicable for on-board satel-
lite flexible antenna.

3. Flexible Antenna for Nanosatellites

The general concept of the flexible antenna with an adjust-
able robotic subreflector was presented recently [3]. It is

based on a flexible expandable main reflector and an adjust-
able robotic subreflector which can compensate for minor
changes in the main reflector surface. Mechanical mecha-
nisms for manipulating the robotic subreflector may be based
on linear servo or piezoelectric motors [3] but can also be
based on bioinspired manipulators (see [14]). In order to
optimize high-frequency RF communication (e.g., Ka bands),
the main antenna should be mapped with an accuracy level
which is 25–50 times higher than the communication typical
wavelength (about 1 cm in Ka), leading to a challenging
mapping accuracy requirement of about 0.2–0.1mm on
average (see [15]). A nanosatellite with such flexible antenna
should also be equipped with the following components: (i) a
global position receiver (e.g., GPS), (ii) a star tracker in order
to determine its orientation, and (iii) an altitude control
mechanism (based on both reaction/momentum wheels
and a magnetorquer). Using the above components, the
satellite on-board computer can aim the antenna to a spe-
cific region on earth—in general, this process resembles
the task of the imaging satellite that needs to aim its camera
to a given region. Denote that for a LEO satellite, such
process is a continuous (always on) process, unlike the case
of geosynchronous satellites, which only need to maintain a
fixed orientation.

The use of flexible antennas for space applications is a
relatively new concept. Having an on-board accurate
mapping system for the flexible antenna will allow two
major benefits:

(1) A fast and accurate tuning of the robotic subreflector
to compensate for the distortion of the main reflector
and an adaptive beam-shaping capability of the
transmitted pattern.

(2) A study of the changes in the flexible surface with
respect to temperature and time.

Due to space and weight limitations, the on-board 3D
mapping system should be as compact as possible. Moreover,
the method should use limited computing power for on-
board algorithms or limited bandwidth methods for
ground-based algorithms. Following these requirements, we
shall use a monocamera and known shape targets for the
mapping task.

4. Monocamera Mapping Algorithm

In order to map the 3-dimensional pointcloud of the satellite
antenna, we first embed a set of targets (or markers) with a
known shape and size. A single camera is assumed to be
located near the antenna focal point. We shall now present
the general algorithm which analyzes the acquired image to
compute the 3D surface of the dish. This process consists of
the following stages: (i) camera calibration, (ii) initial point-
cloud computation, and (iii) global adjustment.

4.1. Camera Calibration. We start by calibrating the
camera using an algorithm proposed by Zhang in [16].
Camera calibration is the process of estimating intrinsic
and/or extrinsic parameters. Intrinsic parameters deal
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with the camera’s internal characteristics, such as its focal
length, skewness, distortion, and image center. The cam-
era calibration step is essential for a 3D computer vision,
as it allows one to estimate the scene’s structure in
Euclidean space removing lens distortions, which degrades
accuracy. Figure 1 depicts an image taken after a calibra-
tion process.

Figure 2 illustrates the position of the camera on the
satellite which allows one to view the whole antenna span.

Accordingly, the camera’s FoV (field of view) should be
chosen to be in the range of 60° and 90°. Such a relatively
large FoV imposes a nonnegligible camera distortion.
Thus, the calibration process is necessary to allow an
accurate angular transformation between the camera coor-
dinate system (i.e., pixel position) and the satellite global
coordinate system.

Often, one would also like to express the position of
points (x, y, and z) given in the camera coordinate system
in a world (satellite) coordinate system. This may be done
by simply rotating the set of points P about the angle of
inclination of the camera (see Figure 2).

4.2. Initial Pointcloud Generator Algorithm. We start our
discussion considering circular targets. Algorithm 1 pro-
duces the initial pointcloud which we further use in this
paper. Here, the function T(im) uses the information
from the calibration step to remove lens distortion from
the image. Ccamera is the angular resolution (taken from
the camera parameters). We mark by Segment(F) the
function that segments the acquired image and detect
the targets T and compute the triplet (center, area, and
geometry) for each target. In order to compute Δα for
each target T, consider two of its vertices w1 and w2
and do the following:

(1) Calculate the normal of the surface that the target
lies on—for each pattern, the manner in which
the normal is calculated is different (we shall discuss
this below).

(2) For each pair w1,w2 ∈ T , do the following:

(a) Consider the plane that passes through the
camera point (the origin point) and points w1
andw2. Define line l1 as the intersection between
this plane and the plane that the target lies on.

(b) Let l2 be the line connecting the camera and the
midpoint between w1 andw2.

(3) Set α to be the angle between l1 and l2 (see Figure 3).

Figure 1: An example of an image (after the calibration process).
The intrinsic parameters are marked in red, and the expected
accuracy (error) is marked in yellow circles (a larger circle implies
a larger expected error).

Figure 2: The camera location on-board; here, θ is the field of view
which will be considered as ∈[60, 90]. Note the difference between
the coordinate systems of each satellite and camera.

Input: Undistorted image (frame) F.
Output: 3D pointcloud.

1: Let imt = T im .
2: T ← Segment F
3: for each triplet ti ∈ T do Compute a 3D point: pi ∈ P as

follows:
(1) The x,y coordinates of pi are the center values of ti
(2) n̂i ← the normal of the target.
(3) Δαi← the angular difference between n̂i and the vector

to ti.
(4) Let pi z = ti area ⋅ Ccamera/cos Δαi

4: end for

Algorithm 1: Initial 3D mapping using circular targets.
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(4) Define the angular difference as 90°− avg(αi).

We implement the algorithm above for multicircular
targets. The use of such targets is motivated by the
ability of both preventing the pixel snapping problem—
allowing a subpixel resolution accuracy of the center of
the target and the accuracy of the normal of the plane
the target is lying on. The advantages of using circles
therefore contribute to the overall calculated accuracy
of the Z dimension.

Figure 4 depicts the multicircular target cropped from
an acquired image; note that each circle is distorted to
be an ellipse rather than a circle as a result of the
varying orientations and distances. The following
explains how one computes the pointcloud using multi-
circular targets:

(1) We apply an ellipse detector algorithm which
uses a nonlinear pattern (connected component)
in the binarized image. Next, the estimation is
refined by using a subpixel resolution algorithm
in the grayscale image. We detect both outer
and inner ellipses; then, for each pair of ellipses,
we find the average center, which will be more
robust to varying light intensity conditions which
could cause a pixel-snapping problem (i.e., a
pixel in one image can deviate by a single pixel
in another image with the same conditions). In
Figure 5, an example of the ellipse detector algo-
rithm result is shown.

(2) For each target, calculate the center Cp by running
the K-means clustering algorithm on its ellipse
centers (in Figure 6 shown as an example of the
K-means result).

(3) Let the x,y coordinates of the target in the pointcloud
be the x, y coordinates of Cp.

(4) Find the normal of the ellipse as follows: Consider the
largest ellipse in the target, find its max(a, b), where a
is the major axis and b is the minor axis, and its
intersections with the ellipse, and let them be p1 and
p2, respectively.

Assume that the camera view is on the yz plane; then,

(a) p1 = x1, u1, v1 , where x1 is unknown and u1 and v1
are the x, y coordinates for the intersection point; in
the same way, let p2 = x2, u2, v2 .

(b) Then, the center point pc = 0, uc, vc (since we have
no depth information, we arbitrarily place the yz
plane at the center of the circle).

(c) Now, we must have p1 − pc
2 = r2 = x21 + u1 − uc

2

+ v1 − vc
2 from which we can calculate the absolute

value of x1 and similarly p2 − pc
2 = r2 = x22 +

u2 − uc
2 + v2 − vc

2 from which we can calculate
the absolute value of x2.

(d) Note that one needs to determine the signs of x1
and x2. If we choose p1, p2 so that they are oppo-
site (in the sense that they have inverse coordi-
nates about the center u1 − uc = uc − u2, v1 − vc =
vc − v2), then x1 and x2 should have the same
absolute value with opposite signs. Since we can
correctly determine whether x1 and x2 are closer
to the camera than the center or further away, this
could be easily set.

(e) Let the vectors v1′ = x1, u1 − uc, v1 − vc and v2′ =
x2, u2 − uc, v2 − vc ; then, n̂ = v1′ × v2′, with the n̂
vector is normal to the ellipse.

(f) Then, compute the angular difference Δai and
Z-value as we mentioned above.

As will be exemplified below, using circular targets
enables an average accuracy level of below 0.1mm. Yet, such
a method requires high-quality printing of curved lines over a
flexible antenna made of Kapton foil. Such printing is hard to
perform with space-qualified ink. Therefore, we needed to
adjust the algorithm to work with targets which are com-
posed of just straight lines.

Figure 4: The multicircular targets on a solid main reflector as
acquired by the monocamera.

Camera

n

(�휐2, �휐2)

�휄2

�휄1
�휔1

�휔2
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�훼

Figure 3: An illustration of the information needed to find Δα,
where α is the green angle.
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4.3. Mapping Using a Uniform Grid. After testing a wide
range of possible straight-line patterns, we conclude that
a simple uniform grid (see Figure 7) is the most suitable
target available on the actual surface of the flexible
antenna. At first, we have tested algorithms for detecting
lines using edge detection methods. Such approach leads
to relatively poor results as the edges on the antenna as
captured by the camera (see Figure 7) are not straight
lines but rather complicated curves. Performing regression
to such curves introduced significant errors. Thus, we
examined an alternative methodology where we first detect
all the inner corners of each square (using regression to
square). We then define Level0 to be the set of all center
points of each square and Level1 to be the set of the cen-
ters of the unit squares implied by the points in Level0
(see Figure 8). Algorithm 2 computes a 3D pointcloud
from an image of a grid-based target using the notion of
the Level1 point set.

In order to implement the above algorithm, the following
properties should be defined:

(i) Let S be the set of all small squares in L1: including
unit squares, two-unit squares, and up to some
relatively small number of units—usually smaller
than the 10-degree angle.

(ii) Given a square si, its area, and normal—one can
approximate a distance of si from the camera, where
the center of si is the angular coordinate of pi. This is
actually the same method which was used in the cir-
cular target of Algorithm 1.

(iii) In some implementations, pi can be generalized to be
a weighted point associated with a confidence of the
distance approximation based on si, ai, and ni. That
is, the expected distance accuracy to a two-unit

Figure 6: An example of the K-means clustering (KMC) result; the dotted points on the right are the centers of the ellipses, and the starred
ones (blue) are the KMC result.

Figure 7: The grid pattern printed on a paper. Note that the blue
lines are a bit curved.

Figure 8: Computing Level0 and Level1 from a grid-based image:
Level0 is presented as the corners of the green grid. Level1 is
marked as blue dots in the center of each green square.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5: The result of the ellipse detector is the target itself (a), shows the inner ellipses detected (b), and shows the outer ellipses detected (c).
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square is usually better than the expected distance
accuracy to a single-unit square.

(iv) Computing the normal of si can be performed using
the EPnP algorithm [17] (see Figure 9).

The grid-based algorithm is relatively robust and
simple to implement. Yet, in most cases, the average error
level was too large, about 0.3–0.5mm. Moreover, the
manufacturing limitation of the flexible antenna requires
us to design an “on-board” algorithm which is both accu-
rate and feasible.

5. On-Board Satellite Implementation

In this section, we define the actual “space algorithm” for
computing the 3D surface of a flexible antenna. Algorithm
3 compares two images: a reference image (P) and a current

image (I). P is the optimal (“perfect”) lab image of the flexible
antenna from the satellite camera. This image is taken during
an RF test of the complete satellite. I is the “space” image
which is compared with P. Algorithm 3 computes the 3D dif-
ference map between P and I instead of the actual 3D point-
cloud—as the 3D surface of P was mapped in high accuracy
level during the final testing stage. As the satellite is about
to be launched, its flexible antenna is unfolded and the
surface of the main (flexible) antenna may suffer from global
distortions due to the flexible nature of the antenna. In order
to overcome such global distortions, we decided to use two
different coordinate systems: satellite coordinate system and
antenna coordinate system. For each target center (in the
image 2D point), we consider it in the antenna coordinate
system and then we consider its relative position in the
satellite coordinate system. In order to determine the place
of the target in the antenna coordinate system, we detect
the contour of the antenna; then, for each point, we consider
its relative position to the contour (edge). Figure 10 depicts
the contour detection step flowchart. Having the 2D points
in the antenna coordinate systems, we use Algorithm 1 to
map the antenna surface.

5.1. 3D Optimized Surface Generation Algorithm. We define
two levels of noise filtering: level0, which uses direct position
measurements for estimation (e.g., estimation of a target’s
center) and level1, which averages out level0 estimations
(e.g., the center of neighboring target’s centers). We define
leveli in the same iterative manner.

5.1.1. Minimum LAR Algorithm. After we have found the 3D
pointcloud by using the algorithm above, we now find the
minimum RMS function which returns a best fitting surface
for the 3D points.

Fitting requires a parametric model that relates the
response data to the predictor data with one or more
coefficients. The result of the fitting process is an estimate
of the model coefficients.

The following algorithm returns the best fitting plane for
a given 3D pointcloud with a least absolute residual (LAR)

Figure 9: An example of normal detection results on some printed
squares; note that target 10 and target 29 are oriented differently
with different computed normal vectors.

Input: Undistorted reference image (P), and current
image (I∗).
Output: 3D pointcloud.

1: Compute P∗ (set of centers)from I∗ (algo 4.3).
2: Perform a 2D registration P′ between P and P∗.
3: for each pair wi,wj ∈ P′ do

(1) Compute it’s ratio, r = d p∗ /d p′ / 1 − ε, 1 + ε
(2) Associate r with RatioMap(RM)←mid(P′).

4: end for
5: Given RM, perform a confidence&normal analysis
(fine tuning).

6: Call Minimum LAR algorithm with an input RM.

Algorithm 3: Computing the difference map between reference
image and current image.

Input: Undistorted image (frame) F.
Output: 3D pointcloud.

1: Let P∗ ←
2: Let C0 be a set of all points on corners of the grid.
3: Compute Level1 (L1) from F and C0.
4: Let S← be all small squares in L1
5: for each si ∈ S do
(1) let ai← be the area of si.
(2) let ni← be the normal of si.
(3) let pi← be a 3D point associated with si w.r.t. ai, ni.
(4) add pi to P∗

6: end for
7: Return P∗

Algorithm 2: Initial 3D mapping using a grid.
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surface optimization in order to increase the expected z-
accuracy to below 0.1mm.

Here, ri is the usual least-squares residuals and hi is the
leverage that adjusts the residuals by reducing the weight of
high-leverage data points, which have a large effect on the
least-squares fit. The standardized adjusted residuals are
given by u = radj/Ks, where K is a tuning constant and s is
the robust variance given by MAD/c, in which c is the con-
stant and MAD is the median absolute deviation of the
residuals.

6. Experimental Results

In this section, we show the experimental results of each step
of the proposed algorithm.

6.1. Camera Calibration Step. For the setup step, we posi-
tioned the calibration targets (chessboard) on a 3D printer
plate that has movement accuracy of sub-0.1mm (up/down).
A camera fixed at an 80 cm distance from the plate as shown
in Figure 11 was located. Then, the plate was translated up
and down in 0.1mm steps. By comparing the translation
with a naive distance calculation for the movement, detection
calibration was ratified.

6.2. Normal Detection Accuracy Test. In this step, we gave
the normal detector Algorithm 4 points with known real
normal and ran it. For Figure 12, Table 1 lists some
numeric results of the algorithm.

The result above shows an average angular error of
∼0.4°. Assuming that the monocamera is located close
to the subreflector, such angular “noise” induces only
minor errors which are commonly smaller than the
10−4 ratio.

We have built a practical setting that provides an
accurate movement of a rigid body (plate) that can obtain a
page with printed shapes (targets). In Figure 13, we show
the setting with an explanation of its components. Two
types of cameras were used: (1) an embedded 14-
megapixel sensor with a FoV of about 75° and (2) an
Android phone with 16 megapixels (Galaxy S6) with a FoV

Figure 11: The camera calibration test setup. Using a calibrated 3D
printer with a robotic moving panel, we were able to calibrate the Z
approximation up to the 0.4mm accuracy level.

Input: a 3D pointcloud (P).
Output: A best fitting 3D surface LAR optimized.

1: Fit the model by weighted least squares.
2: for each pi ∈ P do

(1) Let radj ← ri/ 1 − hi

(2) Let wi =
1 − ui

2 2, if ui < 1,
0, if ui ≥ 1

3: If the fit converges, exit. Otherwise, repeat.
4: end for

Algorithm 4: Minimum LAR 3D surface algorithm.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 10: An example of the flowchart of the dish edge detection
process. (a) The acquired image is binarized. (b) The intersections
between the ribs of the dish with the dish are “cleaned.” (c)
Detecting the connected components in the binarized image is
exemplified. (d) The edge of the dish is then located by finding the
resultant convex hull.
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of about 68°. In general, both cameras have reached the same
accuracy level.

We have attached various types of paper and Kapton
targets on the panel and tested the algorithm’s ability to
detect fine changes. Figure 14 shows the expected noise
level from comparing two images of the same targets
(without moving the panel), which is usually lower than
0.04 pixel. Figure 15 presents the proposed algorithm “in
action”; the panel with 30 targets was moved 1mm on
average ((a) almost no movement, (b) 0.2mm, (c) about
1.8mm, and (d) about 2mm) (Figure 16), and the presented
graph shows the linearity as well as the accuracy of the level0
dataset, presenting an accuracy level which is better than
0.2mm on average.

In Figure 17, we show a test on the Kapton foil which
introduced a reflection and lighting problems.

6.3. Computing the Difference Map and Minimum LAR
Surface Algorithm. In this subsection, we present two
typical examples of computing the difference map between
two pairs of images. In the first example, we compared
two images with no movement—this example is needed
in order to test the expected noise level of the suggested
method. Figures 18 and 19 show that in general such noise
is significantly below the required accuracy. The second
pair of images includes a linear movement of 0.3–1.2mm
of the image plate. Figures 20 and 21 show how such

Light source3

2

1

Figure 13: The practical setting of the next experiments that proves
the accuracy level. The setting is divided into 4 main components: 1
is a dynamic plate that has the surface (plate) to be mapped which
can move toward front or back. 2 is a stabilized stand that holds
the camera. 3 is a light source to overcome the problem of the
pixel snapping. 4 is a submillimeter spacer that we can measure
the movement of the plate (1), so we have a reference for the
actual movement.
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Figure 14: The typical noise of level0 targets. Comparing two
images of the same targets, they were shot with the same
lighting and camera parameters. The typical noise level is about
0.03–0.04 pixel. In almost all tested cases, the level0 noise is
below 0.1 pixel.
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Figure 12: The normal detection algorithm tester: shown in blue are
the real points of the orthogonal segment corners to the normal and
shown in red is the algorithm approximation.

Table 1

Real normal Approximated normal
X Y Z X Y Z

0.1808 0.6601 0.7291 0.1716 0.6743 0.7182

0.0417 0.2682 0.9625 0.0386 0.272 0.9615

0.0682 0.666 0.7428 0.0695 0.6716 0.7377

0.0594 0.0738 0.9955 0.0515 0.0694 0.9963
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movement is detected—with an overall accuracy better
than 0.1mm.

7. Discussion and Future Work

We introduced a novel methodology for mapping flexible
adaptive aerospace antennas. The proposed method can
detect submillimeter distortions even on relatively large
reflectors. The presented methodology allows autonomous
(i.e., on-board) computation of surface, which can be
used in order to continuously investigate the unknown
nature of Kapton foil flexible antennas in the extreme
temperatures of space. Using surface 3D mapping, the
robotic subreflector can overcome minor distortions in
the main reflector, allowing a typical gain improvement
of 3–7 dB [3] and a new capability of dynamic beam
shaping. The presented method was implemented and
tested on a laboratory prototype of a nanosatellite with
a two-foot flexible main reflector. The presented method
reached an accuracy level of 0.1 millimeter on circular
targets and a 0.3–0.5-millimeter accuracy on grid-based
targets (with low-quality printed grid-based targets).

Figure 16: A testing setup: a paper with 30 (5× 6) targets was
attached to a flat panel. This panel can be moved using a set of
accurate spacers (at a, b, c, and d), allowing us to test global
movements with a high level of accuracy.

Figure 17: Kapton foil test. Denote the black reflection (marked by
a blue circle) at the lower part—such reflection issues can be solved
with a controlled lighting. Yet, any real implementation should be
able to overcome reflection problems by detecting them and
addressing them as outliers.
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Figure 15: An example of a surface movement observed by 30
(5× 6) targets (see Figure 16). Comparing two images, with an
average tilt change of about 1mm. A change of 0.1 pixel at
targets is detectable (strongly above the noise level), allowing a
z-accuracy of about 0.2mm on level1.
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Using the “on-board” algorithm which uses a reference
image, the expected accuracy reached the required level
of 0.1 millimeter.

We plan to implement the current method on a real
nanosatellite with a flexible antenna, which is scheduled

to be launched at the end of 2018. We hope that
using the presented framework, the vision of having
a large-scale LEO satellite constellation which is both
affordable and globally accessible can get one step closer
to reality.
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Figure 19: The minimum LAR surface optimization algorithm on the setting, running on two images taken continuously with
no movement. The upper part of the figure shows the surface from the ZY plane viewpoint, and the lower part shows the XY
plane viewpoint.

Scale
Diff: ‒0.00034821

Diff: ‒0.00043905

Figure 18: A difference map between two images taken continuously with no movement. In the scale of the difference, we can see that the
maximum difference between the two images is 0.00035 pixel, which is significantly below 0.1 millimeter; this result demonstrates the
algorithm’s accuracy.
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A design for Ka-band satellite communication antenna in earth station is introduced. This kind of antenna uses splash plate feed
based on ring-focus antenna. The theory of the new splash plate feed design is presented and the relative equations are derived. The
measured antenna parameters, VSWR, and patterns are highly consistent with the simulated results, which demonstrates the
success of the design for such kind of antenna that can be effectively used in Ka-band applications.

1. Introduction

There are many kinds of Ka-band antenna, as reported in
documents, including microstrip array antenna [1–3], wave-
guide array antenna [4–6], waveguide slot antenna [7],
horn antenna [8–10], dielectric spherical lens feed antenna
[11–13], and reflector antenna [14, 15]. The efficiency of Ka-
band antenna is usually in the range of 50% to 60% [16].

The antenna designers always pursue high gain while
using low sidelobes for the design of Ka-band antenna
[17–27].

Ring-focus parabolic antenna overcomes feed shelter
to realize low sidelobes and VSWR in a broad bandwidth
and has been applied widely in VSAT. The antenna can
enhance its efficiency by changing the shape of hat feed
[28], reducing its size by using a spline-profiled smooth horn
[29], and improving its performance on VSWR and cross-
polarization via a small ring-shaped aperture [30]. But all
the schemes above have low efficiency due to the support
for subreflector.

Splash plate feed, which traces back to World War II, has
not been used widely for the high VSWR [31]. Since the
1980s, antenna with splash plate feed has been researched

by few papers, which present the power distribution control
and equiphase on the main reflector aperture through
dielectric materials and subreflector forming, while the
main attention is payed on subreflector forming to improve
performance [32–36]. Since the antenna with splash plate
feed does not need the support for subreflector, it can gain
higher efficiency. However, the problem caused by feed
shelter [32–36] still exists.

In this paper, the design of a new antenna in Ka-band is
introduced. This antenna adopts splash plate feed, whose
main reflector is ring focus without strut and feed shelter.

In this paper, the principle of ring-focus reflector antenna
with splash plate feed is introduced firstly. A group of differ-
ential equations are derived and the geometry of the anten-
na’s subreflector and dielectric surface is obtained by
solving these differential equations. The simulated results
indicate that this antenna can achieve high gain with low
sidelobes. This kind of antenna has been produced based
on the proposed design in this paper. The measured far-
field patterns are highly consistent with the simulated results.

This product can be applied widely in Ka-band satellite
communications considering its novel structure, low cost,
good electrical performance, and high efficiency.
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2. Theoretical Analysis

The method based on geometric optics is adopted to design
the ring-focus antenna with splash plate feed. This antenna
consists of four parts including the main reflector, splash
plate feed, media, and subreflector.

This antenna is rotational symmetric, and the principle
of such design is simply described through XZ 2D section
in Figure 1.

The main reflector of such antenna is ring focus. It is
produced by rotation of a parabola, whose focal length is F,
away from symmetry axis a1. The main reflector equation
of this antenna, whose focus is the origin, can be expressed
as follows:

Z = X − a1
2

4F − F 1

The principle of designed antenna is shown in
Figure 1. The feed phase center is Os. The optics ray is
from Os to E, then reflects to F, and then refracts to On,
where On is the ring focal of the main reflector. Om is a
point of intersection by reflect line extension line and Zs
axis. The vector rs is pointing from Os to E. The vector
rm is pointing from E to F. The vector rn is pointing from
On to F.

2.1. Design of Subreflector. 3D description equations are
required in theory derivation while 2D section is shown
Figure 1. Thus, assuming that ϕs is the included angle of
vector rs in OsXsZs plane and OsXs axis, if f s θs, ϕs is
the equation of subreflector, the vector rs can be expressed
as

rs = f s θs, ϕs r̂s, 2

where r̂s is the unit vector. In rectangular coordinate system,
r̂s and r̂m can be expressed as

r̂s = sin θs cos ϕsx̂s + sin ϕsŷs + cos θsẑs,
r̂m = sin θm cos ϕsx̂s + sin ϕsŷs + cos θmẑs

3

To express simply, let f s θs, ϕs = f s. Then the differential
coefficient is

dr̂s
dϕs

= df s
dϕs

sin θscos ϕs − f ssin θssin ϕs x̂s

+ df s
dϕs

sin θssin ϕs + f ssin θscos ϕs ŷs

+ df s
dϕs

cos θsẑs,

dr̂s
dθs

= df s
dθs

sin θscos ϕs + f scos θscos ϕs x̂s

+ df s
dθs

sin θssin ϕs + f scos θssin ϕs ŷs

+ df s
dθs

cos θs − f ssin θs ẑs

4

The unit normal vector of subreflector is

n̂s =
drs/dϕs × drs/dθs
drs/dϕs × drs/dθs

, 5

where “×” represents vector cross product. It can be derived
from (5) that
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Figure 1: Principle of ring-focus antenna with splash plate feed.
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n̂s =
1
Δ

df s
dθs

cos θs − f s sin θs cos ϕsx̂s

+ df s
dθs

cos θs − f ssin θs sin ϕsŷs

−
df s
dθs

sin θs + f scos θs ẑs,

6

where

Δ = df s
dθs

2
+ f s

2 7

The inner product of incident wave rs’s unit vector and
subreflector’s unit normal vector is

−r̂s ⋅ n̂s =
f s

df s/dθs 2 + f s
2

8

The inner product of reflected wave rm from subreflector
and subreflector’s unit normal vector is

r̂m ⋅ n̂s =
df s/dθs sin θm − θs − f scos θm − θs

df s/dθs 2 + f s
2

9

According to Snell’s law,

−r̂s ⋅ n̂s = r̂m ⋅ n̂s 10

It can be derived from (8), (9), and (10) that

drs
dθs

= rs θs cot
θm − θs

2 11

2.2. Design of Dielectric Surface Forming. For simple deriva-
tion, assuming a coordinate system OnXnZn, the dielectric
surface equation is

rn = f n −θn, ϕs r̂n, 12

where r̂n is the unit vector and can be expressed as

r̂n = −sin θn cos ϕsx̂n + sin ϕsŷn + cos θnẑn 13

in a rectangular coordinate system. For simple description,
let f n −θn, ϕs be fn; the unit normal vector of the dielectric
surface is

n̂n =
drn/dϕn × drn/dθn
drn/dϕn × drn/dθn

14

So it can be derived that

n̂n =
1
Δ′

df n
dθn

cos θn + f n sin θn cos ϕsx̂n

+ df n
dθn

cos θn − f nsin θn sin ϕsŷn

+ df n
dθn

sin θn − f ncos θn ẑn,

15

where

Δ′ = df n
dθn

2
+ f n

2 16

The inner product of incident wave rm’s unit vector and
dielectric surface’s unit normal vector is

r̂m ⋅ n̂n =
df n/dθn sin θm + θn − f ncos θm + θn

df n/dθn 2 + f n
2

= cos ϕ1

17

The inner product of refracted wave rn and dielectric
surface’s unit normal vector is

−r̂n ⋅ n̂n =
f n

df n/dθn 2 + f n
2
= cos ϕ2 18

According to Snell’s law,

sin ϕ1
sin ϕ2

= 1
n
, 19

where

n = εr 20

It is derived from (17), (18), and (19) that

df n
dθn

= nf nsin θm + θn
1 − n cos θm + θn

21

2.3. Energy Conservation Equation. According to the law of
energy conservation,

P θs sin θsdθs =
−I Xm XmdXm

A
, 22

where P θs is the spatial angle distribution function of feed
axisymmetric radiation power, I Xm is the aperture power
distribution function of the antenna main paraboloid, Xm is
the radius variable of the antenna aperture, and A is the pro-
portionality coefficient.

The main reflector equation of ring-focus reflector
antenna is

Xm = 2F tan θn
2 + a1 23
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In logs, it can be obtained as

dXm

dθn
= F sec2 θn2 24

According to (23) and (24), then

dθn
dθs

= −
AP θs sin θs cos2 θn/2

FI Xm Xm
25

2.4. Equiphase Equation. In definition, θsmax is the maximum
of θs, f smax is the maximum of f s, θnmin is the minimum
of θs, and f nmax is the maximum of f n. According to the
qualification requirement, P θs , I Xm , a1, a2, θsmax,
f smax, and F can be certain firstly.

When θs = θsmax and f s = f smax, boundary condition can
be obtained according to the following geometrical
relationship:

θnmin = arctan f smax cos θsmax + a2
a1 − f smaxsin θsmax

,

f nmax = f smaxcos θsmax + a2
2 + f smaxsin θsmax − a1

2

26
In a dielectric material, the optical length that an electro-

magnetic wave radiates from primary feed Os and refract to
the air after being reflected by subreflector to the main reflec-
tor’s focus is equal. Namely,

nf s + nf m + f n = K ,
f s max + f n max = K

27

2.5. Calculation of Subreflector Equation and Dielectric
Surface 2D Equation. According to the geometric relation-
ship in Figure 1, it can be obtained that

f ssin θs + f msin π − θm + f nsin θn = a1,
f scos θs + a2 = f mcos π − θm + f ncos θn

28

When θs is certain, θm, θn, f s, f m, and f n can be solved
according to (11), (21), (23), (25), and (28).

In OsXsZs plane, subreflector equations are

X = f ssin θs,
Z = f scos θs

29

Dielectric surface equations are

X = α1 − f nsin θn,
Z = f ncos θn − α2

30

Thus, the shapes of subsurface and dielectric surface can
be obtained.

3. Structure of Antenna

The main reflector, whose material is carbon fiber, is a rota-
tionally symmetric paraboloid. The surface of the reflector
should be processed by metallization, and the accuracy

should be controlled within 0.3mm (r.m.s.). In the process-
ing, a carbon fiber reflector and a copper sheet are made
out of molds. Then they are bonded together with glue. The
accuracy of the molds ensures the accuracy of the reflector.
The structures of the main reflector and subreflector and
dielectric are shown in Figure 2.

The exploded view of the feed structure is shown in
Figure 3, where the green and yellow parts are dielectric
material REXOLITE1422 and aluminum material, respec-
tively. After programming according to the designed data,
the subreflector and dielectric can be processed by high

Metallic materials Rexolite1422

Figure 3: Exploded view of the feed structure.

432.4974

394.4974

13
.2

30
Figure 2: Structure of the main and side reflector.
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precision CNC (computer numerical control) machines.
Ultraviolet (UV) glue is adopted here to bond the subreflec-
tor and the dielectric. Since the dielectric is transparent, the
glue between subreflector and dielectric will cure after UV
radiates for a period of time.

Let 15mm≤ |X|≤ 525mm, F = 420mm, a1 = 15mm.
After fabrication of the subreflector and dielectric materials,
the assembled antenna is shown in Figures 4 and 5.

4. Simulation and Measurement on VSWR

This antenna adopts circular polarization. It uses
27.5~30.0GHz as transmitting frequency and 17.7~20.2GHz
as receiving frequency. Physical optics (PO) method and
finite element method (FEM) are combined in the simula-
tion by FEKO, where PO method is used for the main
reflector and FEM for the feed (subreflector and dielectric).
The simulation defines “mesh” as 1/6 wavelength. The com-
puter has an 8-core CPU and 128GB RAM.

The curves of VSWR are obtained through the simulation
of FEKO, and the simulated results are shown as red contin-
uous lines in Figures 6 and 7.
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Figure 7: Curve of receiving VSWR.
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Figure 6: Curves of transmitting VSWR.

Figure 5: Antenna lateral view.

Figure 4: Antenna front view.
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Figure 8: Antenna pattern.
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The VSWR is measured with Agilent Vector Network
Analyzer N5230C in microwave anechoic chamber. After
the measurement on antenna transmitting and receiving
VSWR, the relative results are shown as blue chain lines in
Figures 6 and 7.

As shown in Figure 6, antenna transmitting VSWR is
below 1.24. As shown in Figure 7, antenna receiving VSWR
is below 1.73.

5. Simulation and Measurement on
Antenna Patterns

This design adopts arbitrary phase and amplitude feed power
pattern P θs as the feed model. Antenna patterns are simu-
lated and analyzed by FEKO, and the curves obtained are
shown with red continuous lines in Figure 8.

The far-field patterns are then measured, and the
measured patterns obtained from data are shown as blue
chain lines in Figure 8.

The distance between the transmitting and receiving
antennas should satisfy the far-field test distance condi-
tion, namely,

R ≥
2D2

λ
, 31

where R is the distance between the source antenna and the
antenna under test. D is the aperture of the antenna under
test, and λ is the wavelength. According to (31), it is
possible to calculate the minimum distance between the
transmitting and receiving antennas in the far-field test.
The highest frequency of the Ka-band antenna is 30GHz,
and D = 1020mm, so R ≥ 200m. The actual distance is about
282m.

The sidelobes meet the envelope of 29–25log θdBi. The
measurement and related calculation of the antenna gain
adopt comparison method. Acquired gain and first sidelobe
are listed in Tables 1 and 2.

As shown in Figure 8, considering dielectric loss, splash
plate scattering, cross-polarization efficiency, main reflector
toleration, and other efficiency, simulated results of the
antenna are highly consistent with the measured results,
which demonstrates the success of such design. The mea-
sured antenna efficiency is about 65.6%, while the efficiency
of the existing antenna in Ka-band is below 60% [16].

6. Conclusion

This paper introduces a ring-focus antenna based on
splash plate feed. The prototype of this antenna has been
produced based on the proposed design. The measured
results verify that this antenna can achieve efficiency of
over 65% and can satisfy the regulations of Rec. ITU-R
S.580-6 in receiving band on antenna sidelobe. The mea-
sured results of the antenna are highly consistent with
the simulated results, which proves the high engineering
value of the proposed method.
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A low-cost inkjet printing method for antenna fabrication on a polyethylene terephthalate (PET) substrate is presented in this
paper. An office inkjet printer is used to have desired patterns of silver nanoparticle ink on the PET substrate without any
postprocessing. Silver nanoparticle ink cures instantly as soon as it is ejected from the printer on a chemically treated PET
substrate. The thickness of the silver nanoparticle layer was measured to be 300 nm with a sheet resistance of as low as 0.3Ω/sq
and a conductivity around 1.11× 107 S/m with single layer deposition. A coplanar waveguide- (CPW-) fed Z-shape planar
antenna on the PET substrate achieved the measured radiation efficiency of 62% and the IEEE gain of 1.44 dBi at 2.45GHz. The
printed antenna is also tested in bending conditions to ascertain its performance for the Internet of things (IoT) conformal
applications for the future 5G network.

1. Introduction

As per the vision of IMT-2020 for the future 5G network,
the cost of Internet of things (IoT) devices needs to be
reduced to as low as 5 dollars per unit [1]. To reduce the cost
of these IoT devices, there is a dire need of a low-cost fabrica-
tion process. The production of low-cost devices is being rev-
olutionized by the invention of inkjet printing of functional
materials like polymers/nanocomposites, carbon nanotubes,
graphene, and most recently molybdenum disulfide (MoS2)
nanosheets [2]. These materials are being used to fabricate
transistors, antennas, sensors, light-emitting diodes, and
many other printable devices [3]. Out of these, silver nano-
particle (AgNP) ink has been extensively used to deposit a
thin metallic film on various substrates due to its well-
known high conductivity and being relatively low cost

compared to other noble metals such as gold and platinum
[4]. However, the printing of the antenna using the com-
monly used Dimatix printer 2800 series requires a subse-
quent thermal sintering (annealing) process which not only
makes the usage of many polymeric substrates like polyethyl-
ene terephthalate (PET) or polycarbonate impractical due to
their low glass transition temperature (100°C–200°C) but also
makes the fabrication process become complex and time
consuming [5]. Instead of heating the complete sample dur-
ing the sintering process, more selective sintering techniques
were also used by various researchers, including laser sinter-
ing, low-pressure argon plasma exposure, microwave radia-
tion, and electrical and photonic sintering [6]. However,
the fabrication process using these techniques requires
expensive equipment and proper parameter control to avoid
the damage to the substrate. Moreover, the commonly used
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inkjet printer (e.g., DMP 2800 series) is too expensive to
make this type of the fabrication process commercially viable.
In [6–10], antennas for wearable and conformal applications
are fabricated using an inkjet printer on flexible substrates
like Kapton, resin-coated paper, and glossy paper achieving
reasonable conductivity up to 1e107 S/m, but, unfortunately,
it involves a long sintering process at higher temperature,
that is, 150°C for several hours. Although the conventional
office printer has also been used for printing the radiating
part of the antenna on glossy paper by using AgNP ink to
reduce the fabrication cost of the antenna, it requires long
annealing time to exhibit reasonable conductivity for the
antenna applications [11]. Some commercially available
instantly chemically cured paints and markers are also avail-
able to avoid the thermal sintering process, but the large
silver nanoparticle size (1mm) with uneven and high sheet
resistance of up to 55Ω/sq limits their implementation as
an instant prototyping technique [12–14]. Hence, the forma-
tion of an AgNP ink layer by an office inkjet printer is one
of the viable additive fabrication techniques which offers
the advantage of being compatible with low-cost roll-to-
roll processing [15].

In this letter, we are using an instantly cured silver
nanoparticle ink using an office inkjet printer for antenna
application. A coplanar waveguide- (CPW-) fed Z-shape
antenna on a chemically treated PET substrate is printed
using an office printer. The ink is compatible with conven-
tional Brother’s printers, and its conductivity for a single
printed layer reaches to a value of 1.11× 107 S/m with
300nm layer thickness. The electrical conductivity and
morphology analyses are done to ascertain the effective-
ness of our used technique for a low-cost antenna fabrica-
tion method. Moreover, antenna performance is evaluated
by measuring the reflection coefficients, gain, and radiation
pattern of the antenna.

2. Characterizing the Printed Silver Ink Layer

2.1. Instantly Chemically Cured AgNP Layer. The silver nano-
particle ink is a special ink to work on a chemically treated
PET substrate. This special AgNP ink has been successfully
implemented to make electric circuits on a flexible PET

substrate [16]. After inkjet printing, the polymer-confined
silver nanoparticles used in the Dimatix printer series need
several hours of the heating process, called sintering, to
exhibit reasonable conductivity. The invention of chemically
cured conductive inks has opened a new era of inkjet printing
technology enabling the use of office inkjet printers without
any postprocessing of printed conductive layers [17]. Chem-
ical curing of the AgNP ink in printed antenna fabrication
requires special treatment of the surface of the substrate so
that a conduction path could be formed instantly at room
temperature [18]. The comparison between our low-cost
printed technique and the commercially available Dimatix
printer technique is done in Table 1.

2.2. Morphological Analysis. The morphological analysis is
very crucial for the complete study of the newly proposed
technique for antenna fabrication. An SEM image was used
to evaluate the surface morphology of the printed silver
nanoparticle layer and the distribution of the silver particles
by using a field emission scanning electron microscope
(FESEM) (Hitachi, SU8020) operating at 2 kV.

EDS spectrum, as shown in Figure 1, reveals strong signal
in the silver region and confirms the formation of AgNPs
along with some traces of chemicals like chloride (Cl), carbon
(C), and aluminium (Al).

As shown in the images in Figure 2, the silver nanoparti-
cles are agglomerated just by using a chemical sintering
method which eliminates the development of “hot spots”
due to differences in the conductivity within the printed
layer. The white spots appearing in Figure 2(b) are believed
to be the impurities present in the ink.

The cross-sectional SEM image of the printed layer, as
shown in Figure 3, taken on a 200nm scale with 5 kV ETH,
shows the thickness of the AgNPs and PET substrate to be
300 nm and 125μm, respectively.

One of the important factors for performance of the
printed antenna is its roughness. As we know that the AC
current does not flow in the whole conductor, it remains near
the surface of the conductor, resulting in higher current den-
sity. Especially, when the roughness dimensions are compa-
rable to the skin depth of the EM waves at the operating
frequency, these losses are prominent [17]. The roughness

Table 1: Comparison between the office inkjet printer and commercially Dimatix 2800 series.

Properties Dimatix printer 2800 series Office inkjet printer with AgNP ink.

Cost of the printer Very expensive> 30,000$ Very cheap< 600$
Cost of the ink Expensive> 1000$ Cheap< 400$

Postprocessing
Annealing processes for 4 hrs in an expensive

industrial oven
Instantly cured ink

Preheating Heating vacuumed platen up to 60°C Not required

Conductivity 1.6× 106 S/m (single layers, at 200°C)
1.11× 107 S/m (single layer, at room

temperature)

Annealing temperature Up to 120°C for 10 hours Instantly cured

Low-cost glossy paper and PET
substrate

Not possible Possible

Layer thickness 450 nm 300 nm

Sheet resistance of a single layer 9Ω/sq at 100°C after 1 hour 0.3 Ω/sq at room temperature after 10min
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of the printed layer has a direct impact on the AC resistance
of the antenna which can be described by the following equa-
tions [19]:

R = 1
w

πμf
σ

,

c = 1 + 2
π

tan−1 1 4 Δ
δ

2
,

Rs = c ⋅ R,

1

where δmeans the surface roughness, c is the correction fac-
tor, and Rs is the surface resistance per unit length of the
printed layer. To know the roughness of the printed AgNP
layer, the height profile of the sample has been taken using
the latest noncontact 3D surface profiler (Sensofar, Sneox)
along the edge of the AgNP layer. As shown in Figure 4,
the mean roughness (Sa=0.299μm) and the root mean
square roughness (Sq=0.368μm) of the printed layer are
quite reasonable to be used for antenna application since they
are quite small as compared to the skin depth of the silver
layer at 2.45GHz, that is, δ=1.29μm.

(a) (b)

Figure 1: (a) SEM images of a nanoparticle layer for EDS analysis. (b) Quantitative spectrum of the contents of the particles in %age.

(a) (b)

Figure 2: SEM image of the printed AgNP sample through FESEM with a voltage potential of 2 kV. (a) Scale bar = 1μm. (b) Scale
bar = 200 nm.

(a) (b)

Figure 3: Cross-sectional SEM images of the printed layer. (a) Scale bar = 200 nm. (b) Scale bar = 20μm.
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By using (1), for the surface roughness of 0.299μm and
the skin depth of 1.29μm, the correction factor (c) is calcu-
lated to be 1.045. Hence, the increase in the AC resistance
per unit length is only 4.5% with respect to a perfectly
smooth surface (ideal). As we go towards higher frequency,
for example, 6GHz, the skin depth reduces, which results
in surface roughness losses of only 11% (still acceptable).
In addition, the average thickness observed from this pro-
filer is well matched with FESEM measurements as shown
in Figure 4.

3. Fabrication and Results of a CPW-Fed
Z-Shaped Antenna

A CPW-fed Z-shaped antenna at 2.45GHz ISM band has
been fabricated to ascertain the functionality of our new
low-cost inkjet antenna fabrication technology as per the
dimensions given in Figure 5. The dielectric characteristics
of the substrate are measured using a dielectric probe.
DAK-3.5 and the measured relative permittivity ɛr of the
dielectric are found to be equal to 2.7, and the loss tangent
tan δ is 0.135. The gap between the ground and the feed line
is 0.3mm, and rectangular slots in the Z-shape antenna are of
equal size. Antenna design parameters are first optimized for
the PET substrate based on simulations carried out using the
CST microwave studio, and fabrication is done using

commercial low-cost piezoelectric inkjet Brother’s printer.
To validate its functionality as a bent antenna for conformal
application, we also performed a bending test by placing the
antenna on a curved sample of foam with 30mm and 40mm
bending radius as depicted in Figure 6(b). The coplanar
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Figure 4: (a) Colored SEM image of the sample layer and 3D height profile. (b) 2D surface roughness graph.
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Figure 5: The dimensions of the CPW-fed Z-shaped antenna.
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waveguide (CPW) configuration, where the radiator and the
ground plane are printed on the same side of the substrate, is
chosen for its simplicity and ease of fabrication in a roll-to-
roll production process. The printed CPW-fed Z-shape
antenna is first printed by the office printer, and then the
SMA connector was connected to the feed line. Due to higher
soldering temperature (150°C), the thermal soldering
method cannot be used; hence, silver nanoparticle paint from
PELCO® has been used to connect the SMA connector with
the feed line of the antenna, as shown in Figure 6.

The conventional Brother printer MFC-J430W with
AgIC ink cartridge model number 1000 has been used to
print this antenna. A cartridge from AgIC Company comes
with three containers filled with AgNP ink to be inserted in
three holders of the inkjet printer. The size of the silver nano-
particle is around 20nm in diameter. Due to its very small
particle size, the dissolution of AgNPs is made possible in
the chemical solution used for chemical sintering of the
deposited layer and makes the ejection of the ink from the
printer nozzle easy.

To verify our proposed technique, we evaluated the
reflection coefficient of the antenna at flat and bending
radii of 30 and 40mm by attaching it on a foam. As shown
in Figure 7, the antenna is performing quite well for both
radius positions. These radius values are taken considering
the normal radii of the human arms and legs. The mea-
surements are performed using a 4-port Vector Network
Analyzer (VNA) model N5242A PNA-X from Agilent Tech-
nologies. The results show that a good match of measured
reflection coefficient is found not only with the simulated
results in the ISM band (2.45GHz) in the flat shape but
also after bending conditions. Since there is no heating pro-
cess involved, the cracks cannot be observed in the printed
layer after bending the antenna as reported in [8]. The
measured conductivity of the printed layer is found to be
around 1.11× 107 S/m (14.7% of the conductivity of the bulk
silver) with single 300 nm layer thickness and 0.3Ω/sq
sheet resistance. The conductivity of the double printed
layer is reported to be twofold with misalignment error

(a) (b)

Figure 6: Fabricated Z-shape antenna by the proposed inkjet printer technique on the PET substrate. (a) Flat condition. (b) Bending
condition (radius: 40mm).
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Figure 7: The reflection coefficient S11 in dB of the Z-shaped
antenna with and without bending conditions.

Figure 8: Simulated current distribution of the antenna at
2.45GHz.
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up to 0.5mm while using an off-the-shelf printer [16].
The behavior of the antenna is also studied through its
current distribution at 2.45GHz, as shown in Figure 8,
where it is shown that good current density distribution
exists along the edges as normally happening in the case
of the patch antenna.

To see the performance of this antenna for different
antenna parameters, the gain of this fabricated antenna
is also measured. The maximum measured gain of the

antenna is found to be 1.44 dBi with more than 60%
radiation efficiency.

To see the radiation performance of the antenna, the
radiation patterns of this antenna in the flat and curved
shapes at a frequency of 2.45GHz are plotted in Figure 9.
The bending of the antenna results in slight widening of the
radiation pattern for both XZ and YZ planes. Hence, our
inkjet printed antenna can be used for both flexible and con-
formal applications.
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Figure 9: Radiation patterns of the antenna with different bending radii of 30 and 40mm: (a) XZ plane (ϕ= 0°) and (b) YZ plane (ϕ= 90°).
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Figure 10: (a) The layout of the slotted Z-shaped antenna. (b) The reflection coefficient S11 in dB of the slotted Z-shaped antenna.
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4. Modified CPW-Fed Z-Shaped Antenna

To check the validity of our printing technology for higher
frequencies specially 5G, the CPW-fed Z-shaped antenna,
presented above, is modified to cover a future expected 5G
band, that is, 3.5GHz. A slot of 0.5mm thickness is etched
in the middle of the zigzag path of the Z-shaped antenna,
and then it is slightly optimized to work at our required fre-
quency bands. The remaining dimensions of the etched slot
are shown in Figure 10(a). The other dimensions of the pro-
posed antenna are the same as those of the Z-shaped
antenna shown in Figure 5 unless, otherwise, mentioned.
The other parameters of the modified Z-shaped antenna
are the same as shown in Figure 5. This designed antenna
is fabricated, and the simulated and measured results of
reflection coefficient S11 (dB) in the flat shape are shown in
Figure 10(b). The measured results match reasonably well
with the simulated ones.

5. Conclusion

A CPW-fed Z-shaped antenna is fabricated using low-cost
printed fabrication techniques. An office inkjet printer using
a special cartridge from AgIC, Japan, has been used during
printing the antenna. The most prominent feature of this sil-
ver ink is that it dries out instantly at the room temperature.
This chemically cured formation of the conduction path of
the silver nanoparticles not only facilitates the usage of sub-
strates of low glass transition temperature (Tg) but also elim-
inates the need of a prevalent expensive inkjet printer which
employs expensive equipment and long postheating process.
Moreover, the bending test has been performed to validate its
functionality for conformal antenna applications. The sur-
face morphology and height profile analyses of the printed
layer are also executed. This proposed technique using an
office inkjet printer should pave the path for easy and low-
cost printing of the antennas for conformal applications.
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Printing methods such as additive manufacturing (AM) and direct writing (DW) for radio frequency (RF) components including
antennas, filters, transmission lines, and interconnects have recently garnered much attention due to the ease of use, efficiency, and
low-cost benefits of the AM/DW tools readily available. The quality and performance of these printed components often do not
align with their simulated counterparts due to losses associated with the base materials, surface roughness, and print resolution.
These drawbacks preclude the community from realizing printed low loss RF components comparable to those fabricated with
traditional subtractive manufacturing techniques. This review discusses the challenges facing low loss RF components, which
has mostly been material limited by the robustness of the metal and the availability of AM-compatible dielectrics. We
summarize the effective printing methods, review ink formulation, and the postprint processing steps necessary for targeted RF
properties. We then detail the structure-property relationships critical to obtaining enhanced conductivities necessary for
printed RF passive components. Finally, we give examples of demonstrations for various types of printed RF components and
provide an outlook on future areas of research that will require multidisciplinary teams from chemists to RF system designers to
fully realize the potential for printed RF components.

1. Introduction

Additive manufacturing (AM) and direct write (DW) print-
ing have seen an explosion of tooling within the past decade,
which has gone from large prototyping houses to consumer
friendly benchtop models and engineering grade tool sets.
This has enabled greater ease of access to produce interesting
functional components [1, 2]. Here, we define AM as tools
that fabricate in a layer-by-layer fashion, while DW is a selec-
tive deposition of materials with high resolution on any flat,
conformal, or flexible surface. These printing methods are
highly attractive because traditional fabrication required for
radio frequency (RF) circuitry and electronics can be elimi-
nated, while allowing for direct digital manufacturing of
arbitrarily complex objects [3–6]. RF component design sim-
ulations reduced to fabrication can be an iterative process to
refine, thus making printing methods ideal because they
enable rapid prototyping and testing cycles. A large number
of publications to date have demonstrated low-cost, low

performance-printed RF passive components fabricated by
AM and/or DW processes that may impact the consumer
market [7–10]. However, a considerable amount of research
is still required to unlock the technological potential for
printing, especially on high performance components
including lumped elements (inductors and capacitors),
antennas, transmission lines, and interconnects, which are
based on all dielectric or metal-dielectric building blocks,
especially for conformal and flexible surfaces. Reliable and
high performing printed RF passives are within reach; how-
ever, printed counterparts for active RF electronic circuits
including inorganic transistors are still very much in their
infancy [11]. Active components such as transistors are still
very much limited by the available material performance
and printing resolution [12]. Passive components can now
be partially or fully fabricated with a number of different
AM techniques (FDM, SLA, DLP, inkjet, and aerosol jet)
and manufacturable at scale with roll-to-roll, Gravure, and
screen printing. With the recent advent of multimaterial
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DW tooling, both metals and dielectrics may be printed con-
comitantly while previously these processes were decoupled
to AM dielectric and then subsequently metallized with a
separate technique. Advancements in printing technologies
and processes will enable an entirely new class of fully 3D
printed components on conformal surfaces that are not
constrained to 2- or 2.5-D.

For many researchers, the overarching goal is to create
printed, highly functional components with DC and RF
properties near their bulk or non-AM counterparts while
adding a degree of functionality that cannot be obtained with
their planar counterparts. Achieving these bulk-like material
properties will enable a wide application space, but at pres-
ent, unfortunately there are several limits on which precursor
materials are available to print and how well these function-
ally printed materials perform. Reliability is also a concern as
these printed parts could potentially see extreme environ-
ments such as aerospace [13]. To this end, it becomes
increasingly critical to understand the systemic effects of
and controlling both the nano- and microstructures and
topology of printed materials while expanding the “toolbox”
of materials to print. Additionally, as conformal printing is
near realization, flexible antennas and electronics require
nanomaterials with high mobilities and on/off ratios such
as carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and 2D materials. While the
problem statement is simply defined, the execution is
complex and rigorous. If successful, a new arena in high per-
forming antenna materials and processes with disruptively
fast turnaround times will be unlocked impacting the
aerospace, medical, and communications industries.

Figure 1 depicts an approach to understand the initial
component designs and simulated performance design trades
(such as S-parameters) and then work towards achieving this
by tailoring material properties. This could include nanoinks
with nanoparticle size tuned to have compatible sintering

temperatures with the substrate. If near-bulk metal conduc-
tivity is required, the choice of solvents, ligand chemistry,
and surfactants to prevent agglomeration needs to be chosen
accordingly. Dielectric properties such as ε and tanδ affect
loss. If the design requires, utilize one or more printing
methods with in line metrology to understand surface
profiles and roughness, then perform postprocess sintering,
curing, and characterization of the final component. Until
techniques, materials, and design parameters are well enough
established, this top down approach, while not as efficient, is
an effective process to obtain high performance.

In this review, we will discuss the main challenges to the
realization of high performance-printed RF antennas and
components, the materials currently used for printing in
highly functional RF components, including ink and polymer
formulation, and overview of AM methods for printing with
high precision. Also, we will offer perspective on the opportu-
nities available to make major impacts to high-quality RF
components that will offer similar performance to their
simulated counterparts. In order to understand the contribu-
tion of losses and mitigate them, we will analyze structure-
property relationships that will enable a path to optimal print
and postprocessing properties. Since the opportunities out-
lined for improvement are universal to all printed parts, the
authors note that there are likely other applications that will
take advantage of these techniques outside of the RF commu-
nity. Finally, we will review key demonstrations of confor-
mally printed antennas and their performance factors and
provide outlook on promising new paths in the arena of
printed RF components.

2. Challenges Ahead

Currently, printing functional antennas, RF passives, and
actives do not compete with more traditional manufacturing

High performance
RF components 

RF design

Tailored
resins for
�휀, tan�훿

Tailored
nanoinks

Hybrid
printing and

in-line
metrology

Postprint
processing

Test

Figure 1: Methodology to obtain desired high performing RF components. Beginning with the initial RF component design, tailor the ink and
resin chemistry around the required performance. Next, determine printing method(s) that would ideally have in-line metrology for surface
profiles. The postprint processing is the key and needs to be compatible with materials chosen and end properties desired. Testing or
characterization validates the initial design. Adapted with permission from [9, 14–20].
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approaches. AM and DW methods do enable innovative
designs that cannot be obtained with traditional manufactur-
ing, but several parameter spaces still need to be addressed in
order for the components to match simulated performance.
One of the main challenges for RF passives and an area ripe
for material chemists is the development of new materials
compatible with existing print processes that are tailored for
their electromagnetic properties. Specific parameters include
the electric permittivity (ε), metal conductivity (σ), and loss
tangent (tanδ), each as a function of frequency. As miniatur-
ization of circuitry and antennas becomes a driver, the per-
meability (μ) becomes the relevant variable to consider.
These newmaterials could be printable inks and resin systems
that are designed to be on the extreme ends of the spectrum
for ε and μ, while making σ as high and tanδ as low as possi-
ble. Dielectric polymers that intrinsically have tanδ less than
0.06 and either very low (<2.5) or very high (>10) ε are very
challenging to print as they are either short-chain or
ceramic-filled polymers, respectively. The rheology of these
materials is incompatible with current AM tooling. Con-
versely, for conductors, near-bulk metal σ has not been read-
ily achieved. For RF, bulk σ is extremely important because of
skin-depth effects, which unlike DC components cannot be
compensated for by simply printing thicker with lower σ
metals. With tailored silver (Ag) chemistries, researchers
have been able to obtain near-bulk σ of Ag with DWmethods
[21, 22]. Since Ag is relatively inexpensive and the chemis-
try is very well understood, Ag-based inks have become
ubiquitous in DW processes. Those well versed in print-
compatible materials know that both Ag and copper (Cu)
tend to degrade in σ over time as they are reactive even under
modest ambient conditions being susceptible to sulfurization
and oxidation, respectively. More robust inks such as gold
have been developed; however, they are costly. The commer-
cially available ones typically have short shelf lives and
require handling under inert atmospheres. Since the palette
of print-compatible materials has not been well developed
for RF, this often leads researchers to develop their own inks
and resins.

Due to coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) and
surface energy mismatches, printing metals onto printed
dielectric substrates is challenging. In order to achieve high
σ, a sintering step is necessary, which typically requires
temperatures above that of the dielectric glass transition tem-
perature (Tg) of the dielectric substrate. Surface-sensitive sin-
tering techniques based on photonics have recently become
popular in order to circumvent this challenge [23]. Since this
type of sintering evolves under nonequilibrium conditions
across multiple scales there are not well known, process-
structure-property relationships must be developed. Addi-
tionally, the adhesion of DW materials on AM surfaces
postsintering is also not well understood and warrants fur-
ther research [24]. As buried metal on dielectric applications,
such as through lines and 3D vias in multilayer/multimaterial
printing, becomes more relevant, then nonthermal curing
methods will also need to be further developed such as elec-
trical sintering to obtain near-bulk σ [25].

Surface roughnesses of both the printed metal and dielec-
trics are currently much higher than is desired when

compared to bulk manufacturing processes. Lithography
and wafer-based antenna components can reach low nano-
meter (nm) resolution in root-mean squared (RMS) sur-
face roughness values, while machined parts and circuit
boards can be in the hundreds of nm RMS resolution.
Stereolithography (SLA) and fused deposition modeling
(FDM) processes are in the few micrometers (μm) and
tens of μm RMS surface roughness regimes, while inkjet
and aerosol jet metal line profiles are quite variable. While
this may not be an issue for low frequency (i.e., MHz) appli-
cations, the roughness can seriously degrade S-parameter
loss at GHz frequencies. To mitigate the roughness limita-
tions, a postprocess polishing step is currently necessary,
which unequivocally reduces the utility of printing; however,
if the desired structure is nonplanar, then polishing may even
be precluded. New surface planarization techniques or
software-based topology optimizations need to be developed
to achieve RMS surface roughness comparable to at least
machined surfaces on both printed metals and dielectrics.
The development of roughness models also will play a domi-
nant role in the optimization of antenna performance as both
the dielectric and metal surface profiles are nonuniform [26].

As frequency increases, the size of the components dras-
tically decreases, which limits the AM techniques that can be
employed due to their resolution. While high-resolution
techniques such as two-photon lithography and electrohy-
drodynamic printing are available with nm resolution, there
becomes a trade space between resolution, total area, and
throughput. These processes may be amenable to high-
frequency antennas (EHF), but they do not scale well to
low-frequency antennas that require much larger size fea-
tures. Additionally, as antenna systems become more func-
tional and complex, it will become necessary to traverse the
different size regimes (nm to cm) seamlessly, which would
require either incorporating more robotics to go in between
printing tools with different resolution or further integration
of multimaterial printing beyond what is currently available
[27–29]. Ideally, in situ or in-line monitoring of critical pro-
cess parameters that have been outlined above can be imple-
mented into the print process steps similar to practices
employed in the more mature semiconductor industry. To
date, little research in this area has been demonstrated [30].

3. Methods and Materials for Printing
RF Components

In this section, we will discuss the common methods for DW
and AM techniques and review the materials that have been
developed for printing RF components. For each method,
there are specific requirements for the inks and resin systems
to be compatible with the tool parameters. As new inks and
resins are designed for the electromagnetic properties,
these constraints will need to be well understood in order
to optimize RF performance. Additionally, we focus on the
methods for realization of high performance including
scalability. While there are many emerging technologies for
both DW and AM, we focus on those most well understood
that will enable true micro- and macromanufacturing of
complex RF assemblies. Laser sintering and electron beam
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melt approaches will not be covered in this review; while
they have recently gained interest in microwave horns,
research to date has almost entirely focused on structural-
mechanical properties.

3.1. Methods for Direct Write. Compared to traditional pho-
tolithography methods, DW approaches are faster, lower
cost, and more environmentally friendly because they rely
on additive rather than subtractive processes. AM of metallic
lines encompasses a broad range of technologies, including
Gravure printing and screen printing, but these techniques
tend to be low quality and low-precision processes. The most
common routes to printing high-precision metals to date are
inkjet printing (IJP), aerosol jet printing (AJP), and direct ink
writing (DIW). These methods use a computer-aided design
(CAD) file input to dispense inks containing colloidal sus-
pensions of metal nanoparticles (NPs) or other materials of
interest (such as 2D materials and dielectrics) and may be
used to print patterns of varying thicknesses by increasing
the number of overprints. However, there are significant
differences in print resolution, design flexibility, and pro-
cess scalability arising from the respective mechanisms of
deposition, so each method has advantages depending on
the desired application. In this section, we will discuss
the mechanism of printing, the effect on the morphology
and properties, and finally, we will present a comparison
of the three methods.

3.1.1. Inkjet Printing (IJP). IJP has been the most ubiquitous
DW process used to date, which utilizes a low viscosity ink
expelled through a nozzle in a dropwise fashion. A pattern
is created by overlapping the droplets so that a continuous
line is formed. The characteristics of the print may be altered
by changing the overlap percentage or the print direction
[31]. The spacing must be less than 65% overlap [32] in
order to prevent bulging of the printed line, and the ulti-
mate resolution is a function of the droplet diameter as
well as the spreading upon contact with the substrate surface
[19, 31, 33]. Currently, the smallest achievable feature sizes of
25–50μm are comparable to or even better than processes
such as screen printing and photolithography [33]. Still,
AJP or electrohydrodynamic (EHD) printing may be neces-
sary for further miniaturization.

A significant challenge is the lack of uniformity in printed
lines. A “coffee-ring” height distribution has been well docu-
mented, in which the height of the line is depressed in the
center as compared to the outside edges. The printed drop
is thinner at the outside, resulting in an increased rate of
evaporation at the edges. This creates an outward current,
which can be minimized by the addition of solvents with a
higher boiling point and a lower surface tension than the pri-
mary ink solvent. This will induce the Marangoni effect [34],
in which a surface tension gradient produces an inward
current to balance the natural outward current. The simulta-
neous currents circulate the ink as it dries, thereby creating a
more even height. Dimethylformamide (DMF) when mixed
with water as a solvent for Ag NPs has been shown to be
effective in reducing the coffee-ring phenomenon [35]. Fur-
thermore, printing lines counter to the nozzle direction have

been shown to reduce the coffee-ring effect and create a more
uniform lateral profile [31].

3.1.2. Aerosol Jet Printing. Similar to IJP, AJP is also a DW
method, but the print head continuously sprays ink that
has been either pneumatically or ultrasonically aerosolized
into 2–5 μm droplets [36]. A sheath gas flowing along the
outside of the atomized ink droplets focuses the beam and
prevents nozzle clogging. As a result, inks with much higher
viscosities than IJP, which is limited to less than 30 cP, may
be used. The desired pattern is produced by closing an elec-
tromagnetic shutter to halt the flow of the ink mist until the
nozzle is in the correct position. Due to the small size of the
aerosol droplets, the printed path begins to dry during depo-
sition [37] which can affect the smoothness of the final print.

Like IJP, AJP also shows the coffee-ring effect [31], indi-
cating that similar evaporation processes take place for both
printing methods. However, no work has shown successful
mitigation of this effect to date for AJP. Despite the difference
in nozzle sizes between IJP and AJP, both methods achieve
decreased feature sizes with a decrease in nozzle diameter
[31, 36]. AJP demonstrates a splatter effect [31] rather than
cleanly defined droplets due to the mist of particles, and this
can be detrimental to achieving finer patterns and tighter
print spacing.

3.1.3. Direct Ink Writing. DIW operates by using a combina-
tion of precision pump and variable size syringes to extrude
highly viscous inks. Due to the shear-thinning rheological
properties of the ink, it flows while in the nozzle tube but
becomes solidified once deposited. This acts as an “instant-
cure” process and allows for rapid 3D architecturing [38].

Some of the highest printed conductivities to date have
been demonstrated with DIW by Lewis and Walker, who
report Ag electrodes with conductivity of 6.25× 107 S/m,
which is as close to bulk Ag conductivity (6.25× 107 S/m) as
anyone has demonstrated [21]. However, this may be a result
of the ink properties rather than the printing mechanism.
Adding 2,3-butanediol dilutes the viscosity so that this ink
may be used with IJP [21]; however, there have been no
widely circulated reports regarding the conductivities using
this ink and printing method.

Uniquely, this method is also very versatile as sol-gels,
ceramics, waxes, and even silk have been printed. Since
DIW affixes to a multiaxis stage, omnidirectional printing is
achieved to enable true conformal printing on any surface.
Additionally, since the print heads are analogous to IJP
printers, multiple heads can be utilized at once at very high
printing rates. While this technique is relatively new, it has
emerged as a versatile method that will likely play a critical
role in high performance antennas and components.

3.1.4. Comparison of Direct Write Methods.While there are a
multitude of publications about IJP, however AJP and DIW
are relatively newer technologies. Table 1 gives an overview
of the different DW printing including their key benefits.
A schematic representation of the three DW methods
highlighted in this review is shown in Figure 2. AJP is more
versatile than IJP for the following reasons. First, AJP
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produces much finer resolution. Mahajan et al. defined the
“focusing ratio” as the flow rate ratio of sheath gas flow rate
to carrier gas flow rate [43]; they found that the printed line
width decreases as the focusing ratio increases, while the
standard deviation from run to run decreases, thus enabling
a highly repeatable reduction in feature size. However, DIW
with its submicron nozzle diameter enables even finer print-
ing than AJP. Second, because of the vector-based printing
approach as opposed to the line-by-line pixel rastering of
IJP, a higher level of manufacturing flexibility is afforded to
AJP systems. For example, a square may be printed using
either a serpentine or a perimeter-fill pattern [31]. The drying
rate of the ink affects the smoothness of the final printed
structure. Third, the large distance between the nozzle and
the substrate allows for printing on nonplanar, conformal
substrates. This is especially useful for applications such as
3D RF antennas. Fourth, AJP may be able to produce higher
conductivity structures than IJP. Because of the large range of
acceptable viscosities, the ink can contain a higher weight
percentage of metal, thereby increasing the probability of
contact between the metal NPs. Finally, AJP can print much
thinner single passes than IJP, therefore leading to increased
design flexibility for device manufacturing.

The notable disadvantage of AJP is the resultant mor-
phology of the printed line. Werner et al. found that higher
sintering temperatures were needed to achieve the same
resistivity within AJP structures versus IJP structures [37].
This is because the contact area with the substrate is
increased for IJP, leading to more thermal dissipation and
thus more progressed sintering. Also, the AJP structures are
more porous, thus leading to a decreased effective cross-

section [37]. However, some interesting methods to combat
this increase in resistivity have been proposed, such as the
inclusion of carbon nanotubes [44] to enhance conductivity.
Electrical sintering, rather than furnace sintering, has also
been shown to produce conductivities as high as half that of
bulk silver with AJP [37].

The advantage of DIW in comparison to IJP and AJP is
that it can produce much finer resolution prints. However,
it is a less mature technology and the intricate process param-
eters are not as well researched.

3.2. Methods for Additive Manufacturing. Three-dimensional
printing of dielectrics is also of interest. Stereolithography
(SLA), fused deposition modeling (FDM), and digital light
processing (DLP) produce polymerswith properties favorable
for flexible electronics and RF devices. These methods are all
layer-by-layer manufacturing processes which utilize a cur-
ing process to turn resins into solid structures via treatment
with heat or light. A schematic representation of the three
AM methods highlighted in this review is shown in Figure 3.

3.2.1. Fused Deposition Modeling. FDM is the most mature
technology in AM of dielectric materials. In this technique,
filaments are heated and extruded from the print head and
deposited onto the print bed in a shape defined by the CAD
file in a continuous flow. As the print progresses, newly
extruded polymer fuses with the already printed layer to form
the solid structure. Reducing the layer thickness increases the
smoothness of the final structure, but it also increases the
amount of time needed to form the sample. Since this is a
bottom-up approach, structures with overhanging segments
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Figure 2: Schematic representation of direct write (DW) printing methods. (a) Inkjet printing (IJP); (b) aerosol jet printing (AJP).
Reproduced with permission from [37]. (c) Direct ink writing (DIW).

Table 1: Comparison of direct write printing techniques.

Print method Ink viscosity (cP) Nozzle diameter (μm) Feature size (μm) Min. line thickness (μm) Key benefits

IJP 1–30 [34] 20–60 [31, 39] 20–100 [34] 0.6 [31] Low cost, multiple heads

AJP 1–1000 [36] 150–300 [40] 10–200 [40] 0.1 [40]
High throughput, thin layers,

fine features

DIW 1–1000000 [21, 41] 0.1–1 [21, 42] 1–1000 [42] 0.5 [41] Most precise, best resolution
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may require the addition of a support piece, which can either
be mechanically broken off, or it can be made with a different
resin that dissolves in a chosen solvent [45]. Thus, a signifi-
cant disadvantage is that FDM-manufactured structures
may require some level of postprocessing depending on their
complexity, which may include organic acid etching to
reduce surface roughness. Also, since there can be voiding
between the printed layers, additional postprocessing or
annealing to minimize these features is necessary.

For RF applications, low loss within the substrate is
desired. Deffenbaugh et al. found that FDM structures exhibit
lower loss tanδ than SLA [46]. Furthermore, embedding
cyclo-olefin polymer (COP) resin with TiO2 demonstrates
low loss tanδ of 0.0014 up to frequencies of 17GHz [18].
However, FDM structures also have lower print resolution
(>200μm) and a rougher surface finish than SLA structures.

3.2.2. Vat Photopolymerization

(1) Stereolithography. SLA printing works by exposing a pho-
tosensitive liquid polymer resin to a light source, typically a
hundred of mW UV laser, since the high-power output is
desirable, to solidify the resin. The light source rasters across
the surface of the sample in point-by-point or line-by-line
fashion and introduces enough energy into the resin to
induce photopolymerization resulting in the cross-linking
of resin polymer chains to form a cohesive solid structure.
Some SLA printers employ a top-down approach, in which
the build plate is above the vat of resin and increases in height
after each layer is cured [45], while others employ a bottom-
up approach in which the build plate is in the resin and
moves down after each layer is cured to expose the next layer
of resin. The structure is generated from a 3D mesh of trian-
gular elements [47]; the tolerances are specific to the printer
used, but the layers are generally 0.05–0.15mm thick in the
z-direction, with accuracies of 0.01–0.02mm in the xy-plane
[48]. Because of the layer-by-layer addition and specific laser
raster pattern, smooth surfaces with highly detailed features
may be obtained.

SLA-printed substrates demonstrate promising capability
to be used for RF and microwave circuits. Some prints show
material properties comparable to FR-4 circuit boards [46],
with the advantage of being flexible or of arbitrary shape

(FR-4 is planar); however, FR-4 is not the industry standard
due to high loss. In applications where a high dielectric
constant is desired, such as for waveguides and increasingly
miniaturized devices, SLA-printed materials may be better
suited than FDM materials [46].

(2) Digital Light Processing. DLP is similar to SLA as it uses a
projection light source to solidify a liquid resin layer by layer.
However, rather than rastering a laser, DLP flashes a digital
image of each layer onto the exposed resin; thus, each layer
is created at once rather than in a point or line process profile.
The build plate then moves down, and the next layer is cured.
DLP is a relatively new technology compared to SLA and
FDM, but the all-at-once approach means that print time is
drastically reduced [49]. Total print resolution depends on
the pixel size, which is affected by the projector. Since the
projector is limited by a maximum number of pixels, prints
approaching the size of a pixel will be increasingly lower
resolution. Thus, there is a trade-off between size of print
and resolution obtained. This approach also creates striations
known as voxel lines along the z-axis of the print and there-
fore may necessitate some level of postprocessing to obtain a
smoother print. To date, there have been few studies on the
RF characteristics of DLP-printed dielectrics, although they
are anticipated to be comparable to SLA.

Controlled oxygen inhibition enables simpler and faster
DLP printing [4]. Printers equipped with an oxygen-
permeablemembrane below the printwindowobtain an “oxy-
gen dead zone,” a thin layer of uncured liquid resin between
the print window that supplies the digital image and the
already-solidified resin. Polymerization begins at the point
where oxygen no longer exists but free radicals (produced by
photons from the DLP projector) are present. Suction forces
result in the continuous renewal of resin as the part is pulled
upwards from the vat so the process is continuous rather than
stepwise like in SLA and standard DLP processes. Thus, the
viscosity and cure rate of the resin are the process-limiting
factors, allowing for vastly reduced printing times.

3.2.3. Emerging Methods. The ultrasonic wire mesh embed-
ding printing method developed by UTEP researchers com-
bines FDM and ultrasonic thermal embedding to employ
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Figure 3: Schematic representation of additive manufacturing (AM) printing methods. (a) Stereolithography (SLA), (b) digital light
processing (DLP), and (c) fused deposition modeling (FDM).
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wires and wire meshes into the printed thermoplastic sur-
faces, which enables nonplanar printed circuit boards and
antennas [28, 50]. This method also circumvents sintering;
however, it would likely still require some form of printed
interconnect. While vat photopolymerization, FDM, and
IJP are the most widely used and understood processes to
date, we do want to highlight emerging additive manufactur-
ing methods that may play a role in the future for realization
of difficult to fabricate RF components. As printed compo-
nents become increasingly smaller, some higher-resolution
techniques such as 2-photon polymerization (2PP) have
emerged. 2PP has been popularized by the mechanical engi-
neering community by demonstrating extremely high-yield
strength to density ratio, but the authors envision that this
technique could meet the high-resolution needs for RF
systems [51, 52]. Electrohydrodynamic printing is the high-
resolution printing analog to IJP. With this method,
researchers have achieved nm-scale resolution and achieve
this by changes in voltage potentials between the printer
nozzle and the surface to be printed on [53, 54]. While these
methods have shown that they can impact future RF sys-
tems, there has not been widespread adoption of these
techniques to date making a path towards realization of
high performance RF components difficult. However, we
envision a path towards hybrid additive manufacturing
approaches in the future.

3.3. Ink and Resin Formulation. Inks containing conductive
materials must be printed in order to fabricate a conductive
path within the RF circuit. Resins are the dielectric that acts
as the structural and capacitive medium for RF components.
Nanoinks based on van der Waals (vdW), materials and
CNTs have been successfully printed, showing promise for
the field of conformal and, more specifically, flexible RF elec-
tronics based on their propensity to perform under flexing.

3.3.1. Direct Write Metallic Nanoparticle Inks. Metal-con-
taining inks are of great importance as the conductive path
in DC circuits and RF devices. The high surface to volume
ratio of NPs reduces the necessary thermal cure temperature
by up to 90% relative to their bulk counterpart [55]. This is
important for use with flexible substrates that are sensitive
to high temperatures and also for overall process efficiency.
Most metal NPs are fabricated using a bottom-up approach
[42], in which crystallization is induced via the addition of
a surfactant. The distribution of size and shape results in inks
with varying properties, so growth must be carefully con-
trolled. The smaller the NP diameter, the lower the required
annealing temperature [56]; therefore, for flexible electronics
and other substrates that are incompatible with long heat
treatments, achieving smaller NP inks is important. For use
with AJP, the NPs must be less than 1μm or 0.1μm for pneu-
matic and ultrasonic atomizers, respectively. To develop an
ink for DW, the metal NPs are dispersed within a solution
of cosolvents with different vapor pressures. The high vapor
pressure solvent ensures that the viscosity of the ink is low-
ered enough to achieve high rates of atomization. It evapo-
rates out of the ink upon deposition, increasing the effective
weight percentage of metal in the printed ink. The low vapor

pressure solvent ensures that the ink retains its droplet shape,
thereby minimizing the amount of overspray. The vapor
pressures of some commonly used solvents are shown in
Figure 4. Spherical or flake-like NPs have the highest chance
of successful printing, since long or rod-like NPs may be
damaged by the atomizer or nozzle. An adhesion promoter
may need to be added to the ink in order to achieve good
adhesion on all types of substrates. This also helps to mitigate
the coffee-ring effect.

For IJP, controlling viscosity between 1 and 30 cP will
generally prevent nozzle clogging. The viscosity window to
obtain good resolution and line profile is typically much nar-
rower at 8–13 cP. NP loading in the IJP-based ink is one
example how viscosity may be tuned. For DIW, rheology
and high particle loading are most important to control.
The viscoelastic properties of the ink can be tailored to allow
continuous flow through the nozzle and then “fixing” or set-
ting upon deposition, while the high loading maintains the
line shape and profile upon drying.

3.3.2. 2D Material Inks. In addition to metal NPs, 2D vdW
materials such as graphene and transition metal dichalcogen-
ides have successfully been implemented as inks [19, 42].
These rely upon a top-down fabrication approach, in which
exfoliation of the bulk crystal via ball milling, ultrasonication,
or liquid-phase exfoliation is necessary to break the interlayer
van derWaals forces [42] and form 2D sheets. Surfactants are
added to the ink to stabilize these sheets, as they will prefer-
entially bond or create linkers on the surfaces, thus prevent-
ing aggregation. Like metal inks however, it is difficult to
control the size and thickness of the sheets during exfoliation
[19]. While the performance in RF is orders of magnitude
worse than traditional III–V RF electronics, these vdW flex-
tronics are a very promising printable alternative to surpass
organic thin film flexible transistors because of their excellent
electrical and mechanical properties such as strain to failure
ratios [57–59]. These vdW inks will not enable realization
of extremely high performance RF actives in the near future;
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however, they fill a niche to enable completely foldable and
deployable RF active circuits that are currently only com-
parable to CNT-based inks, but with a broader range of
properties. These vdW inks can also be utilized to create het-
erostructures with quite a few materials available including
dielectrics, conductors, and semiconductors as more lay-
ered materials are being discovered at a near exponential
rate [60, 61].

3.3.3. Additive Manufacturing Resin Formulation for Printed
Dielectrics. Since FDM relies on polymer extrusion while SLA
and DLP rely on resin solidification, the formation of the
precursors affords different material properties. For RF appli-
cations, a low tanδ is ideal, as well as either very high or very
low ε. Both these properties are correlated to molecular
structure by polarity or dipole moments. Since ε is the ten-
dency of the material to polarize in an applied electric field,
and loss tangent is minimized by how fast the polymer
relaxes back to equilibrium after the electric field is turned
off, then the more symmetric and smaller chain length a
polymer is, that is, cyclic polyolefin, the lower its ε and tanδ.
High εmay be obtained by choosing the polymer matrix base
and adjusting the amount of additive agents to be within the
desired ε range.

These mixtures or composite resins represent a large and
promising class of materials, as the mechanical characteris-
tics of the resin may be chosen to fit the specifications of
the printer by altering the polymer matrix base [62]. The
effective permittivity of a composite is dependent on the per-
mittivity of the interfaces within the mixture as well as on the
DC conductivity of the composite, expressed in

k∗ef f = k∗ ω +〠
i

k∗MW,i ω + j
σDC
ωk0

, 1

where k∗(ω) is the permittivity of all composite components,
k∗MW(ω) is the permittivity of the composite interfaces, σDC
is the DC current, and k0 is the permittivity of free space.
Ceramic fillers afford naturally high ε and low tanδ, but they
may alter the mechanical or electrical properties of the
printed part, which needs to be considered in advance. At
high ceramic loading concentrations, a postprint high tem-
perature firing step may need to occur causing densification
or shrinkage of the printed component. A summary of key

printed dielectric materials properties for RF can be found
in Table 2.

Environmental stability is also required for a high per-
formance printed dielectric. Materials such as polylactic
acid (PLA) are commonplace in printing and satisfy many
of the parameters previously listed. However, PLA absorbs
moisture readily at ambient conditions causing unwanted
warpage, thus rendering it an impractical material for high
performance RF components.

4. Structure-Property Relationships

In this section, we will review the postprint sintering and
curing approaches for DW and AM methods, respectively.
We will also discuss the methods used to characterize DC
and RF properties that are critical to obtaining high perfor-
mance printed RF materials. The material properties such
as ε, metal σ, tanδ, and μ will also be covered. It should be
noted that bulk conductor conductivity acquires a major
importance as the operation frequency is increased. Indeed,
due to the skin-depth effect, the electromagnetic field can
only penetrate inside the conductor by a thickness on the
order of a few skin depths, expressed in

δ = ϱ

πf μ
, 2

where δ is the skin depth, ϱ the bulk resistivity of the
conductor, μ is the permeability of the conductor, and f is
the operating frequency. As a consequence, the effective
thickness of a printed conductor cannot exceed the skin
depth (2μm in bulk silver at 10GHz). Therefore, a low bulk
conductivity cannot be compensated by printing thicker, as
it could for DC.

RF microstrip and stripline test structure fabricated with
DW and AMmethods can be used to determine the RF prop-
erties of printed metal lines and dielectric substrate materials
[63]. S-parameter measurements obtained from the RF test
structures over the desired frequency range combined with
modeling can be used to extract ε, σ, tanδ, and μ [64]. Corre-
lating the electrical parameters from both DC and RF
measurements with microstructural characteristics of the
printed thin film materials is essential to provide a more
complete and in depth understanding of key parameters

Table 2: Comparison of RF parameters for printed dielectrics [46].

Material Print method Characterization frequency range tanδ ε

COP w/ 30% TiO2 [18] FDM (then 1100°C) 17GHz 0.0014 4.56

PC-ABS FDM 1MHz–1GHz 0.0076–0.0055 2.74–2.77

Polycarbonate FDM 1MHz–11GHz 0.0076–0.0066 2.74–2.59

ABS-M30 FDM 1MHz–11GHz 0.0069–0.0098 2.63–2.60

Ultem 9085™ [18] FDM N/A 0.0040 3.00

DMX-SL 100 SLA 8.2 GHz–11GHz 0.0115–0.0130 2.97–3.09

Prototherm 12120, thermal-cured SLA 1MHz–11GHz 0.0171–0.0170 3.45–2.71

NanoForm SLA 1MHz–11GHz 0.0131–0.0286. 3.75–2.88

Prototherm 12120, UV-cured SLA 1MHz–11GHz 0.0148–0.0368 3.68–2.93
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optimization in the thin film printing and sintering process
for more optimal DC and RF performance as a path forward
to obtain high performance RF components.

4.1. Postprint Sintering of Metal NP Inks. Sintering processes
play a key role in microstructure formation of printed metal
thin film lines. Correlations in electrical, mechanical, and
thermal properties of the printed thin film lines relate directly
to microstructure. In the following sections, we will discuss
the sintering of NP printed inks; however, similar mecha-
nisms and characterization methods are applicable to the
study of non-NP reactive inks. These reactive inks either
require mixing within deposition or a two-step printing pro-
cess of depositing metal precursors followed by reducing
reactants to create the thin film metal line [65].

In order to create a conductive path, metal NPs must be
in contact with each other in the printed metal line. Since
nanoinks require a liquid carrier such as organic or aqueous
solvents with surfactants to prevent agglomeration, these
must be removed to have optimal contact of the metal NPs.
Furthermore, NPs may be understood as many distinct
grains, of varying sizes. Growth of large grains by the con-
sumption and coalescence of smaller ones will occur during
the sintering process as predicted by the Gibbs-Thompson
effect [66]. Optimizing the thermal coalescence process to
completion during sintering to overcome the activation bar-
rier to diffusion without introducing large thermal gradients
within the growing film plays a critical role in forming fully
dense and conductive metal film microstructures [67, 68].
The phenomenon of necking, in which NPs come into
contact with each other, is also important to facilitate a
more conductive path. Necking has been observed to initi-
ate at various sintering temperatures and scales nonli-
nearly with particle size. This has been more thoroughly
discussed in the Ag system by Seifert et al. at 200°C and
above for >30-minute intervals [31]. Numerous publications
[31, 55, 69–71] have shown that increased annealing temper-
ature or time leads to increased densification of the metal
film, which is consistent with well-known ripening phenom-
ena in crystal grain growth.

High performing electrical conductivity values have been
achieved by printed Ag films at 50–70% of bulk Ag [72].
Zhao et al. have seen conductivity 57% of bulk Ag by includ-
ing 0.15 weight percent carbon nanotubes [44]. These highly
conductive structures are reported to act as bridges across
defects and grain boundaries. Similarly, Li et al. have
recorded thermal conductivity 65% of bulk Ag by utilizing
ink with a 2 : 1 ratio of 10 nm Ag NPs to 50 nm Ag NPs to
decrease the porosity [73]. Separately, for Au, half of the bulk
conductivity has been demonstrated on carefully tailored
ligand chemistry and particle sizes at 150°C; however, this
was in a thin film ink and not printed [22]. There have been
a number of mechanistic explanations proposed for the
decrease in DC resistivity observed during sintering. First,
increasing sintering time leads to grain agglomeration via
Ostwald ripening, thereby decreasing the amount of grain
boundaries in the structure. Furthermore, the dislocation
density decreases with annealing [74]. Finally, decreases in
porosity have been observed with increased sintering time,

which increases the effective cross-sectional area. All of these
phenomena decrease the hindrance to the conductive path of
electrons, thereby increasing conductivity.

There are many different methods to achieve the sinter-
ing of metals after they have been printed with DW tech-
niques. The sintering method will highly depend upon the
glass transition temperature (Tg) of the dielectrics or sub-
strate present, the temperature required for sintering the
metal (dependent upon particle size), and the form factor
of the component. Environmentally controlled oven treat-
ments are commonly utilized for sintering NP-based inks
to rid the metal of solvents, binders, and surfactants if they
exist in the native ink. The smaller the particle size the lower
the sintering temperature can be; however, care has to be
taken to design the ink sintering not to exceed temperatures
of the other materials printed to. Photonic sintering is an
approach that can circumvent this issue by flooding quick
flashes of light at high powers so there is only surface effect
[75]. Under the right conditions, the energy is absorbed by
the surface and quickly dissipates as a function of depth so
the materials below the surface are selectively cooler. This
enables printed high σ metals with sintering tempera-
tures> 150°C to be sintered on substrates with Tg< 100°C.
The mechanism of this local heating effect is due to the sur-
face plasmon resonances within the range of the light source,
with the main variables to consider being the layer thickness
and specific heat capacity. This method also allows for rapid
sintering and in-process sintering at potentially large areal
domains since the timescales are on the order of ms or less.
The drawback to photonic sintering approaches is that
because they are surface mediated, it may cause nonuniform
sintering or even preclude applications with nonplanar sur-
faces. Another interesting sintering approach is electrical.
Current (DC or AC) is applied to the printed metals, and
local resistive heating can rapidly increase enough to sinter
NP printed inks [76]. With this approach, there needs to be
some initial treatment of the printed metal to go from insu-
lator to resistor in order for current flow to cause heating.
This method can be contact (DC) or contactless (AC) and
can achieve reasonably high conductivity values; however,
further work in this area is required. Both microwave and
plasma sintering approaches are emerging but have only
been demonstrated at small scales to date.

4.2. Postprint Curing of Dielectrics. Curing of printed
dielectric materials may not be compatible with methods
and annealing conditions used to sinter printed metal lines
due to the lower glass transition temperatures of the
printed dielectric materials. Therefore, multiple steps may
be required to obtain optimal dielectric properties in con-
junction with high conductivity metal lines for RF structures
[77]. Polymeric dielectrics can be cured using several
methods. UV irradiation is one of the most common
methods. UV curable dielectrics consist of chemical mixtures
of oligomers (long molecules), monomers (short molecules),
photoinitiators, and other fillers. Upon exposure to UV light,
the photoinitiators break apart reacting with the oligomers
and monomers to form a thermoset that cannot be returned
to a liquid state. Optimization of dielectric curing conditions
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such as power, wavelength, temperature, and time is essential
to minimize the occurrence of pinholes in the post cured
dielectric materials. In addition to pinholes, contaminants
must be eliminated as they will also affect the film quality
and electrical/mechanical integrity.

Roughness of printed dielectric materials after curing
can be the order of several micrometers, which is much
greater than the typical printed metal lines thickness of a
micron per layer. Printed dielectric substrates with roughness
of several microns will attenuate the RF signal to degrade
circuit performance. One approach to reduce roughness of
printed dielectric substrates is to follow with printing a more
conformal dielectric material, which spreads over the rough
substrate surface before UV cure. After UV curing, the con-
formal dielectric material substrate surface roughness can
be reduced to a few submicron RMS roughness [78].

4.3. Materials for DC and RF: Structure-Property
Relationships. The baseline metal deposition focuses on
electrical and structural properties. While the electrical resis-
tivity is an important operational parameter, it is the micro-
structural features of the lines that determine the resistivity.
The electrical resistivity of a metal line is determined by
measuring the resistance [79]. The resistivity then can be cal-
culated if the cross-sectional area of the line and length of the
line is known. The resistivity is expressed in 3 for 3D and 4
for 2D below.

ρ = R∗
A
l
, 3

ρ = Rsq ∗h, 4

where A is the cross-sectional area of the sample, l is the
length of the structure, and h is the height of the stripline.
For AJP- or IJP-deposited metal lines, the lines are highly
resistive after deposition. The AJP deposit consists of nano-
sized particles. After annealing, the NPs agglomerate into
larger grains and become more conductive after postdeposi-
tion annealing. Table 3 summarizes measured resistivity
values for Ag and Au NPs with varying particle sizes, sol-
vents, concentrations, and curing conditions. Upon anneal-
ing, the deposited thin film resistivity values remain a factor

of 2x–10x greater than the bulk values, showing that a better
understanding of the annealing process is necessary.

For metal lines, the cross-sectional area is determined by
two key factors. First, the spray deposition process does not
typically produce a circular or rectangular cross section.
Instead, the cross section depends on deposition parameters
[31]. Second, the deposited metal lines are not fully dense.
The agglomeration of the metal NPs after deposition and
annealing determines the final density. Focused ion beam
(FIB) techniques can be used to determine that the actual
cross section is the porosity of the deposited metal lines.
Determining the cross-sectional area using FIB of the irregu-
lar shape provides a more accurate determination of the
resistivity. However, this difference does not account for the
2x or greater difference is the deposited line resistivity and
bulk resistivity.

A second important issue relates to the porosity and
microstructure of the metal line. Figure 5 shows SEM images
of Ag-printed lines after different annealing temperatures
from 70 to 260°C [81]. Several features stand out in the
SEM images in Figure 5(a). The dark regions represent
pores, confirming that the layers are not fully dense after
the 70°C-curing condition. The small, spherical particles
are those originally deposited in the AJP process and are on
the order of 10–50nm. NP coalescence and grain formation
occurs at the 150°C-annealing conditions (Figure 5(b)).
Observations of grains on the order of 0.2–0.4μm can be seen
in Figures 5(c) and 5(d) at 200°C- and 260°C-annealing
temperatures. These are the results of the fusion of many of
the original 10–50 nm particles. Cross sections of the micro-
structure taken at different curing conditions are the key to
understanding the sintering process of the metal (and other
NP-deposited materials). As seen in Figure 5, higher anneal-
ing temperatures after deposition would be expected to
produce larger grains and consume the remainder of the
small NPs into the larger grains.

Work by Werner et al. investigated microstructural
changes in AJP Ag lines upon annealing temperatures of 150
and 250°C and times for 30–120 minutes [37]. As seen in
Figure 6, 150°C-annealing temperature did not lead to signif-
icant changes in the microstructure structure, even for
extended annealing times up to 120min (Figures 6(a)–6(c)).
The 50 nm Ag NPs are still visible and are in contact, and

Table 3: Summary of prior work on metallic nanoparticle conductive inks.

Metal
Particle size

(nm)
Solvent

Conc.
(wt%)

Curing
Print

method
Width
(μm)

Thickness
(nm)

ρ (Ω cm) Ref

Ag N/A
NH4OH,
formic acid

22 15min at 90°C DIW 5 — 1.6× 10−8 [21]

Ag/CNT — Alcohol-based — 30min at 350°C AJP 13.5 700 2.8× 10−6 [44]

Ag 5–7 Alpha-terpineol 10 100–300°C IJP 80 100 3× 10−6 [80]

Ag 10–50 Water-DEG 25 150–260°C IJP 130 532 1.6× 10−5 [81]

Ag 1–10 Toluene 30–35 300°C IJP 120 1000 3.5× 10−5 [82]

Au 2–4 Toluene 30 300–400°C (laser) IJP 20 50 1.4× 10−5 [83]

Au 2–4 Toluene 30–35 200–500mW (laser) IJP 123 250 4.5× 10−6 [84]

Au 2–5 Toluene 30 200–1000mW (laser) IJP 17 20–200 1.4× 10−5 [85]

Au 5–20 Toluene 30 300°C IJP 1000 600 1× 10−5 [86]
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sintering neck formation between these particles is only par-
tially observable after 60 and 120min. However, as sintering
temperature is increased to 250°C, they observe coalescence

of the particles for 30min-annealing times (Figure 6(d)). With
the coalescence occurring at 250°C, there is no observation of
50 nm Ag NPs. 250°C-annealing temperatures allow for NPs

70°C

5.0 kV 17.5 mm × 80.0 k SE (U) 500 nm

(a)

150°C

15.0 kV 12.2 mm × 80.0 k SE (U) 500 nm

(b)

200°C

15.0 kV 12.4 mm × 80.0 k SE (U) 500 nm

(c)

260°C

15.0 kV 12.7 mm × 80.0 k SE (U) 500 nm

(d)

Figure 5: SEM images of IJP-printed Ag lines after different curing temperatures. Reproduced with permission [81].

150°C

250°C

30 minutes 60 minutes 120 minutes

300 nm 300 nm 300 nm

300 nm 300 nm 300 nm

Figure 6: SEM images of AJP printed Ag lines taken at different temperature and time sintering conditions. Reproduced with permission [37].
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to neck and form grain boundaries (Figures 6(e) and 6(f)).
Pores in the sintered Ag films can be observed with each of
the annealing conditions. The authors noted that small
spherical structures containing both Si and O are observed
on the Ag surfaces sintered at 250°C. It was mentioned that
the probable cause for the Si and O was from thermal decom-
position of silanes in the ink.

Studies by Rahman et al. correlated microstructural-
electrical properties of AJP Ag NP thin films at high temper-
atures [87]. They determined that optimization of sintering
conditions could provide efficient means to control the tem-
perature stability and oxidation resistance of the Ag NP thin
films up to a temperature of 500°C.

4.4. Characterization Methods and Figures of Merit. Studies
to date have leveraged a limited set of characterization
methods to correlate printed thin film electrical performance
with microstructure [72, 74, 87–89]. A more comprehensive
set of characterization methods shown in Tables 4 and 5
must be employed to establish a better understanding of the
kinetics and growth mechanisms during sintering to achieve
thin film conductivities near-bulk values for AM-printed
metal film lines.

Optical profilometery and atomic force microscopy
(AFM) are essential characterization methods to provide
valuable insights on the printed metal line shape, width,
thickness, and dielectric substrate surface roughness as dis-
cussed in Sections 3.2 and 3.3 to further optimize printed
electronic circuit RF performance. X-ray diffraction (XRD)
can be leveraged for nondestructive quick turnaround analy-
sis of the printed thin film metal lattice parameter, crystal
structure, phase analysis, texturing, and evidence of residual
stress in the thin film [90]. XRD analysis can be used to tune
and guide annealing conditions in a design of experiments to
better understand microstructure evolution during the vari-
ous stages of thin film sintering as outlined in Section 4.1.
SEM measurements combined with transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) for higher-resolution analysis of the
printed metal thin film enable more critical insights on the
stages of NP ink necking, grain growth kinetics, and micro-
structure evolution during the sintering. SEM and TEM will
also provide more insights on the metal defects, voiding,
and overall assessment of printed metal film density as these
parameters will be important in achieving near-bulk conduc-
tivity values. Nanoindentation provides an assessment of

printed film microhardness and fracture toughness proper-
ties as these parameters will be important to understand the
overall mechanical integrity of the printed thin films for
various RF circuit applications.

Table 5 summarizes electrical characterization methods
and test structures for printed dielectric substrates and
metal thin films. DC van der Pauw measurements can
be used to study the printed metal sheet resistance and
conductivity as samples are annealed at different condi-
tions. Stripline and microstrip RF test structures can be
used, preferably after obtain desired conductivities, to fur-
ther analyze the impedance, loss tangents, permeability,
and dielectric constant of the printed substrate and metal
line structures.

Integrating the information obtained from microstruc-
tural analysis with electrical characterization of printed
substrates and metal thin films provides a more complete
study to further drive experiments and process optimization
to fully realize the potential of printed electronic circuit per-
formance at the desired frequencies.

5. Demonstrations of Printed RF Passive and
Active Components

There have been a number of printed RF components pro-
duced to date using different techniques, as indicated in
Figure 7; however, the most common AM method is FDM
and the most common DW method is IJP. While active RF
components such as transistors, tunnel diodes, integrated
circuits, and thyristors are beginning to be demonstrated
via printing methods, these printed actives are still in their
infancy as far as realization for high performance RF demon-
strations. Indeed, printed semiconducting films only display
carrier mobilities of up to a mere 10 cm2 V−1 s−1 [97, 98]
compared to the 8500 cm2 V−1 s−1 of a III–V semiconductor
like GaAs. Conversely, RF passives may be printed with good
performance compared to their subtractively manufactured
counterparts; however, as previously described, control over
the electromagnetic properties in the raw materials along
with the feature size, resolution, and surface topology
requires further innovations. In this section, we will review
unique RF structures that have been demonstrated via print-
ing and the different types of passive components that are
enablers to the realization of printed RF systems.

Table 4: Thin film microstructure analysis.

Characterization
methods

AFM XRD
Optical

profilometer
SEM & TEM Nanoindentation

Figures of merit
Surface

roughness,
line shape

Lattice parameter, crystal structure,
phase analysis, residual stress,

preferred orientation

Line shape, line
widths, line
thickness

Grain size, grain
orientation, crystal

defects, voids

Hardness,
fracture
toughness

Table 5: Thin film electrical characterization.

Characterization methods DC van der Pauw RF through line

Figures of merit Sheet resistance, conductivity Impedance, RF loss tangent, dielectric constant, permeability
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5.1. Printed Metamaterials and Frequency Selective Surfaces.
RF metamaterials are a relatively new arena in electromag-
netics that are typically composed of subwavelength unit cells
that get their unique properties by a careful design of
dielectric or metal-dielectric building blocks which are not
exhibited in their bulk counterparts (i.e., negative index of
refraction). There have been recent demonstrations of com-
plex printed metamaterials that have been enabled by
advancements in printing techniques which would other-
wise be impossible to fabricate with conventional techniques
[99, 100]. Additionally, frequency selective surfaces are peri-
odic structures with elements that can act as band stops or
band passes. These structures can be complicated to design
and often require multiple design/fabricate/test loops in
order to tune to the desired frequency. The fabrication piece
of this cycle has been demonstrated with a printed all-
dielectric frequency selective surface, which shows the utility
and expediency of these techniques [91].

5.2. Printed Transmission Lines and Interconnects. Reports in
the recent literature have shown that transmission lines can
be fabricated by printing with competitive performance to
standard copper lithographic-based processes in impedance,
ε, and tanδ in the microwave regime, which enables flexibility
in the design parameter space [64, 95, 101, 102]. Further
improvements in these RF parameters will increase the

overall system efficiency, as indicated by the use of AJP,
and the transmission lines showed an order of magnitude
reduction in insertion losses when compared against IJP.

RF interconnects are abundant, in high density (analo-
gous to the body’s nervous system), and can become
incredibly complex within RF systems as evidenced by
the different types of vias that exist. Interconnect parasitic
losses can quickly add up to degrade the overall system
performance. Therefore, it is critical to have near-bulk metal
conductivity, while maintaining reliable conductivity over
temperature and environmental excursions [13, 93, 103,
104]. While there are many different techniques that have
been investigated for interconnects in DW processes, the cur-
rent best performers are AJP and wire mesh embedding. RF
waveguides, such as a metal pipe rectangular waveguide,
direct the electromagnetic waves in one direction to prevent
inverse square law losses. Interestingly, these waveguides
have been printed using FDM for use in the microwave
regime, and SLA in the mm-wave regime and subsequently
Cu plated [105]. By these methods, similar attenuation
values and return losses were obtained when compared to
traditional manufacturing approaches. Surface roughness
scattering tends to dominate the losses, and a chemical pol-
ishing step is needed to reduce the roughness below 300nm
RMS. RF filters are necessary to select desired frequency
bands and eliminate others similar to the aforementioned

(a)

SEM5 3.0 kV 45.0 mm × 350 SE (L) 8/19/2014 15:36 100 �휇m

(b)

(c)

(d)

Bottom substrate
containing printed
PAA

Top substrate with
metal interconnection
lines

Copper
tape

Via

(e) (f) (g)

Figure 7: Demonstrations of 3D printed RF components. (a) All-dielectric frequency selective surface under C-band testing. Reproduced
with permission from [91]. (b) SEM image of postreliability tested printed gold wire interconnect. Reproduced with permission from [13].
(c) IJP-printed mm-wave Yagi-Uda antenna on flexible substrate. Reproduced with permission from [92]. (d) Multifunctional embedded
electronics for a cubesat demonstration. Reproduced with permission from [93]. (e) IJP-printed phased array on a flexible substrate.
Reproduced with permission from [94]. (f) Hybrid AM and DW demonstration of 3D-embedded structural electronics. Reproduced with
permission from [95]. (g) A controllably folded inverted F antenna smart structure. Reproduced with permission from [96].
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frequency selective surfaces; however, these can also include
low-pass or high-pass cutoffs. Using Polyjet printing, a few
types of RF filters have been demonstrated with very high
performance including return loss and unloaded quality
factor [106, 107].

5.3. Printed Antennas. There have also been many differ-
ent types of demonstrations of printed antennas in the
recent literature. Liang et al. fabricated a microwave patch
antenna with a 50Ω microstrip line on a printed polyethyl-
ene substrate 2.4mm thick (ε=2.4) via FDM and ultrasonic
wire mesh embedding with a 5.5 dB gain at 7.5GHz [50].
MSU researchers demonstrated a rectangular patch antenna
using a multijet printer loaded with Vero White (ε=2.4,
tanδ=0.02) with −20 dB S11 reflection coefficient at 5.5GHz
and a simulated 6.94 dB gain [108]. The first demonstra-
tion of a fully printed patch antenna at 2.4GHz also using
Vero White with a measured ε=3.13 and a tailored resis-
tivity as a function of Ag layers printed to compensate for
losses was shown by Nate et al [109]. Ghazali et al. have
demonstrated an ultrawide band (4–18GHz) Vivaldi notch
antennas with a measured 12dB gain; however, this was
fabricated with 3D printed ABS plastic and sputtered Cu
metal [110]. Georgia Tech researchers were the first to dem-
onstrate a printed log-periodic Koch-Dipole array antenna
that has a much reduced areal footprint owing to its design
[111]. An interesting dipole antenna was printed with a car-
bon nanotube (CNT) ink with a resonance at 2GHz; how-
ever, a 10Ω/☐ sheet resistance was required to give a
−10 dB S11 [112]. A Yagi-Uda antenna was aerosol jet printed
using Ag (5.13× 106 S/m) on a printed Vero White Plus
(ε=2.8, tanδ=0.04) by He and coworkers which shows a
low profile at 24GHz with a 26.4 dB return loss with a
3.3 dBi [113]. These authors also showed a 14.6 dB return loss
at 25.8GHz. The first demonstration of a Yagi-Uda antenna
was done a year earlier using IJP Ag (1.1× 107 S/m) and
SU-8 dielectric (ε=3.2, tanδ=0.04) on a liquid crystalline
polymer laminate substrate that has a high 8 dBi gain at
24.5GHz with a >33 dB S11 [92]. Several horn-type antennas
have also been demonstrated with the best performance
going to a hybrid printing and plating process [114, 115].
An SLA process based on epoxy was used to generate the
structure, and then a Cu-plating step was added. While the
return loss was not verified in [114], the authors reported
>25 dBi peak directivity at 12GHz. In [115], a 2× 2 horn
antenna array utilized the design freedom of SLA to mini-
mize insertion losses to 34dB along the main radiation axis,
while demonstrating a 24 dBi directivity from 26 to 40GHz.

When an area becomes a constraint, researchers have
typically turned to printing fractal-based antennas [116,
117]. These fractals also tend to have growing popularity
for wireless sensing and communications in commonly
used commercial bands and have been demonstrated via
AJP Ag with a conductivity of 1.1× 107 S/m. Inverted F
antennas that have been aerosol jet printed using Ag have
also recently demonstrated by several groups [96, 118].
Deng et al. have shown that by tailoring the Ag ink trace
resistivity and using electrical bias as external stimuli that
self-folding inverted F antennas can be generating, which

can be discretely delivered and subsequently deployed based
on the usage requirements; however, no antenna measure-
ments were taken. Harle et al. demonstrated return losses of
17.8 and 20.4 dB and gain of 2 dBi and 0dBi at 36.5 and
74.5GHz, respectively.

Printed, flexible, and conformal-phased array antennas
have also emerged, which are becoming increasingly popular
for radar communications [94, 119, 120]. These antennas
utilize printed CNT thin film transistors and multilayer
interconnects to generate a fully packaged system that
allows nonmechanical beam steering with an 8.2 dB inser-
tion loss and 11.2mW power consumption operating at
5GHz. Finally, Adams et al. have shown that concepts
generated in planar structures can also be considered in
full 3D by utilizing DIW techniques to print an electrically
small antenna on a hemispherical dielectric, which shows
much potential and promise for designing in 3D for future
antenna systems [16].

6. Opportunities and Conclusion

There is much to look forward to within the arena of printed
RF components and their realization as the community
moves from rapid prototyping towards manufacturing.
Additionally, there are a number of fascinating new fully
3D RF component concepts in the recent literature that can
only be fabricated using AM techniques [121–124]. These
RF components in full 3D outperform their planar counter-
parts and give an extra degree of freedom for designing new
structures that additionally have function or could poten-
tially be embedded into structures. Hester et al. have demon-
strated that by cleverly designing in the 3rd dimension, a
43 dB increase in maximum rejection of the S-parameters
can occur over a much broader range (5–14GHz) than its
planar counterpart.

There is a need to establish an upper bound on what
can reproducibly be achieved for environmentally robust
DW metals, but first, a baseline understanding of the
process-structure-property relationship must be achieved.
This will become more evident as fully 3D printed RF sys-
tems are necessary, which require near-bulk printed metal
conductivity on printed dielectrics. A systematic experimen-
tal approach is necessary, in which the conductivity of the
prints is compared against their morphology, aspect ratio,
and processing conditions. Since these structures differ from
their bulk counterparts in terms of porosity and grain size, it
will be necessary to determine the maximum possible con-
ductivity for different printed metal inks and subsequently
work towards achieving such a threshold. Understanding
these material effects will allow for dramatically improved
material engineering.

For dielectrics, there is a large window of process space
to take advantage of the low loss (<0.005) and permittivity
(<2.5 or >10) regime. Short-chain polymers are an exciting
class of materials due to their small dielectric constant.
Tuning their permittivity with small, low-loss additives may
be a means to decrease the overall loss of the final RF compo-
nent. The crucial step here is to ensure that these polymer
composites are indeed printable.
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Here, we have focused on the main RF building blocks
including metals and dielectrics. If DW is to impact RF
circuits, then switches will need to be developed, such as
MEMS or phase change materials that can act as reconfigur-
able electronics for phased array applications [125, 126].
Moreover, some new works are coming out on printed mag-
netic materials that could be viable for use as inductors or cir-
culators that will enable further miniaturization of printed
microelectronics since these have been difficult to fabricate
with traditional thin film growth techniques with high per-
meability (μ) over high frequencies [127]. Additionally, there
have been some good advancements in printed barium stron-
tium titanate (BST) for tunable capacitors; however, their
turn on voltages is currently considerably high [128, 129].
The tunability offers another degree of freedom for design
and operation; however, a drastic reduction in voltage will
be necessary for realization in many applications.

Looking ahead even further for realization, we anticipate
that smart structures, or 3D printed structures that can be
actuated via an external mechanism over time, will become
increasingly important in applications where compaction is
critical. These printed smart components have small form
factor for storage, but during usage or deployment, the struc-
ture is able to unfold into a fully functioning and truly 3D
product [130]. Some antenna examples using this type of
“4D” printing have been demonstrated and show an interest-
ing future path [96]. We also wish to highlight that rapid
advancements are needed in the design of experiments neces-
sary to address the challenges we have outlined. Here,
machine learning and autonomous experimentation could
be integrated into the current research field as they have
shown great promise for carbon nanotube synthesis [131].
Ultimately, we envision processes associated with AM to be
highly automated during the full-scale production workflow
with robotics, especially when needed to go between instru-
ments to print at different scales (nm to cm) and final sys-
tem assembly. Again, borrowing from the semiconductor
manufacturing industry, this would reduce unknown vari-
ables and increase speed of production once the challenges
in this field have been addressed.

In this review, we have identified the major material’s
challenges facing realization of AM and DW for RF antennas
and components. We have also suggested how to approach
solutions to reduce the loss correlated with current materials
and processes pertaining to printing that preclude wide usage
in the current state-of-the-art. We also envision that addi-
tional inks and resins still need to be developed that have
tailorable properties for RF applications, so this is an exciting
arena to be in moving forward. The realization of high
performance RF antennas and components will take a multi-
disciplinary effort moving forward in order to result in dem-
onstrations of conformally printed antennas that could be
considered robust and reliable.
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An active skin antenna with structural load-bearing and electromagnetic functions is usually installed in the structural surface of
mobile vehicles such as aircrafts, warships, and high-speed train. This paper presents the design, fabrication, and testing of a
novel active skin antenna which consists of an encapsulation shell, antenna skin, and RF and beam control circuits. The antenna
skin which consists of the facesheet, honeycomb, array framework, and microstrip antenna elements was designed by using
Bayesian optimization, in order to improve the design efficiency. An active skin antenna prototype with 32 microstrip antenna
elements was fabricated by using a hybrid manufacturing method. In this method, 3D printing technology was applied to
fabricate the array framework, and the different layers were bonded to form the final antenna skin by using traditional
composite process. Some experimental testing was conducted, and the testing results validate the feasibility the proposed
antenna skin structure. The proposed design and fabrication technique is suitable for the development of conformal
load-bearing antenna or smart skin antenna installed in the structural surface of aircraft, warships, and armored vehicles.

1. Introduction

Over the last decade, structural, material, and antenna
designers have collaborated to integrate the microstrip
antennas (or planar spiral antennas) and microwave circuits
into the structural surfaces of the aircraft, warship, and
armored vehicles. This multidisciplinary effort has developed
a new high payoff technique known as the skin antenna
[1–3]. The skin antenna provides a new paradigm where
the structural surface becomes an antenna, and it is not
only a microwave device receiving or sending electromag-
netic waves but also a load-bearing structure [2]. Compared
with the antennas mounted on the structural surface, the
skin antenna could have several advantages such as reduc-
ing the weight and improving the structural efficiency and
the electromagnetic performance, and it will play increas-
ingly a key role in future radar and wireless communications
of mobile vehicles such as aircraft, high-speed train, car,
and ship.

Many researchers have dedicated to the investigation
of the skin antenna and proposed different concepts such
as a conformal load-bearing antenna [4–6], structurally
integrated antenna [7, 8], structurally embedded vascular
antenna [9, 10], three-dimensionally integrated microstrip
antenna [11–14], and composite antenna [15–17]. Almost
all the investigations have been dedicated to the design and
fabrication of the passive skin antenna. The basic structure
of the passive skin antenna is a sandwich construction
consisting of factsheets, honeycomb core, microstrip or spiral
antenna elements, and feeding networks. The antenna ele-
ments and feeding networks are inserted into the factsheets
and honeycomb, and the epoxy adhesive is applied to bond
the different components. However, in practice, the active
skin antenna is usually required for radar and wireless
communication applications. Different from the passive skin
antennas, the active skin antenna has a steerable beam
pointing capability, and its structure is more complicated.
Generally, the low temperature co-fired ceramics (LTCC)
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and printing circuit board (PCB) are utilized to fabricate
the active skin antenna. For example, in [3], LTCC was
applied to fabricate the RF layer (containing antenna
elements, feeding networks, low-noise amplifiers, phase
shifters, and power amplifiers) of the active skin antenna.
In [2], the substrate Rogers 5880 was applied to fabricate
the antenna array embedded in the skin structure. How-
ever, for a large skin antenna, it is costly and different to
fabricate the antenna array using the LTCC and PCB. In
addition, the conventional fabrication of the skin antenna
is the lack of the flexible use and reuse of the antenna
elements, due to the fixedness of the antenna elements in
the antenna array.

In recent years, 3D printing (also called additive
manufacturing) was applied to fabricate the antenna andmicro-
wave devices [18]. Compared to conventional manufacturing
techniques, 3D printing offers several advantages, including
the capability of a more flexible design, less prototyping
time, cost reduction, much less human interaction, and a
faster product development cycle [19]. 3D printing tech-
nology has been investigated to realize advanced wireless
devices, such as antennas, from GHz to THz frequency
range. Antennas with different structures such as horn
antennas [20], patch antennas [21], conformal antennas
[22], gradient index lens antennas [23], and reflect array
antennas [24] have been realized using 3D printing tech-
niques. The 3D printed passive circuits and components
for higher frequencies have also been demonstrated. In
[25], dielectric ridge waveguides, a photonic crystal filter,
and a power splitter were all printed on a commercially
available 3D printer. Almost all the investigations above
have been dedicated to the design and fabrication of the
3D printed passive antenna and microwave devices. As
for the active antenna array, Chen and her teams have
firstly demonstrated an inkjet-printed flexible phased-
array antenna without any lithography process [26–28].
Passive and active components, such as microstrip trans-
mission lines, phase shifters, and RF power distribution
networks, are all developed adopting a room temperature
3D printing process. The electronics, such as switch and
amplifiers, are printed with ultrapure CNT solution. Their
proposed design and fabrication technology show great
advantages for developing the smart skin antenna, elec-
tronic paper, epidermal electron, and so on.

In this paper, 3D printing techniques were applied to
fabricate the array framework into which microstrip antenna
elements were embedded for radiating electromagnetic
waves. Subsequently, composite process was applied to bond
the array framework, the facesheet, honeycomb, and the
antenna elements to form the final antenna skin which can
provide the structural load-bearing and electromagnetic
receiving sending functions simultaneously. The motivation
of this investigation is to provide the design and fabrication
technology of a new active skin antenna structure for wireless
communications of mobile vehicles such as aircraft, high-
speed train, car, and ship. Compared with the active skin
antenna in [2, 3], the proposed antenna has the following
advantages such as low cost, easy maintenance, and flexi-
ble use and reuse of antenna elements. In addition, the

active skin antenna prototype with 32 microstrip antenna
elements was fabricated by using a hybrid manufacturing
method. In this method, 3D printing technology was
applied to fabricate the array framework, which can sim-
plify the manufacturing process and reduce the cost of
the antenna skin, especially for the complex conformal
array framework. Subsequently, the different layers were
bonded to form the final antenna skin by using traditional
composite process.

This paper presents the design, fabrication, and testing
of a new active skin antenna with 3D printing array frame-
work. This proposed antenna consists of an encapsulation
shell, an antenna skin, and RF and beam control circuits.
Bayesian optimization was applied to design the antenna
skin, in order to improve the design efficiency. The active
skin antenna prototype with 32 microstrip antenna elements
was fabricated, and some experiments were conducted to
evaluate the fabricated antenna prototype. The remainder
of this paper is organized as follows. The overall structure
of the active skin antenna is presented in Section 2. Section
3 describes the design of an active skin antenna prototype,
and Bayesian optimization is applied to obtain an optimal
design of the antenna skin. The fabrication of the active skin
antenna prototype is succinctly described in Section 4.
Section 5 presents the testing results of the skin antenna
prototype. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Overall Structure of Active Skin Antenna

An active skin antenna can provide the structural load-
bearing and electromagnetic receiving sending functions
simultaneously. In the following, we present a novel active
skin antenna structure. Figure 1(a) shows an application of
the distributed active skin antenna installed in the wing of
an aircraft, and the overall structural configuration of the
active skin antenna is shown in Figure 1(b).

From Figure 1(b), it is observed that the proposed
antenna consists of an encapsulation shell, an antenna skin,
and RF (i.e., transmitting and receiving circuits) and beam
control circuits. The encapsulation shell is filled with the RF
and beam control circuits. Bolt connections are applied to
connect the encapsulation shell and load-bearing framework
which is a part of the wing. The encapsulation shell can
protect the internal circuits against the external loads such
as impact loads and aerodynamic loads. The antenna skin
can provide the structural load-bearing and electromagnetic
receiving functions, and it is composed of an antenna layer
and a protective layer which contains the facesheet and
honeycomb/foam. The antenna skin is embedded into the
load-bearing framework using adhesive bonding or bolt
connection technology. The RF circuits comprise feeding
networks, low-noise amplifiers, phase shifters, and power
amplifiers, and so on. The beam control circuits consist of
direct current (DC) power and control circuits, and it gener-
ates the beamforming signal and supplies the power required
by the RF circuits. Every antenna element in the antenna skin
is fed by a SMA which connects the RF circuits by a flexible
RF cable.
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3. Design of Active Skin Antenna Prototype

According to the antenna structure in Figure 1, this section
presents the design of an active skin antenna prototype with
only the RF receiving function. The desired performance
requirements are listed in Table 1. In this table, the desired
deformation displacement and structural stress mean the
maximum allowable structural stiffness and strength, when
a 50N load is applied to the central point of the antenna
structure. In the following, the antenna skin is designed using
Bayesian optimization, and then the RF receiving and beam
control circuits are described concisely.

3.1. Bayesian Optimal Design of Antenna Skin. Figure 2
shows the structural configuration of the proposed antenna
skin. From Figure 2, it is observed that the antenna skin
comprises the facesheet, honeycomb, and antenna array.
The facesheet, honeycomb, and antenna array are bonded
to form the final antenna skin. In the antenna skin, the
antenna array consists of 32 microstrip antenna elements
and an array framework fabricated by using 3D printing
technology, and every antenna element is embedded into
the array framework using the adhesive bonding technology.
Table 2 shows the materials which every layer needs and the
electrical properties of these materials.

Figure 3 presents the flowchart of the antenna skin
design. As shown in Figure 3, the antenna skin design
consists of two steps. The first step is to design the length,
width of the antenna element, and the position of the feed
port. The second step is to optimize the thickness of facesheet
and honeycomb in this skin antenna, and an electrome-
chanical codesign optimization is proposed to balance the
mechanical and electrical requirements.

3.1.1. Formulation of Optimizing Antenna Elements. The first
stage is to specify the substrate materials, antenna element
type, and the dimensions of the antenna element substrate,
according to some predefined performances. In the antenna
skin prototype, the length Lg and width Wg of the antenna
element substrate were 28mm, as shown in Figure 4.

Utilizing the initial design determined by some empirical
formulas, the simulation model of the microstrip antenna
element was developed using HFSS VBScript. In order to
obtain an optimal design, the paper constructed the following
optimization model:

Find x = x1, x2,Dx,Dy ,

Min  S11 = S0 −max 0,  S0 − S ,

 s t  
f − f 0 < ε,

xl < x < xu,

1

where the design variables x1 and x2 represent the length and
width of the microstrip antenna elements, respectively. Dx
andDy represent the x-axis and y-axis coordinates of the feed
port, respectively; S11 is the return loss; S is the return loss
under the current design size; S0 is upper bound of the return
loss; f 0 is the center frequency of antenna element; ε is the
resonant frequency deviation from the allowable value; and
xl and xup denote the lower bound and upper bounds of the
design variable x, respectively.

As for the antenna element design used in the antenna
skin prototype, the parameters S0, ε, and f 0 were chosen as
−20 dB, 0.05GHz, and 5.8GHz, respectively. The lower
bound xl and upper bounds xup are 10, 10, −3 2, −3 2 and
15,15,3 2,3 2 , respectively.

3.1.2. Electromechanical Codesign Formulation. The aim in
the second stage is to obtain optimal dimensions of the

Antenna
array

Honeycomb/
foam

Facesheet

RF and beam
control circuits

Encapsulation shell

Antenna
skin

Load-bearing
framework

(a) (b)

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of active skin antenna. (a) Application of active skin antenna. (b) Structural configuration of active
skin antenna.

Table 1: Performance requirements of the skin antenna.

Layer Performance specifications Value

Electrical performance

Central frequency 5.8GHz

S11 of element ≤−20 dB
Antenna array gain ≥18 dB

Mechanical performance
Structural stress ≤240MPa

Deformation displacement ≤12mm
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facesheet and honeycomb core, which influence the mechan-
ical and electrical performance. The mechanical performance
consists of the structural weight, stiffness, and strength,
which can be calculated by the mechanical model of the
antenna structure. The electrical performance such as the
radiation pattern can be obtained from an electromagnetic
simulation model.

In this stage, the antenna array was firstly constructed by
utilizing the optimal antenna element. Subsequently, the
electromagnetic model of the antenna skin was developed
using HFSS VBScript, and the mechanical model of the skin
antenna structure was developed using ANSYS parametric
design language. Finally, the following electromechanical
codesign formulation was proposed to determine the thick-
ness of the facesheet and honeycomb which can simulta-
neously meet the mechanical and electrical requirements.

Find d = t1, t2 T

Min  G = −Gain d

s t  

f i − f 0 < e, i = 1, 2,… , 32

Si < S1, i = 1, 2,… , 32

δmax d ≤ δ

σmax d ≤ σ

dl ≤ d ≤ dh,

2

where the design variable d = t1, t2
T will be solved by the

optimization; t1 and t2 represent the thickness of facesheet
and honeycomb, as shown in Figure 2. The antenna gain G
ain d of the antenna skin is used as the optimization
objective, and δ and σ are the allowable deformation

displacement and structural stress, respectively. δmax d
and σmax d are the maximum deformation displacement
and maximum structural stress under the current design
variable d, respectively. In this paper, the allowable maxi-
mum deformation displacement δmax d and maximum
structural stress σmax d are 12mm and 240MPa, respec-
tively. dl and dh are the predefined lower bound and upper
bound, respectively.

The mechanical performances δmax d and σmax d are
determined using the following mechanical model of the
antenna skin structure:

K d δ = F, 3

where K d is the stiffness matrix and it is a function of
the design variable d. F is the vector of the load. δ is
the displacement vector of the node deformation.

In this paper, the maximum deformation displacement
δmax d and maximum structural stress σmax d are used to
evaluate the mechanical stiffness and strength before the
antenna structure is destroyed. The maximum displacement
δmax d is defined as the deflection at the central point of
the antenna skin, when a predefined load is applied to the
antenna structure.

3.1.3. Solution Based on Bayesian Optimization. Bayesian
optimization is a statistical framework that uses information
gained from past experiments to model and minimize an
arbitrary objective function, and it works by building and
querying cheap surrogate models which estimate the behav-
ior of real objective functions which are expensive to evaluate
[29]. Surrogate models are typically built using Gaussian
process regression (GPR). GPR is to fit previously observed
data and used to make predictions about the objective values
in areas not yet explored. These predictions are easy to com-
pute and can intelligently choose the next set of parameters
such that solutions are found with a minimal number of
expensive objective function.

In this subsection, the objective function in (1) and (2)
was built by GPR model with given training data X, Y =
xi, yi

N
i=1. According to the research in [29–31], the new

point xN+1 is obtained by a search algorithm, and the new

Antenna array

Honeycomb/
foam

Facesheet

Radiating
element

3D printed
array frame

Structure of antenna arrayStructure of antenna skin

t1

t2

Figure 2: Structural configuration of antenna skin.

Table 2: Electrical properties of every layer.

Layer Material Dielectric constant

Upper facesheet Glass/epoxy 4

Honeycomb core Nomex honeycomb 1.1

Array framework Photosensitive resin 2.4

Antenna element RO4350B 3.66
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output, yN+1, can be expressed with the predicted mean
m xN+1 and the standard deviation σ xN+1 as

μ xN+1 = kT K + σ2
NI

−1Y, 4

σ2 xN+1 = k xN+1, xN+1 − kT K + σ2NI
−1k, 5

yN+1 = μ xN+1 ± σ xN+1 , 6

where N is the number of training data, I is the identity
matrix, K denotes the kernel matrix for the training data
X, Y , k represents the covariance matrix between xN+1

and X = x1, x2,… , xN , k xN+1, xN+1 signifies the self-
covariance matrix, and σN is the noise deviation and
the coefficient.

This GPR model provides a posterior distribution of the
unknown function. We can choose the next value of the
function representing the targeted values by minimizing an
acquisition function. In this paper, the lower confidence
bound (LCB) is used as the acquisition function to find the
optimal value of the design variables [29], and it is expressed
as follows:

xN+1 = arg min
i

μ xi − κσ xi , 7

Specify the material, shape, and dimensions of the antenna element
according to the desired electrical performance

Develop the electromagnetic simulation model of the antenna element
using HFSS VBScript

Construct the optimization formulation for the antenna element

Solve the formulation using Bayesian optimization

Utilize the optimal antenna element to construct the antenna array

Develop the mechanical and electromagnetic simulation model of the
skin antenna containing facesheet and honeycomb

Construct the electromechanical codesign model for the skin antenna

Solve the codesign model using Bayesian optimization

Obtaina final design result of the skin antenna

Stage 1

Stage 2

Figure 3: Flowchart of the antenna skin design.
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Figure 4: Geometry of microstrip antenna element.
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where κ > 0 and κ = 2log π2x2/12ν 0 5 (where ν = 0 05);
μ xi and σ xi are determined from (4) and (5).

The Bayesian optimization above was applied to solve the
optimization model in (1) and (2). The objective functions
were built using GPR. Figure 5 presents the flowchart of
Bayesian optimization solution, and the optimal value of the
design variable is obtained by using the following procedure.

(1) Determine design variables and design space and
build the target model which is to be optimized.
The initial sample points are selected by the Latin
hypercube sampling method in the whole design
space. Let K = 1, which represents the number
of iteration.

(2) Fit a Gaussian distribution model by calculating
the response of the Gaussian process model
based on the multivariate normal distribution at
sampling points.

(3) Optimize LCB acquisition function to find out the
next design point xt .

(4) Perform an electromagnetic simulation at xt by using
HFSS to get the actual response value.

(5) If the response obtained in the previous step meets
the convergence, stop the procedure; otherwise, go
to the step 6.

(6) Add the point sampled in step 3 to the database and
return to step 2.

It is important to note that the selection of the next
sample does not require the computation of electromagnetic
model developed by HFSS, since (7) is computed only based
on the previous simulation results, which minimizes compu-
tational time. Unlike most optimization techniques, this
approach provides a posterior distribution of the unknown
function and hence the search involves determining the
function (rather than the output itself) that is closer to the
targeted goal.

3.1.4. Design Results

(1) Optimization Results of Antenna Element
In this part, the antenna element was optimized

according to the optimization model in (1) by using the
Bayesian optimization algorithm and genetic algorithm.
Figures 6(a) and 6(b) show the optimization iterative process
of the Bayesian algorithm and genetic algorithm, respec-
tively. Compared with the two figures, it is found that
Bayesian optimization needs 16 iterations to obtain the target
solution which satisfies the design requirement. However, the
genetic algorithm needs 50 iterations to achieve the target
solution. The comparison of iteration numbers shows that
the genetic algorithm is more likely to fall into the local opti-
mal solution than the Bayesian algorithm. Table 3 shows the

Construct surrogate modeling

Select initial sample points

Calculate the response of the
Gaussian process model

Design variable Goals and constraints

Construct Gaussian posterior
model by database

Find a new sample point by
LCB

Calculate the simulation
solution by using HFSS

Convergence?

Obtain the optimal solution

Yes

No

Sample database

Save the optimal solution
and its response value

Save data

Figure 5: Flowchart of Bayesian optimization solution.
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comparing results of the two algorithms for optimizing the
antenna element. As seen from these results, the target solu-
tions obtained by the Bayesian optimization algorithm and
genetic algorithm are similar. However, the center frequency
obtained by the Bayesian algorithm is much closer to
5.8GHz. Besides, the time required by the Bayesian
algorithm is less than half the time required by the genetic
algorithm. Figure 7 shows the optimal return loss and the
gain pattern of the antenna element obtained by Bayesian

optimization. From Figure 7(b), it is observed that the gain
of the antenna element is about 6.23 dBi.

(2) Optimization Results of Antenna Skin
In this investigation, the antenna array was firstly con-

structed by utilizing the optimal antenna element from the
previous section. Subsequently, according to (2), the thick-
ness of facesheet and honeycomb was optimized by the
Bayesian algorithm and genetic algorithm, respectively.

Table 3: Comparison of the antenna element optimization results.

Function valuation
numbers

Time consuming (s) Function value (dB) Center frequency (GHz) Target solution (mm)

Bayesian algorithm 17 1521 −41 5.808 [12.9,12.9,0,0]

Genetic algorithm 50 3209 −43 5.763 [13,13,−0.09,0]
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Table 4 provides some comparisons of the two algorithms. As
shown in Table 4, the calculating time required by the two
algorithms is different. The time required by the genetic
algorithm is more than twice time required by the Bayesian
algorithm. Therefore, it is clear that the Bayesian algorithm
is much faster than the genetic algorithm. Utilizing the
optimization results from the Bayesian algorithm, Figure 8
shows the simulation results of the antenna skin gain, and
its gain is 21.4 dB. When a 50N load is applied to the central
point of the antenna skin structure, the mechanical perfor-
mance of the antenna skin is shown in Figure 9. The
maximum deformation displacement is 11.9mm, and the
maximum structural stress is 225MPa. These results can
meet the desired performance requirements in Table 1.

3.2. Design of RF Receiving and Beam Control Circuits. The
RF receiving and beam control circuits are responsible for
the reception of electromagnetic waves, amplitude, and phase
control of antenna elements. Figure 10 presents the block
diagram of the circuit in the active skin antenna prototype.
The circuit consists of the same four RF receiver modules
and a beam control circuit.

From Figure 10, it is observed that each RF receiver
module connects eight microstrip antenna elements by using
RF cables. Each RF receiver module consists of an active
receiving circuit and two-stage feed networks. Figure 11
shows the internal circuits in every RF receiver module. Each
active receiving circuit has eight channels which realize the
connection between the antenna element and the first-stage
feed network. Each receiving channel consists of a low-
noise amplifier (LNA), a 6-bit digital phase shifter, a variable
attenuator, and a gain amplifier. In this prototype, the LNA
and gain amplifier utilize the same chip PMA3-83LN+
manufactured by Mini-Circuits. The voltage-controlled
variable attenuator HMC712LP3C is manufactured by ADI,
and the 6-bit digital phase shifter MAPS-011008 is from
MACOM. The attenuator and phase shifter are used to
control the amplitude and phase, respectively, of incoming
signal on each individual channel, and the control com-
mands of the attenuator and phase shifter are from the beam
control circuits, as shown in Figure 10.

In this paper, two-stage feed networks are used to com-
bine each channel signal received by the antenna element to
the RF terminal. The feed networks were designed by using
integrated circuit combiners and distributed microstrip
transmission line. The integrated circuit combiner WP4A+
and SCN-2-65+ from Mini-Circuits Corporation were used
to realize the combination of four or two equal amplitude
and phase power signals, respectively. The Wilkinson feed
networks realized by distributed transmission line were
designed to connect the output channel and the integrated

circuit combiner chip. Figure 12 presents the design of the
first-stage feed networks (i.e., 4 : 1 combining networks),
due to the limitation of the length of the paper. From the
simulation results in Figure 12(b), it is found that the net-
work can obtain approximately equal insertion loss and equal
phase characteristics in the 5.4–6.2GHz frequency range.

4. Fabrication of Active Skin Antenna

This section presents the fabrication of an active skin antenna
prototype, and the fabrication process is succinctly described
in the following.

The antenna skin was fabricated by using a hybrid
manufacturing approach. In this paper, the hybrid
manufacturing approach refers to the combination of 3D
printing manufacturing and traditional manufacturing
process. The 3D printing manufacturing was applied to
fabricate the antenna array framework, and the remainder
was fabricated by using traditional manufacturing process.
The hybrid manufacturing approach can simplify the
manufacturing process and reduce the cost of the antenna
skin, especially for the complex conformal array framework.

First, every layer in the antenna skin was manufactured
separately, according to the design results above. During
the course of the fabrication, the antenna array framework
was fabricated by using the 3D printing technology, and 32
microstrip antenna elements were fabricated by screen
printing methods. Figure 13(a) presents the fabricated micro-
strip antenna elements and array framework. Subsequently,
the microstrip antenna elements were embedded into the
array framework using the adhesive bonding technology, as
shown in Figure 13(b). The designed facesheet and honey-
comb were prepared by confirming their mechanical and
electrical performances. For the facesheet, two-ply glass/
epoxy prepregs were symmetrically laid up, and each layer
was bonded on the top or bottom of another one in the
design sequence by using the epoxy film adhesive. Subse-
quently, the layers were aligned and laminated according
to the assembly sequence of each layer. After being covered

Table 4: Comparison of the antenna skin optimization results.

Time
consuming

(min)

Function
value (dB)

Target
solution
(mm)

Bayesian algorithm 191.4 21.4 [0.27,2]

Genetic algorithm 429 21.5 [0.26,4.25]
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Figure 8: Simulation result of antenna skin gain.
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by a vacuum bag, the assembly was cocured in an auto-
clave, according to the recommended curing cycle for this
adhesive (125°C for 180min at a pressure of 0.45MPa).
Figure 13(f) shows the final skin antenna sample. The
RF receiving and beam control circuits were fabricated
by printing circuit board technology. Figure 14 shows the
fabricated active skin antenna prototype. The soft RF label
was utilized to connect the antenna skin with the RF
receiving and beam control circuits.

5. Testing Results

Utilizing the fabricated antenna prototype, we have con-
ducted some experiments to validate the proposed design
and fabricating method. Figure 15 presents the experimental
system which consists of a test fixture, active skin antenna,
and near-field measuring system. Moreover, the absorbing
wave materials cover the metal surface of the test fixture to
avoid the reflection and scattering of electromagnetic wave.
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The experimental results and discussions were presented in
the following.

5.1. Comparisons of Simulation and Measured Results. In
order to validate the Bayesian optimal design, this paper
firstly presents the measured return loss of microstrip
antenna element and then presents the comparisons of
measured and simulation radiation patterns of the antenna
prototype at 5.8GHz. Figure 16 gives the measured return

loss of the 32 fabricated antenna elements. It is found that
the measured return loss satisfies the design specification in
Table 1. The maximum error between the simulation and
measured center frequency is 0.03GHz. Figure 17 presents
the comparisons between the measured and simulation
radiation patterns of the antenna prototype at 5.8GHz. The
maximum gain of the active skin antenna is about 21.2 dBi.

From Figure 17, it is also found that the measured radia-
tion patterns are closed to the simulation ones. However,

LNA Attenuator Phase shifterAmplifier

Input of antenna 1

Input of antenna 2

Input of antenna 8

Output of channel 1

…
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Output of channel 2

Output of channel 7

Output of channel 8
……

Figure 11: Active receiving circuits in a RF receiver module.
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there is a little difference between the measured and simula-
tion side lobe. One of the reasons for this is the effect of the
adhesive in the skin antenna. The adhesive that bonds the
different layers to provide mechanical strength also influ-
ences the electrical performance of the skin antenna. The
adhesive influences the effective dielectric constant in the

antenna structure. The change of the effective dielectric con-
stant leads to inaccurate simulation results and makes the
central frequency have a drift. In addition, the manufacturing
errors in RF receiving circuits and microstrip antenna
elements, which mean the structural dimension deviations

Eight microstrip antennas

Antenna array frame fabricated by 3D
printed technology

(a) Preparation of antenna elements and framework (b) Embedding antenna elements into framework

(c) Preparation of facesheet and honeycomb (d) Coating adhesive after the assembly

(e) Cocured process after coved by a vacuum bag (f) Multifunctional antenna skin specimens

Figure 13: Fabrication process of antenna skin.

Figure 14: Active skin antenna prototype.
Figure 15: Measurements of active skin antenna prototype.
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relative to the optimal design dimensions, also lead to the
differences between the simulation and measured results of
the radiation patterns and return loss.

5.2. Measured Scanning Patterns. To demonstrate the
electromagnetic performance, the scanning radiation charac-
teristics of the fabricated antenna prototype were also
measured in an anechoic chamber. Figure 18 presents the
measured scanning patterns in xoz-plane and yoz-plane of
the active skin antenna operating at 5.8GHz. It is observed
that the active skin antenna has a peak gain of 21.2 dBi and
the side lobe levels (SLL) in xoz-plane and yoz-plane are
about −14.1 and −13.7 dB, respectively. In addition, it is
observed that the scanning range in xoz-plane is from
−29.0° to 29.3° and that the scanning range in yoz-plane is
from −14.2° to 14.9°. Table 5 gives some electrical perfor-
mance indexes extracted from the measured scanning
patterns in Figure 18. From the table, it is found that
there is some difference between the desired beam direction

and actual beam direction. This difference may be due to
the imperfections of the measurement system such as the
phase error caused by the manufacturing errors in RF
receiving circuits.

6. Conclusions

This paper presents a novel active skin antenna structure
which consists of an encapsulation shell, an antenna skin,
and RF and beam control circuits. The antenna skin com-
prises facesheet, honeycomb, microstrip antenna elements
and an array framework fabricated by 3D Printing technol-
ogy. The different layers were bonded to form the final
antenna skin. In addition, Bayesian optimization method
was applied to design the microstrip antenna element and
the thickness of facesheet and honeycomb of the skin
antenna, in order to obtain an optimal design and improve
the design efficiency. The active skin antenna prototype with
32 microstrip antenna elements was fabricated and some
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experiments were conducted to evaluate the fabricated
antenna prototype. The comparisons between the simula-
tion and measured results show that Bayesian optimization

method can obtain accurate design results under the less
computing time. The measured scanning radiation patterns
validate the feasibility the proposed antenna skin structure.
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Table 5: Electrical performance indexes of active skin antenna under undeformed conditions.

Plane Desired beam direction (°) Actual beam direction (°) Gain (dB) Beam width (°) Maximum side lobe level (dB)

xoz-plane 0° 0.2 21.2 11.6 −14.1
xoz-plane 15° 14.7 20.9 12.2 −13.5
xoz-plane 30° 29.3 20.2 13 −12.1
xoz-plane −15° −14.3 20.8 12.5 −13.8
xoz-plane −30° −29.0 19.9 13.8 −11.3
yoz-plane 0° 0.4 21.2 21.2 −13.7
yoz-plane 15° 14.9 21.0 23 −12.5
yoz-plane −15° −14.2 20.9 23.8 −12.6
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Our design and fabrication technique is suitable for the
development of conformal load-bearing antenna or smart
skin antenna installed in the structural surface of aircraft,
warships, and armored vehicles. Furthermore, Bayesian
optimization method provides an alternative approach to
realize the fast and accurate optimal design of antenna and
microwave circuits.
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